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ABSTRACT

This thesis investigates the apphcations of machine intelligence in information gen
eration, organization, manipulation, search and retrieval.

In order to alleviate and solve some problems in the present information retrieval 
(IR) community, and to increase the efficiency and effectiveness of information sys
tems, a new data structure is proposed in the thesis. The conceptual index is external 
to the collection of information components (documents). It integrates the conven
tional global index with a special semantic network. As a result, a much richer set 
of concepts, as well as the relationships between concepts, can be represented in the 
data structure. It is shown in the thesis that such a data structure is more suit
able for sophisticated IR environments such as hypertext, and could make automatic 
information generation, self-adjustment and evolvement, inferencing and reasoning 
possible.

Based on the conceptual index, a 3oft-link hypertext model is developed and investi
gated. The soft-link hypertext model covers the Boolean search model, the probability 
model, the traditional hard-link hypertext model and the soft-link hypertext in one 
infrastructure. Its main features include automatic generation of the conceptual in
dex, self-adjustment and evolvement, user-centered services for information retrieval 
and applications of machine intelligence in all aspects of the model.

The soft-link hypertext model, including its state-space and all operations occurring 
in the space, is fuUy presented and evaluated in the thesis. It is implemented in 
a soft-link hypertext system called the Enhanced SuperBook and assessed in several 
small-scale controlled IR experiments. Its strengths, weakness, similarity with, and 
difference from other information models and systems are also studied in depth.

Based on such an investigation, the thesis concludes that many aspects of informa
tion retrieval should benefit from the extensive application of the machine intelligence. 
Automation in information generation, organization, self-adjustment and evolvement, 
and assistance for information retrieval can not only increase the efficiency and ef
fectiveness of the information systems, but also represents the essence of, and should 
have great impact on, future generations of IR systems.
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Chapter 1 
Introduction

This chapter presents a framework of my research work, including the 
problems addressed, the hypotheses examined and the notations adopted. 
It also gives a brief description of following chapters in the dissertation.

1.1 B ackground

A massive, global network of information through which people can browse freely 
with the aid of electronic technology has been envisaged for decades. Ever since Bush 
proposed the idea in 1945 [27], hypertext has increasingly become a very important 
tool for information organization and information retrieval. Many hypertext systems 
have been in operation since the 1980s and the idea behind hypertext has been 
enticing generations of researchers to continue to explore the field. However, this 
miracle of global information network is still around the corner. Some of the following 
problems, which hinder the further development of hypertext, have been discussed 
widely, but have yet to be solved.

1. W hat is the proper configuration of hypertext? What kind of data structure 
should be used to represent this network of information?

2. How can this network of information, with a large number of intra- and inter- 
information links and associations, be generated? What kinds of tools can be 
used for the generation process?

3. What is the proper relationship between searching by index and searching by 
associations? What effects do they have on the information retrieval and infor
mation users?

4. W hat role does the machine intelligence play in information retrieval? How can 
it help the human intelligence, the human thinking associations and information 
retrieval?

5. How should an intelligent information system be evaluated?

These are the problems to be addressed in this dissertation.

13
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1.2 M y R esearch  W ork

The hypothesis that I examine in the dissertation is — A conceptual index, 
w hich co n s titu te s  a  sem antic  n e t u pon  ind iv idual index  te rm s  of th e  t r a 
d itio n a l global in d ex , su p p o rts  b o th  selection by index  and  selection by 
associations. C o m pared  w ith  tra d itio n a l approaches, th e  concep tual in 
d ex  p resen ts  an  im proved  d a ta  s tru c tu re  for in fo rm ation  re triev a l. A n 
in fo rm atio n  re triev a l system  based  on such a  s tru c tu re  (i.e. a ru n -tim e  
soft-link  h y p e r te x t system  stu d ied  here) can offer a graceful m odel and  
in fra s tru c tu re  for in fo rm ation  organ ization  and  p re sen ta tio n , and  im prove 
fe a tu re s  of th e  ex isting  in form ation  re triev a l m odels and  system s. T hus, 
it  p rov ides effective solutions to  th e  problem s listed  in Section 1.1.

Furthermore, the hypothesis can be divided into several sub-hypotheses;

1. The conceptual index could be built up automatically, or semi-automatically;

2. The conceptual index could present a more consistent and systematic approach 
to organization of the information network;

3. Whilst the index structure could facilitate global access to any index terms 
(concepts), the semantic net supports the relationship amongst different index 
terms (concepts), and therefore, constitutes local associations among different 
pieces of information. Information systems based on such a structure could be 
user-centered and become more efficient and effective;

4. Machine intelligence could be explored to generate such information networks, 
improve the quality of its organizations and presentations, and finally, help 
users to effectively retrieve information. Such an intelligence may include the 
following three different, but related elements:

• A better user model could be built up by aji intelligent system;

• Machine memory (learning) could be used to record the past experiences, 
and to self-adjust and improve the network based on the experiences;

• A reasoning mechanism could be used to reason and make inferences on 
the user’s information needs.

The work presented in following chapters of this dissertation sets out to prove the 
above hypothesis. A model is developed to show its validity on a theoretical level, 
whilst an implemented system demonstrates it and provides a practical evaluation.
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1.3 T he S ta te  o f  A rt

The research presented in this dissertation is based on the following concepts:

1. The theoretical studies and practices in information retrieval (IR), which have 
been very well summarized in [37] [134] and are reviewed in Chapters 2 and 3;

2. Advances in artificial intelligence (AI), especially those concerning the appli
cation of AI in information retrieval. The related branches include Expert 
Systems [114], knowledge-based systems [45] and the connectionist models [54];

3. Finally, the model and implementation of an integrated soft-hnk hypertext sys
tem are based on SuperBook^ which is a full-text information retrieval system 
from Bellcore [56] [57]. The database used is the electronic version of journal, 
E nv ironm en ta l Science and  Technology (1991), from the American Chem
ical Society. A more detailed description of SuperBook, including its functions, 
its browser and interfaces, is given in Section 8.5.1.

1.4  N ota tion s A d op ted

In order to formally and concisely present the soft-hnk hypertext model developed in
the dissertation, the foUowing notations are used.

1. Conceptual graph and conceptual structure (Chapter 4):

The conceptual index introduced in the dissertation is represented as a directed 
graph called the conceptual graph. With its node representing the concepts and 
arcs the connections (hnks) between concepts, the conceptual graph can help 
in presenting the state-space of the soft-hnk hypertext model. Furthermore, 
once the conceptual graph is introduced, all notions in the graph theory can be 
easily adopted to explain the dynamics of the model.

2. Formal specification of Z (Chapter 6 and 7):

The detailed description of all events happening in the soft-hnk hypertext model 
is represented as a formal specification in the Z notation. These events include 
the changes of the state-space and its apphcations in information retrieval. 
Rules used to control these events are presented first as separate schemas, which 
are combined together to constitute the whole model.
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1.5 O utline o f  the D issertation

This dissertation consists of five main parts (Figure 1.1): analysis of problems (Chap
ter 2 and 3), development of the soft-hnk hypertext model (Chapter 4, 5, 6 and 7), its 
implementation (Chapter 8), experiments and evaluations (Chapter 9) and conclusion 
(Chapter 10). The contents of the main chapters are set out as follows:

1. Chapter 2 surveys the models and systems currently used in information re
trieval. These include the Boolean search model, the vector space model, the 
enhanced Boolean search model and the probabihstic model;

2. Chapter 3 provides a more detailed survey on hypertext: its definition, its 
history, the models used in hypertext and their characteristics, etc. The idea 
of soft-link hypertext is introduced at the end of the chapter;

3. The conceptual structure is defined in Chapter 4. It provides a formal notation 
and theoretical basis for further presentations in Chapters 6, 7 and 8;

4. Chapter 5 deals with the conceptual index and its formulation. The traditional 
indexing methodology is first reviewed and used to formulate the mapping from 
individual index term to information components. Then, a mechanism is intro
duced to generate the special semantic net needed for the conceptual index;

5. Chapter 6 presents the connectionist network adopted in the soft-link hypertext 
model, and its activation and learning rules. The connectionist network is used 
for controlling the dynamic operations in the soft-hnk hypertext model;

6. Based on the connectionist network, several intelhgent mechanisms are devel
oped in Chapter 7. These different mechanisms are combined together to con
stitute the intelhgent soft-hnk hypertext model;

7. The soft-hnk hypertext model, as weh as an implemented system (called the 
Enhanced Superbook), is iUustrated in Chapter 8. It is evaluated by comparing 
with other information-retrieval models and systems;

8. The experiments in which the hypotheses are examined in several small-scale 
controUed IR  environments are reported in Chapter 9. Four experiments are 
designed in the research, to test and assess different features of the system;

9. Finally, the conclusions are reached in Chapter 10. The proposals for further 
work, as well as the impact of the soft-hnk hypertext model on future research 
of global information systems, are also discussed in the chapter.
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Figure 1.1: The flowchart of the dissertation.



Chapter 2 
Information and Information Retrieval

This chapter presents a general view of the information space and infor
mation retrieval systems. Different models currently used in information 
retrieval (IR) are reviewed here'. They include the Boolean search model, 
the vector space model, the enhanced Boolean search model, the probability 
model and hypertext. The conclusion of the chapter is that hypertext pro
vides a new and higher-level model to organize and retrieve information.

2.1 In form ation  Space

Much of the information circulating in the modern world consists of written text, fig
ures, tables, chemical structure formulae, sound, picture, etc.. Often the information 
is available in machine-readable form; it can be stored and reproduced automati
cally; finally, the information can be transmitted from place to place via electronic 
networks.

It is easy to store large masses of information. However, storage in itself is of no value 
unless systems are designed which make selected items available to interested users. 
The following operations are needed, in order to make this selection process efficient:

1. The information components must be analyzed; appropriate content identifiers 
must be generated and attached to the stored components; -

2. The user needs must be identified; they must be formulated in forms under
standable by an automatic system;

3. Representations of information components and user needs must be compared, 
leading to the retrieval of information components judged to be sufficiently close 
to the information requested.

Such an automatic system, including all the information and auxiliary tools, is often 
referred to as an Information Space. The process in which some useful information 
is extracted from an Information Space is called information retrieval.

18
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2.2 In form ation  R etrieva l

Information retrieval (IR) is concerned with the representation, storage, organization 
and access of information. Usually, an information retrieval system consists of a 
set of information components, or documents (DOCs), a set of queries made by 
the information user (QUEs), and some mechanism (SIMILAR) which is used to 
determine which, if any, of the information components meets the requirements of 
the queries (Figure 2.1) [134]. The three main elements of IR are as follows:

DOCs

SIMILAR

QUEs

Mechanism for 
determining which information 

items meet the requirement 
of a given query

Figure 2.1: Information system environment.

1. Representation of the Information Space;

An Information Space refers to all the information stored in an information 
retrieval system (Figure 2.2). It usually includes the following elements:

• All the information components stored (the Document Space);

• All auxiliary knowledge (e.g. the structure of those documents, the do
main, its users and their problems, etc.) and tools needed for storing, 
organizing and accessing these information components (the Index Space).

2. Representation of the information user;

Information users are people who access information systems in order to find 
some needed information (Figure 2.2). They represents diverse backgrounds 
and information interests, with different levels of interacting skills and different 
abilities to specify their information needs either expHcitly or implicitly.

The user’s information needs are often represented by a set of queries (QUEs).
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3. Information search — comparison of above two representations.

Some kind of SIMILAR mechanism is used to compare these two representations 
and select, among the information components in the Document Space, the ones 
which meet the requirements of the user’s information needs.

In theory, the selection between queries and documents is obtainable by direct 
comparison, as suggested in Figure 2.1. However, this direct comparison is 
not always practical. It becomes far too slow when the Information Space is 
large. Instead, a data structure is usually introduced in the Index Space, which 
includes a set of content identifiers and provides a more systematic view of the 
Document Space; such a data structure can help in determining the similarity 
between those two representations (Figure 2.2). The idea is that, once the 
proper content identifiers can be found to match the information needs, the 
related documents can be retrieved by following the pointers provided by the 
data structure.

Docu 1 I I Docu 3
Docu 2

The Information Space

SIMILAR

The User

Query

Document Space 
collection of documents

Indexing

Index Space 
a data structure providing 

a collection of content identifiers 
which point to the related 

documents

Search
formulation

The User 
getting access to the 
information system 

with queries

Figure 2.2: Functional overview of information retrieval.

Traditionally, the mapping from the Document Space to the Index Space is called 
indexing, that from the queries to the Index Space search formulation, and the com
parison process searching.

Several models have been used in indexing, search formulation and searching.
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2 ,2 .1  T rad ition a l IR

1. Characteristics of traditional IR;

In traditional information retrieval, the data structure is usually based on a 
set of keywords or phrases called index terms. Index terms may include a 
controlled Hst of words or all words in a Document Space (full-text index). All 
information components in the Document Space are identified by these index 
terms. The indexing process is to choose, either manually or automatically, the 
set of index terms which could represent most effectively the characteristics of 
each individual document and build the proper associations (mappings) from 
these index terms to the related documents. Users’ queries are also expressed 
by these index terms. Therefore, the judgement of relevancy is based on the 
index terms shared by the queries and those relevant information components.

2. Depending on the searching process (SIMILAR mechanism) used in the models, 
traditional IR can be divided into four groups: the Boolean search model, the 
vector space model, the enhanced Boolean search model and the probability 
model. These models can be characterized as follows:

• Boolean Search Model;

The Boolean search model is a simple but efficient model on which most 
commercial IR systems are based. Its comparison process operates on a 
one-to-one basis between a query term and the index term. Index terms 
are usually stored alphabetically in files called inverted files. Boolean 
operators are applied to formulate more complicated queries.

The advantages of the Boolean search model are listed as follows;

(a) It is a good fit for a very simple and clear mathematical model. All 
technologies related to the model are well understood;

(b) Its implementation is relatively easy. Running a Boolean search sys
tem can be straightforward and very efficient;

(c) Very simple term relationships (like synonymous) and simple phrases 
are expressible with Boolean operators;

(d) AU processes, including indexing, search formulation and searching, 
can be automated;

(e) With some added features Kke term  weight and user feedback, a high 
degree of effectiveness is sometimes obtainable.
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The main problem of the Boolean search model is the limitation of expres
sion of the Boolean logic. Among the disadvantages are:

(a) The use of Boolean operators may prove difficult for the user who is 
not famihar with Boolean logic;

(b) Conventional Boolean logic treats all terms as equally important and, 
as a result, considers all retrieved documents as equally useful;

(c) Boolean operators (A N D , OR, N O T ) is unusually rigid in a retrieval 
setting;

(d) The SIMILAR mechanism used in the model is a crisp mechanism,
i.e., a document is identified as either in a retrieved set, or not, but 
not somewhere between.

• Vector Space Model;

Instead of assuming that all terms are equally valuable, the vector space 
model uses term weights to assign importance indications to index terms. 
If t distinct terms are available for content identification, a document Di 
is representable internally as a t-dimensional vector of pairs, Di =  (dji, 
inf*’; di2 j inf*; ...; dn, inf*), where dij represents the yth term assigned to 
document D{ and inf* is the corresponding term weight. In principle, all 
t terms could appear in each vector: a weight of zero would be used for 
terms not present. Larger weights, between 0 and 1, would designate terms 
actually assigned to the document.

In the vector space model, the Boolean queries are replaced by weighted 
term sets similar to those used for the document representations. Thus a 
query Q appears as Q = (qi, mj; qg, ••• inf), where once again a 
weight of zero is used for terms that are absent. When both the stored 
documents and the information queries are represented by weighted term 
vectors, a global and composite vector comparison can measure the degree 
of similarity between a query-document pair on the basis of the weights 
of the corresponding matching terms. The cosine measure of similarity, 
computed as the normal inner product between vector elements normalized 
for vector length is shown in Equation (1); it has been widely used for this 
purpose [138].

E5=i W i W
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The advantages of the vector space model are as follows:

(a) It is based on a clear and well-understood mathematical model;
(b) It offers simple and parallel treatments for both queries and docu

ments;
(c) It accommodates weighted terms and therefore provides ranked re

trieval output in decreasing order of query-document similarity;
(d) Query and document vectors could be easily modified, as required for 

query reformulation and other purposes.

Its disadvantages include the following points:

(a) As the vector space is assumed to be orthogonal and all terms are 
linearly independent, the model is not able to express any relationships 
between terms;

(b) It lacks theoretical justification for some of the vector manipulations, 
such as the use of the cosine measure to obtain vector similarities;

• Enhanced B oolean  Search Model;

The enhanced Boolean search model accommodates term weights assigned 
to both query and document terms as well as strictness indicators know 
as p-values tha t are attached to Boolean operators. With this p-value, 
the power of expression by Boolean logic is extended. A typical query 
formation in the extended Boolean system would be [(Ti, a) (Tg,
b)] AND^^ (T3, c), where a, b and c are the weights for terms Ti, Tg 
and T3, respectively; pi and pg are p values that control the strictness 
of interpretation of the Boolean operators. Values of p range from 1 to 
00; the upper limit represents total strictness of interpretation, equivalent 
to a standard Boolean system, whereas the lower limit represents total 
relaxation, equivalent to a vector processing system where the distinctions 
between A N D  and O R  are lost. The enhanced Boolean model covers 
the vector space model. Boolean search model and fuzzy-set retrieval in 
a common framework; it produces vastly improved retrieval performance 
over simple Boolean operations at the cost of a substantially increased 
computational effort [138].

• Probability m odel.

The probabilistic search model differs from those discussed previously in 
that it represents an attem pt to set the retrieval problem on firm theoret
ical foundations. Here, it is necessary to estimate for each document Di
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with respect to Qj the quantity P(Rel|Qj, Di), the probability of relevance 
of Di with respect to Qj. One approach to this estimation process regards 
information retrieval as an inference, or an evidential reasoning process, 
where an answer to a user query is deduced from the evidence provided 
by each document [138].

3. The advantages and disadvantages of traditional IR models.

The traditional IR models represent the oldest, best understood and piost pop
ularly used tools in IR. They are usually based on clear and solid mathematical 
theories. Automation is involved in all aspects of these traditional IR models; 
it covers indexing, search formulation and searching. The implementations of 
these models are comparably simple and suitable for computer applications. 
Finally, a reasonable good retrieval result is sometimes obtainable.

However, problems do exist with these traditional models, namely;

• They assume that user’s queries are independent and ignore the psycho
logical nature of the information user’s thinking associations. As a result, 
they neglect the associative information enclosed in multiple queries;

• The search formulation in these models expects explicit queries from the 
information user. They ignore the fact that such an explicit statement of 
the information needs (known as recall) could be sometimes very difficult. 
Human beings usually feel more comfortable in another cognitive activity, 
called recognition. Unfortunately, recognition is not generally encouraged 
in traditional approaches. Semantic networks, or thesaurus, are adopted 
in some more recent IR systems to compensate the defective side. Never
theless, it still remains as a big problem for the traditional IR models;

• The use of keywords (index terms) as content identifiers limits the abifity 
of expressions in the traditional IR models:

(a) Index terms are only able to express simple and individual concepts. 
They are not adequate for expressing composite concepts, or phrases;

(b) No semantic, nor logical relationships, among different concepts, or 
among different information components, can be expressed;

(c) A data structure based on such index terms are only suitable for a 
group of bibliographic search and retrieval, but inadequate for more 
complicated IR tasks. This is discussed further in Section 8.4;

•  They represent a system-centered model, instead of a user-centered one.
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2.2 .2  H y p er te x t

Alternatively, the comparison process can be based on users’ browsing over a well- 
constructed information network. Here, the index terms and their pointers to the 
Document Space provided in the traditional data structure become less important, 
and therefore, invisible to the users. Instead, those documents which share the similar 
information are explicitly linked together to formulate a connected information web. 
In such a system, it is unnecessary to specify explicitly the users’ information needs. 
These users browse the Document Space from one information component to another 
by following the Hnks provided in the information web; they decide which information 
component is relevant to their information needs (SIMILAR in Figure 2.3). Thus, 
the problems discussed in the previous section are effectively avoided here.

Browsing trail
DocuT T ^  Do(Docu 3 1

Document Space 
collection of documents

The Information Space CD

The User

SIMILAR

O

The User 
getting access to the 
information system 

with some information needs

Figure 2.3: Functional overview of hypertext.

This kind of information web, which consists of information components and the intra- 
and inter-component hnks, represents a highly structured information management 
model called hypertext. Figure 2.3 shows the functional view of hypertext in an 
IR environment. Compared with Figure 2.2, the direct mappings from index terms 
to documents provided by the traditional data structure become less important in 
hypertext, and therefore, are often expressed impHcitly. Here, the emphasis is on 
the documents which share the same (or logical development of) concepts. These
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documents are linked together to formulate a connected information network, in 
which the user could browse from one document to another.

The configuration of hypertext, expressed as anchors (information) and hnks (rela
tionship between different pieces of information), can not only represent information 
components (concepts), but more importantly, can represent the relationships among 
different information components (concepts). This new data structure, therefore, 
represents a higher level approach than that used in traditional IR. Hypertext opens 
exciting new possibilities for using the computer as a tool for thinking and commu
nication, as well as for information organization, management and retrieval. The 
essence of hypertext is its associative structure, which follows human associative 
thought and memory. Support for hypertext and related systems is motivated by a 
behef that hypertext can provide more efiicient and personahzed access to text by 
complementing the global search techniques of traditional information retrieval mod
els with local navigation based on meaningful intra- and inter-document connections. 
As a model, hypertext provides at least the following potential:

1. Hypertext opens a new way for thinking and information creation.

• Hypertext offers machine support to augment human associative thinking 
and memory;

• Hypertext presents a new environment for authoring and editing;

• Hypertext encourages a collaborative working environment.

2. Hypertext opens a new way for information organization and management.

• Hypertext creates a new environment for version management;

• Hypertext supports divergent views;

• Hypertext presents a new model for personal information management.

3. Hypertext opens a new way to retrieve information.

• Hypertext offers an opportunity for both linear and non-linear reading;

• This associative structure provides extra information about the relation
ships between concepts and between information components;

• The user plays a more active role in the hypertext environment.

Hypertext and its applications in a massive and global information environment is 
the main topic of this dissertation. It is first reviewed in more detail in Chapter 3; a 
new hypertext model is then developed in the following chapters.



Chapter 3 
Hypertext

This chapter presents a more detailed analysis o f hypertext: its defini
tion, its history, the models used in present hypertext systems and their 
characteristics. The emphasis is on investigation of the problems existing 
with the present hypertext systems, as well as the prediction of the next 
generation of hypertext. Based on the analysis, a soft-link hypertext model 
is proposed at the end of the chapter.

3.1 D efin ition

Hypertext systems provide the information users with the ability to follow their 
thinking associations and browse interactively in an Information Space via intra- 
and inter-document links to search for the information they needs. To be a hypertext 
system, one organization must have the following three fundamental elements [37]:

1. A database of information components;

2. A link structure which connects those information components;

3. Tools for creating and manipulating this combination of information compo
nents and the Hnk structure.

3.2 H istory

In 1945, President Roosevelt’s science advisor Vannevar Bush first proposed the idea 
of hypertext in his famous article As We May Think [27]. In the article, he described 
memex, a tool that provides access to a large collection of microfilm and mechanisms 
to make links between any two pieces of information in the system. What distin
guished Bush’s concept from other forms of data storage w ôls its associative structure 
that followed closely the structure of human memory: “The human mind ... operates 
by association. With one item in its grasp, it snaps instantly to the next that is sug
gested by the association of thoughts, in accordance with some intricate web of trails 
carried by the cells of the brain” [27]. Although memex was never actually developed 
because of the technology limitations at that time. Bush’s prediction of “selection

27
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by association, rather than by index” has since driven generations of researchers to 
explore this arena.

3 .2 .1  T h e  F irst G en era tio n  H y p er te x t

The first serions attem pt to build a inemex did not take place until 20 years after 
Bush’s description. In the 1960s, Engelbaft at the Stanford Research Institute was 
influenced by Bush’s article; his team developed a computer system which embodied 
many of Bush’s ideas. The system evolved over the years into a system called Augment 
[37]. Like other early hypertext systems, Augment emphasized three aspects: a 
database of linear text, view filters which selected information from this database, 
and views which structured the display of the information for the terminal. The 
idea behind the system is that the user and the computer were dynamically changing 
components in a symbiosis which had the effect of amplifying the native intelhgence 
of the human user. Among the innovative features of Augment were its multi-user 
capabflity and multiple windowing, as well as two peripheral command devices to 
enhance the keyboard - the chord keys and the mouse.

Meanwhile, another attem pt to build up a hypertext system was conducted by Ted 
Nelson. Again, Nelson’s system (called Xanadu [37]) consisted of three parts: a 
database, a network of links and a front end. However, there the emphasis was on 
creating a unified literary environment on a global scale, instead of a mere enhance
ment of the user’s personal information locally. Therefore, Xanadu’s design makes a 
strong separation between its crude front end and the well-developed database server.

Augment, Xanadu and other first generation hypertext systems such as FRESS, ZOG, 
etc. represent the first step on the way to the realization of “selection by association, 
rather than by index”. They were based on the most primitive model of hypertext: a 
database of documents, a logical network amongst different sections of a document or 
amongst different documents, and an interface which supports browsing across both 
the logical and physical networks. Because of the hmitation of technologies involved 
in building up hypertext systems at that time, the scales of those systems, as well as 
the trials of “hypertext” as an idea, were very hmited.
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3 .2 .2  T h e  S econ d  G en era tion  o f  H y p e r te x t

In the 20 years since Engelbart’s demonstration, both interest in, and activity re
garding the development of, hypertext grew steadily until the 1980s since which en
thusiasm for hypertext has accelerated sharply. The second generation of hypertext 
is identified as follows:

1. The formal theoretical studies of hypertext models and their representations 
have started [81] [82] [69] [150] [155] [38]; the research topics covered all elements 
of hypertext, with the emphasis on hnk structure [113] and hypertext languages;

2. Hypertext has been systematically tested and compared with other computer 
technologies [23] [117] [166] [112] [97];

3. The trials and experiments of hypertext systems have helped to extend the 
idea of “hypertext”, as well as those regarding its fundamental elements [52] 
[37] [151];

4. Many hypertext systems were implemented and have been put into use; they 
include Intermedia [40] [78] [167], HAM [29] [30], KMS [4] [5], [43], Hyper
ties [108], Guide [21], Neptune, Textnet [157], Issue-Based Information Systems 
(IBIS) [38] and etc.

5. Some hypertext systems were commerciahzed. The most noticeable projects 
include Xerox PARC’s NoteCards [80] and Apple’s HyperCard. These systems 
have done a tremendous pubhc promotion for hypertext and hypertext systems.

6. The Document Space in those systems become increasingly large, the hnk struc
ture increasingly comphcated and the front ends increasing sophisticated.

7. Hypertext has been extensively apphed in manual packages, distant learning 
[92], electronic pubhshing and collaborative working environments;

8. A series of problems have been found with the practice of hypertext [80]. The 
most severe ones include the generation of the hypertext hnk structures and the 
auxihary tools needed to avoid the user getting lost in a hypertext Information 
Space. This point is discussed in more detail in Section 3.4.2;

9. The interest in, and demand for further development of, hypertext systems have 
been stimulated.
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3 .2 .3  T h e  T h ird  G en era tio n  o f  H y p e r te x t

The development of hypertext is now at the crossroads of the third generation of 
systems. The starting point of theory and practice of the latest generation is symbol
ized by Halasz’s famous paper [80]. The following attributes of the new generation 
represents the theoretical development and practice of hypertext for the foreseeable 
future.

1. Large-scale Hypertext;

The combination of hypertext, multimedia and the latest developments in global 
communication networks has made systems like World-Wide Web [11], Gopher 
[76], Hytelnet [140], etc, a reality. Although many new challenges lie ahead, the 
theory and practice of hypertext have taken another important step towards 
the vision of a massive and global information network.

2. Open and Reconfigurable Hypertext;

Hypertext systems should not be limited to closed infrastructure. Instead, the 
design and practice of hypertext should be open and reconfigurable, so that 
it can be easily extended to new information services and integrated with the 
diverse existing applications [88]. Open and reconfigurable hypertext is being 
experimented in pioneering systems including Microcosm [88] [51], Sun’s Link 
Service[122], VNS [141] and Hyperform [163].

3. Automatic and Reconfigurable Hypertext;

To reach the goal of a large-scale information network, the consistent, system
atic and automatic generation of the link structure is crucial. Some investiga
tions on the automatic generation of hypertext structure have been reported by 
Rada & Diaper [23] [125] [126].

4. Searchable Hypertext.

In some sense, hypertext stands for a navigational access to the information. 
The ability to browse around a network by following the link structure from 
an information component to another is a defining feature of hypertext. It is 
precisely this ability that makes hypertext a powerful tool for managing loosely 
structured information. However, the experience from the previous generations 
of hypertext suggests that navigational access by itself is insufficient. Effective 
access to information stored in an Information Space requires both query-based 
global access and browsing-based local access [80] [68]. Nevertheless^ recent
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theoretical studies and the practice of searchable hypertext have been hmited 
to the following aspects:

• Theoretical analysis [68];

• Query-based access to a starting point for local browsing;

• Query-based access in a highly-structured hypertext environment;

• Query-based access in semi-searchable hypertext [151].

Labelled by many as “yet to be fuUy explored” [37] [80] [52], searchable hyper
text represents a very important feature of the new generation of hypertext.

5. Intelhgent Hypertext;

Whilst users are able to browse in many hypertext systems, they are still dogged 
by worries such as getting lost in the information web, or unable to find the re
quired information... Consequently, their browsing is still constrained by many 
factors. Attempts to overcome these difficulties are being made by applying 
other related studies Hke artificial intelhgence (AI), neural networks, psychol
ogy, probabihty theory, etc. in hypertext, with the following aims:

• To understand the information users and their information needs better;

• To create intelhgent systems with some domain knowledge and reasoning 
abihty.

Savoy [139], Frisse [67] & Cousins [68], Croft & Turtle [159] [44], and Rada 
[127] are amongst the pioneers creating such intelhgent information systems. 
Their researches are basically tackhng these problems. Furthermore, there is 
a trend to integrate hypertext more closely with conventional IR methodolo
gies. Labelled as “computed hnks” , various technologies developed in intelhgent 
information retrieval systems may be well apphed in hypertext [151] [83] [51].

6. Hypertext and Hypermedia.

Since late 1980s, many multimedia systems have been developed to provide an 
integrated environment for the creation, storage and presentation of a variety 
of media types (e.g. text, graphics, audio and video). The combination of 
multimedia and hypertext leads to a new notion called hypermedia. In a hy
permedia system, the information database includes not only plain text, but 
various other media types; its hnk structure connects these homo-media and 
hetero-media nodes to formulate a multimedia web. Currently, hypermedia 
is being investigated in a number of systems including Elastic Charles [118],
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Microcosm [51] [83] [88]. This should further extend the user acceptance and 
application of original design.

3.3  W h y  H y p ertex t?

Hypertext is a computer-based medium for thinking and communication [37]. Its 
essence is the machine-supported anchors and links which are able to represent the 
more complicated concepts and the relationships among concepts; as a result, it share 
greater similarity with human mental associations. Hypertext makes the communi
cations between machine and human beings easier. Hypertext can be compared and 
contrasted with other information media as follows:

1. Hypertext provides a better mechanism for delivering information than tradi
tional documents.

Although traditional linear literature is also organized hierarchically and in
terlinked richly for nonlinear reading with cross-references, bibliographic ref
erences, dictionaries, encyclopedias, indexes, glossaries, etc, the machine- 
supported hypertext provides a superior model for the following reasons:

• It makes searching and following those referential trails easier and faster;

• It supports more dimensions of movement inside the Information Space, 
not only the linear ones like forward and backward, but also the nonlinear 
movements among information components; therefore, it provides greater 
flexibility and convenience;

•  It facilitates the access to large, distributed and diversified complex infor
mation sources;

• It provides possibilities for using machine intelligence as an extension of 
human intelligence for learning, remembering and reasoning;

• Most importantly, as machine-supported hypertext links enhance the 
user’s mobility in an Information Space and make these movements closer 
to the speed of human thinking associations, they provide tremendous help 
in keeping those associations continuous, or even help in stimulating new 
thinking associations.
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2. Hypertext offers new possibilities for authors and editors, for collaboration and 
for dynamic revising and updating.

Whereas word processors provide good tools for word- and sentence-level au
thoring, hypertext goes further in helping the human being to explore concepts, 
to structure ideas and to organize the order of presentation.

3. Hypertext provides a more suitable model for information retrieval than general 
databases or database management systems (DBMS).

Although a database is a fundamental element of hypertext, and hypertext 
shares some similarities with database models (especially the recent ones like 
relational databases [107] [149], object-oriented databases [102] [23] and seman
tic databases [90]), they emphasize different aspects of information management 
and retrieval; thus, they are suitable for different applications. Whilst these dif
ferences are listed in [63], they can be summarized as follows:

• Hypertext and DBMS have different goals. Whereas DBMS is mainly 
for the manipulation of homogeneous data and logical operations of these 
data, hypertext allows the integration of heterogeneous information, as 
well as the exploration and browsing of the information;

• They have different emphases. Whilst a database or DBMS puts the pri
ority on logical form over content, a hypertext system emphasizes the 
contents rather than the form;

• Although a database, or a DBMS, can totally ignore its users and operate 
on the basis of as-a-matter-of-fact, the essence of hypertext is to follow and 
mimic human associations; thus, the user’s cognitive and psychological 
attributes are very important in hypertext applications;

• A database management system (DBMS) lacks the single coherent inter
face with stored information which is the hallmark of hypertext [37].

4. Even though most text processing tools share some similarities with hyper
text systems, hypertext provides a superior model for information retrieval. 
This is because, as well as supporting hierarchical databases and sophisticated 
interfaces for viewing different components in the database, it also supports 
cross-references between components.
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3.4 M odels o f  H ypertext

3.4 .1  M od els o f  H yp ertex t

The study of hypertext models is still an undeveloped area. The three main models 
found in the literature are the Dexter model [81] [82], gIBIS [38] and the TreUis model 
[150]. Each of them clarifies certain aspects of the topic [69]. These three models are 
briefly illustrated as follows:

1. The Dexter model represents the most popularly used model of hypertext sys
tems for information retrieval. It is based on the three-element hypertext prin
ciple and provides a simple and clear model. The model is composed of three 
separate layers and two mechanisms (Figure 3.1);

W i t h i n - C o m p o n e n t  L a y e r  

T h e  c o n t e n t s  a n d  s t r u c t u r e  

w i t h i n  c o m p o n e n t s

S t o r a g e  L a y e r  

A  ’ d a t a b a s e ’  c o n t a i n i n g  

l i n k s  a n d  a u x i l i a r y  f a c i l i t i e s

R u n t i m e  L a y e r  

P r e s e n t a t i o n  o f  t h e  h y p e r t e x t ;  

u s e r  i n t e r a c t i o n ;  d y n a m i c s

Figure 3.1: The three layers of the Dexter model.

• The Within-Component Layer, which provides a mechanism to define the 
composition of each type of component (e.g., text, table, equation);

• The Anchor Mechanism, for communications between the Storage Layer 
and the Within-Component Layer;

• The Storage Layer, which defines how text components and Hnks can be 
related to form hypertext networks;

• Presentation Specifications, for communications between Runtime Layer 
and the Storage Layer;
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• The Runtime Layer, which provides a mechanism to define how hypertext 
components and finks will be displayed and manipulated.

As shown in Figure 3,1, the Dexter model presents the minimal features of 
a hypertext system, and emphasizes a Storage Layer where the fundamental 
features of hypertext are represented. Internal representation of information 
components is performed by the Within-Component Layer and mediated by 
Anchoring Mechanisms. Presentation is carried out by a Runtime Layer in 
conjunction with Presentation Specifications. The Dexter model is discussed in 
more detail in Section 8.2.1.

gIBIS was developed by Conklin and Begeman in 1989, based on the Issue- 
Based Information System  (IBIS) [38]. The model defines a three-layer tree 
structure, with nodes of tree (i.e., issues, positions and arguments) as infor
mation components and arcs as the semantic relationships. As the authors 
put it, “Although gIBIS is a relatively weak form of hypertext, it has shown 
itself to be useful both in terms of structuring and preserving a complex fine 
of reasoning and in terms of supporting an explicit rhetorical model.” The 
fink semantics imposed by gIBIS complement the structural features defined 
by the Dexter model and provide a framework for the semantics of associations 
between hypertext components and a primitive reasoning mechanism.

Trellis is based on Petri nets [150]. Places represent possible actions such as 
“display a component” . Attributes of places can represent information about 
component and fink parameters. Preconditions represent the necessary condi
tions to transfer from one state to another.

3 .4 .2  P ro b le m s E x is tin g  in  P r e se n t  H y p e r te x t  S y ste m s .

Seven main problems existing in hypertext systems are fisted as follows:

1. There is a lack of a proper abstract data structure for the hypertext associations.

Until now, no formal data structures have been proposed for the systematic 
management of the information web (anchors and finks) used in hypertext. This 
hindens further advances in the area. As suggested by Thuring [153]: “Clearly, 
it is not sufficient to merely fink the nodes, since a fink only indicates the 
existence of a relation without specifying its semantics” . This makes hypertext 
confusing for both authors and information users.
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Browsing trail
Docu 1 j y f ^ o c

_________  D(Kumenl Space

^  I collection  o f  dtKuments

The Informationion Space /  C 3L -^

r -------- »-----
\  / '

The User

SIMILAR

O

The User 
getting access to the 
information system 

with some information needs

Figure 3.2; Redisplay of Figure 2.3.

The lack of abstract data structure reflects the fact that hypertext has not really 
been well understood. This is demonstrated more clearly in Figure 3.2. Here, 
information components are Hnked with one another to formulate a data struc
ture for information organization and presentation. Nevertheless, the reasons 
that such a hnk is generated — different information components sharing sim
ilar concept(s), or logical development of concept(s) — are generally ignored. 
As a result, no systematic rules exist to govern why two components should be 
hnked, let alone to explain it clearly to the user.

2. Difficulties in hyperization.

One direct result of the lack of a proper data structure is that few tools ex
ist for systematically generating the hypertext finks, either automaticaUy or 
semi-automatically; hence, it is difficult to build up the information web for 
hypertext, or to convert ordinary texts to hypertext (and vice versa). This 
problem involves the foUowing three separate but interrelated activities:

• Identification and generation of the individual components as potential 
hypertext nodes in the Document Space;

• Identification of concept(s) as potential hypertext anchor(s);

• Identification of the interrelationships between the separate components, 
or concepts, to formulate hypertext hnk structure.
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At the moment, most of the hyperization is done manually; this hmits the scale 
of information webs that can be provided, as well as incurring a high cost in 
human effort involved in building up the network. As one example, the hyper
ization of 8 papers about hypertext in the July 1988 issue of C om m unications 
o f th e  A ssociation  o f C o m p u tin g  M ach in ery  took 12/person-week to com
plete the work [23]. Furthermore, these manual settings do not always represent 
the b ^ t  presentation of the Information Space.

In order to build up a massive and global network of information with a large 
number of intra- and inter-document links, an automatic hyperization mecha
nism is necessary for two reasons;

• To help authors and editors to set up associations efficiently between in
formation components, or between concepts;

• To automatically generate the data structure for hypertext.

So far, very limited work has been done on the automation of hypertext [70] 
[23]. Furthermore, it is more successful dealing with highly-structured texts like 
dictionaries, manuals, directories, catalogues and electronic yellow pages [23]. 
Hyperization of lowly-structured texts is still an open question (Chapter 5).

3. Structure of the hypertext network.

Many aspects of the data structure needed for hypertext are still unknown. For 
example, in what form the information components in the Document Space 
should be stored and represented, how many links a hypertext system should 
facihtate and how these links should be be organized and presented, etc..

4. Searching for facts versus browsing.

Browsing is an effective way to formulate a description of an information need 
and mimics the information user’s thinking associations; however, it is limited 
by its local-access methodology, whilst global indexes always provide instant 
and efficient access to the Information Space. As Frisse puts it [68], “Because 
indexes are in one sense a set of ‘pre-compiled’ links, they facilitate access to 
a needed information unit without the need for traversal through many inter
mediate information units and the time necessary to find indexed information 
does not increase significantly as the size of the document space increases.”

Which of them presents a better information retrieval pattern may depend on 
the nature of the users’ thinking associations at a specific time. For example, 
when this association is a continuous, local and blurred process, the user may
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feel comfortable in browsing for information with recognition'pla.ying an impor
tant role. Nevertheless, when this association process is a jumpy, discontinuous 
and precise process, a global index could speed up the search and retrieval pro
cess so as to present a better information retrieval model. Here, recall can play 
a more important role.

Therefore, a good solution may be a proper combination of both methods in 
one information retrieval model. As suggested in the literature [68] [154] [80], 
many researchers realize the problem, but little has been done to resolve it.

5. User (dis)orientation;

Along with the power to organize information much more diversely comes the 
problem of users needing to know:

• Their locations in the network;

• Which link(s) to follow to improve the probability of locating the desired 
information.

W ithout explicit and clear representation of their data structures, hypertext 
systems usually do not provide adequate help for their users. This quite of
ten leads to the so-called “getting lost” problem in the hypertext literature. 
Obviously, a user might also have disorientation problems with traditional hn- 
ear documents; but there, the options are only limited to forward or backward 
search. In hypertext, as more degrees of freedom and more dimensions of move
ment are offered, the potential for a user to get lost, or disoriented, becomes 
greater, especially when the network of knowledge becomes massive and global.

Another aspect is that finding the location in a database should not be as 
difficult as knowing where to go next. Whereas the former can be resolved sat
isfactorily with the existing computer technology, researchers still can not find 
a good solution for on-line navigation. Many graphical tools have been devel
oped to help browsing or getting oriented; they include Fisheye, Map, History 
graphs. Twin cards, etc. However, these tools can be efficient only in some 
limited applications, or alleviate the problem only partially [116]. A thorough 
solution may still be the provision of a more transparent data structure for the 
associations. In this way, not only are the information components connected, 
but also the mechanism and reason behind such a connection [concept(s) and 
information shared by different documents], can be shown to the user. As a 
result, the users can overcome their passive roles in the hypertext environment.
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and take more active parts in information retrieval and browsing. This reflects 
the essence of hypertext.

6. Cognitive overhead;

Hypertext tends to present the readers with a large number of choices as to 
which links to follow and which to leave alone. These choices engender a certain 
overhead in decision making; an overhead that is absent when the author has 
already made many of these choices for you. In other words, an additional effort 
and concentration is needed to maintain several tasks or trails at one time. This 
aspect of hypertext has advantages when the richness is needed, and drawbacks 
when it is not [37].

7. Learning and improvement.

Again, without a thorough understanding of hypertext and its data structure, 
learning and improvement on hypertext structures becomes almost impossible. 
Conklin addressed this problem in 1987 [37] and Halasz put it as one of the 
main issues for the future development of hypertext models and systems [80]. 
However, no solutions have yet been proposed.

3.5 Soft-L ink H y p er tex t

The conclusion drawn from the above discussions is tha t the major obstacle to fur
ther development of hypertext Hes on the implicit nature of its link structure. This 
implication disregard the semantic and logical relationship between two linked infor
mation components (concepts), limit the expressibility of the link structure and leads 
to the confusion to both the information authors and users. Should this relationship 
be made explicit, several problems discussed in Section 3.4 could be solved. It should 
be noted that making the hypertext link structure explicit would not be too difficult 
as the global index, based on which the hyperization happens, already exists and has 
been fairly-well studied.
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Investigation of a new hypertext model, with its expHcit hnk structure based on a 
special mechanism called conceptual index, constitutes the main topic of this research.

Browsing trail
# 4  Docu 1 I Docu 3

The InfcKniation Space

Docu 2

The User

Document Space 
the collection of document

Index Space 
collections of concepts and 

their relationships 
which are explicit to the user

The User 
the motivation and 

information-seeking history 
presented in a 

conceptual structure

Figure 3.3: A soft-link hypertext model.

Figure 3.3 represents a different approach to browsing than the conventional hard- 
hnk hypertext model shown in Figure 2.3. In the conventional hard-hnk hypertext 
environment, browsing from Document 1 to Document 2 follows a pre-set hypertext 
hnk (Figure 2.3); therefore, problems exist and the data structure confuses the user. 
In the soft-hnk hypertext model, after a user chcks a hypertext source anchor in 
Document 1, he/she first goes to the Index Space where an expHcit hnk structure is 
displayed. There, a proper Hnk can be chosen and followed, according to the user’s 
information needs. Finally, the user goes to Document 2 by following the hypertext 
hnk and the pointer provided by the conceptual index (Figure 3.3).

The difference between traditional search and retrieval, traditional hard-hnk hyper
text and soft-hnk hypertext is also illustrated in Figure 3.4. In each of these models, 
imphcit operations are represented in dashed boxes. For example, in the traditional 
hard-hnk hypertext model, the conventional indexing and searching operations are 
usually disregarded. Instead, documents are hnked one another in hyperization.
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whilst the information user explores the Information Space by following these links 
from one document to another during his/her browsing procedure. Nonetheless, a 
closer study reveals that, even in the model, both indexing and searching are actually 
applied. They are embedded in the hyperization process. As Frisse pointed out [68], 
the conventional index structure in fact accommodates a set of “pre-compiled” links. 
The hum an who generates the link structure in the traditional hypertext environment 
has actually gone through the indexing and searching processes either consciously or 
subconsciously.

1. Traditional search and retrieval model;

Indexing: Document —> Keyword
Searching: Keyword —> Document

2. Traditional hard-link hypertext model:

Î Indexing: Document —> Keyword •
! Searching: Keyword —> Document |

Hyperizing: Document —> Document
Browsing: Document —> Document

3. Soft-link hypertext model:

Indexing: Document —> Keyword
Searching: Keyword —> Document

J Hyperizing: Document —> Document |

Browsing: Document —> Keyword —> Document

Figure 3.4: The difference between three different IR  models.
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The soft-link hypertext model has the following potential advantages:

1. When the Index Space plays an important part as the link structure in the 
soft-link hypertext model, the tedious and expensive manual hyperization may 
become redundant. Automatic indexing and hyperization are possible;

2. If the users need to choose which Hnk(s) to follow, the whole structure must 
be explicit for them. Here, the information users are more actively involved in 
the information retrieval and browsing procedure; a hypertext hnk is followed 
because the user wants it, not because the author wants it;

Browsing trail Document Space 
the collection of documentDocu 1 Docu 3

Index Space 
a conceptual index adopted 
i.e., a semantic network built 
upon the conventional indexThe Information Space

The User
The User 

the motivation and 
information-seeking history 

presented in a 
conceptual structure

Figure 3.5: The conceptual index in the soft-hnk hypertext model.

3. The core of the soft-hnk hypertext model hes in a special data structure, called 
the conceptual index, adopted in the Index Space (Figure 3.5). Traditionally, 
the global index provides the mappings from index terms to documents and 
facihtates global and immediate access to any index terms in an Information 
Space (Section 2.2.1). In the soft-hnk hypertext model, the conceptual index 
is composed of a semantic net built upon the conventional index mechanism; 
therefore, it not only inherits the characteristics of the global approach, but 
more importantly, supports local associations among index terms (concepts).
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With such a structure, the real beneficiary is the user, whose mobility in the 
Information Space should increase and the problem of getting lost should be 
alleviated;

4. The soft-hnk hypertext also breaks the hmitation of the conventional one-to- 
one hypertext structure and facihtates one-to-many associations from the source 
anchor to the destination. For example, in the conventional hard-hnk hyper
text environment (Figure 3.2), invoking hypertext mechanism in Document 1 
usually means that the user is transferred to another specified document. Doc
ument 2. There, the assumption of hypertext is from one document to another, 
e.g. Document 1 to Document 2, a one-to-one structure. Nevertheless, in the 
soft-hnk hypertext (Figure 3.5), this one-to-one structure no longer exists. A 
user can be transferred to many different destination document (Document 2, 
Document 3, ..., Document j)  from Document 1, depending on which soft hnk 
is chosen;

5. A sophisticated semantic net can be adopted in the Index Space to support 
various kinds of associations and relationships. As a result, a much richer set 
of entities can be expressed. This leads to many positive effects for information 
retrieval apphcations including hypertext;

6. Machine learning mechanisms can be used on the conceptual index to facihtate 
self-adjustment and evolvement of the structure, and improve its usabihty; they 
can also provide some extra information for the information user, and make 
information retrieval more efficient.

FuU development of the soft-hnk hypertext model, which includes its theory and 
implementation, is presented in detail in the foUowing chapters. Chapter 5 introduces 
the special conceptual index structure used in the soft-hnk hypertext model: on 
the one hand, the conceptual index stiU provides the mapping from each individual 
concept to the related documents, and therefore, supports the normal Boolean search 
model; however, on the other hand, the semantic net adopted in the conceptual index 
constitutes the relationship among concepts, and therefore, supports local hypertext 
associations. A set of non-syntactic & nan-semantic formulation rules are used to 
formulate the conceptual index. These rules are also presented in Chapter 5. The 
methodology and the mechanisms of the soft-Unk hypertext model are developed in 
Chapters 6 and 7, whilst a version of its implementation is presented in Chapter 8. 
Finally, the model and its implementation are evaluated in Chapter 9.



Chapter 4 
Conceptual Graph

A conceptual graph is defined in this chapter, with which the conceptual 
index used in the soft-link hypertext model can he represented as a graph, 
G = (Vc, Vr ). In this way, the relevant notions in graph theory can he 
well adopted to describe the state-space of the Information Space, as well 
as its applications in information retrieval. The nodes in the conceptual 
graph represents different information components (or anchors) , the arcs 
represents the relationships between these components (hypertext links), 
and finally, the paths represents the information user’s browsing trails in 
an Information Space. Although the conceptual graph might not seem to 
be of much help at this stage, it provides a theoretical base and formal 
notation for further presentations in following chapters.

4.1 In trod u ction

The theory of conceptual structure was originally used in the semantic network of 
knowledge-based systems. It forms a knowledge representation language based on 
linguistics, psychology and philosophy [145], in which concept nodes are used to 
represent entities, attributes, states and events, whilst relation nodes show how the 
concepts are interconnected.

The immediate advantage of adoption of the conceptual graph is that all notions in 
the graph theory can be easily introduced into the dissertation. With its elements 
endowed with some semantic meaning, the conceptual graph becomes very useful in 
presenting the soft-link hypertext model and its apphcations in information retrieval. 
This presentation not only includes the state-space of the model, but also covers the 
dynamic operations and all related events happening in the model. As a result, all 
IR practices can be explained by the related operations in the conceptual graph. For 
example, formulation of the conceptual index can be explained as the addition of 
nodes and arcs, removing information components as deletion of nodes and arcs, and 
information retrieval and browsing as paths, or trails, on the conceptual graph.

44
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4.2 Som e D efin itions

In this dissertation, I adopt three conventional terms defined by Sowa [145]. They 
are concept, conceptual relation  and conceptual graph.

D efin ition  4.1 In the theory of conceptual structure, basic primitives are called 
concepts [144].

Concepts represent the smallest information unit in an Information Space. Repre
sented in a language, concepts can be either expressed by a word, or the combination 
of words (phrases). For example, in Figure 4.1, H y p e r te x t is a concept. D efinition  
o f H y p e r te x t is another concept.

Definition of 
^Hypertext^

Application of 
Jy p e rtex t ^

Models of 
Hypertc^

Hypeimedia Hypertext

Figure 4.1: A conceptual graph.

D efin ition  4.2 Connections between concepts are represented by conceptual 

relations  [144].

D efin ition  4.3 A conceptual graph, G =  (Vc, Va), is a finite and directed graph:

• Vc represents the set of concept]

•  V r  represents the set of conceptual relation:

* Vr C V c X Vc ]

* Vr =  {Vnij =  (Vci, Vcj) \Vci e  Vc.Vcj 6 Vc};

* Vcj = VmAVci).
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Figure 4.1 shows a conceptual graph with nine vertexes and nine arcs. Each vertex 
represents a concept. The arcs represent separately the conceptual relations def
in ition , m odel, ad v an tag e , d a tab ase , history, p ro to ty p es , ex tension  and 
app lica tion . It can be seen that a single concept by itself may form a conceptual 
graph, but every conceptual relation must be Hnked at least to two concepts. The 
conceptual graph provides a graceful notation to represent the data structure of any 
Information Space. If all the concepts accommodated in an Information Space is 
noted as a set Concept, it should be a part (i.e., a subset) of the concept exists in the 
universe (which is noted as CONCEPT), i.e.. Concept Ç CONCEPT.

Furthermore, in order to make the further presentations easier, another three terms 
are defined: immediate successor, immediate predecessor and conceptual path.

D efin ition  4.4 Vertex Vcj is called a immediate successor oi vertex Vci if there exists 
an arc ( Vci, Vcj) G Vr. The set of all immediate successors of Vci is denoted by

rS(Va).

D efin ition  4.5 Vertex Vcj is called a immediate predecessor of vertex Vci if there 
exists an arc ( Vcj, Vci) G V r. The set of all immediate predecessors of vertex Vci is 
denoted by

r5(vc>).

• The set of all immediate neighbours of Vci is denoted by

ro(va) = rj(Fci) u r5(vci).

• The degree of vertex Vci is the number of arcs with Va as an endpoint. The 
degree of Vci is denoted by dc(i) =  d j(i) +  dg(i).

D efinition 4.6 A sequence of concept pairs, ( Vco, Vci), ( Vci, Vca), ..., {Va, Vci+i),
..., ( Vcn-i, Vcn) is called a conceptual path, noted as P =  {Vco, Vci, ..., Vcn}, when

• Vci G Vc, where i =  0, 1, ..., n-1;

• Vci+i =  VRi(i+i)( Vci), where Vki(i+i) G Vr, i =  0, 1, ..., n-1.

• n is the length of the conceptual path;
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4.3  C on cep tu a l S tru ctu re in Soft-link  H y p e r te x t

As shown in Section 3,5, a special data structure, called the conceptual index, is used 
in the Index Space in the soft-link hypertext model. It consists of a semantic net 
built upon the conventional global index structure (mapping from the concept to the 
document); as a result, the conceptual index combines the conventional global in
dex mechanism with the related semantic relationships among different index terms. 
Therefore, it supports both global access to, and local associations among, the con
cepts. With the conceptual structure defined in the last section, the conceptual index 
can be represented as a conceptual graph, G =  (Vc, V r) (Figure 4.2).

1. Each vertex in the graph represents an individual concept in the conceptual 
index. Each vertex has an attribute associated with it, which provides a list of 
pointers to the related documents. The attribute constitutes the mapping from 
concepts (index terms) to documents. Therefore, the conceptual subgraph,
G ’ =  (Vc, NULL), by itself accommodates the conventional index structure;

For example, when the user expresses the information need as a concept (H y
p erm ed ia ), all the documents including the concept. H y p erm ed ia , can be 
retrieved by following the pointers associated with the related attribute.

Hypermedia

Audio/video Hypertext

Figure 4.2: A conceptual index in the soft-link hypertext model.
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2. Each conceptual path with length 1 (concept —> conceptual relation —* concept) 
facilitates a local association between a pair of concepts. In fact, this association 
represents a hypertext structure (source anchor —> hypertext hnk —* destination 
anchor). As a result, it is easy to see that the conceptual index constitutes the 
hnk structure suitable for hypertext (Figure 4.3).

For example, when the user invokes the soft-hnk hypertext by chcking H y p e r
te x t  in Document 1, the corresponding concept (H y p ertex t) in the conceptual 
index represents the source anchor and serves as a starting point of a potential 
hypertext association. Here, each of the arcs from the concept H y p e r te x t to 
its immediate successors constitutes a soft hypertext hnk. By choosing one 
of these soft hnks, e.g., (H y p e rte x t, M odels of h y p ertex t), the user could 
be traversed to another concept (M odels of h y p e rtex t in this case) and to 
Document 2 in which the destination anchor M odels of h y p e r te x t is included.

Browsing trail
Docu 1

Docu 2
Docu 3 Document Space 

source —> link —> destination

The Information Space.

Index Space 

concept->conceptual rclation-->concept

The User
The User 

whost information needs 
are implicitly expressed

Figure 4.3: The correspondence of diiferent layers.
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Thus, it is easy to see that such a conceptual index used in the soft-hnk hypertext 
model has at least the foUowing advantages:

1. If a user’s browsing during a hypertext session is noted as a set of conceptual 
paths, P A T H ' =  < ..,7^  > , P A T H ' should be the copy of tha t ex
pressed imphcitly in the user’s mind and reflect his/her real information needs. 
P A T H ' is used in Chapter 7 for inferencing the user’s next move;

2. When the conceptual index is adopted in the Information Space, the hypertext 
structure becomes expHcit and flexible. Furthermore, the tedious and expensive 
manual hyperization can be saved (Figure 3.4). Here, hyperization is turned 
into the formulation of the semantic net needed for the conceptual index; thus, 
automatic hyperization process becomes possible;

3. With the soft-link hypertext model, the operation of information retrieval pro
cess becomes:

D ocum ent i —> C onceptual index —> D ocum ent j —> ...

Here, the focus of IR operations is shifted to the Index Space. The organiza
tion and manipulation of the Information Space becomes the operations on the 
conceptual index in the Index Space.

The questions that now arise concern how such a conceptual index can be automati
cally, or semi-automatically, generated; what kinds of intelligence can be installed on 
such a data structure; finally, how it can be used to help in information search and 
retrieval. These are the questions to be addressed in the following chapters.

First, in Chapter 5, an automatic index formulation mechanism is introduced to build 
up the conceptual index. Based on the conventional full-text indexing methodologies 
and a set of non-syntactic & nan-semantic formulation rules, a global index and the 
related semantic net are automatically generated. Chapter 6 defines a connectionist 
network, based on which the individual mechanisms in the soft-link hypertext model 
are built. The dynamic operations and applications of the soft-link hypertext model 
are governed by these mechanisms. These mechanisms are developed, in Chapter 
7, to constitute the soft-link hypertext model. The model, as well as a version of 
its implementation, is presented in Chapter 8. Finally, in Chapter 9, the soft-link 
hypertext model and an implemented system are evaluated.



Chapter 5 
The Conceptual Index and Its 

Formulation

Chapter 5 describes the conceptual index and its automatic formulation. 
It first reviews the diverse data structures and formulation methodologies 
used in different IR  environments. Based on such an analysis, an au
tomatic formulation mechanism is developed to generate the conceptual 
index in the soft-link hypertext model. Such a generation process includes 
two different, hut related tasks: developing a global index, and building a 
semantic net on it. The formulation mechanism adopted in the soft-link 
hypertext model is based on the conventional full-text indexing method
ology and a set of non-syntactic & non-semantic formulation rules. An  
implementation of the formulation mechanism, as well as an experiment 
designed to assess the mechanism, is also described briefly in the chapter.

5.1 G lobal In d ex  and In dexing

As discussed in Chapter 2, an index is a data structure used in information systems 
to speed up the searching process, whilst indexing deals with the mapping from the 
Document Space to such a data structure. The idea is to formulate some content 
identifiers outside the Document Space, which could provide a more systematic view 
of all information components. In this way, searching can be made more efficient by 
comparing users’ queries with these identifiers, instead of with information compo
nents one by one.

In a traditional IR environment, those identifiers, known as keywords or index terms, 
are usually collected and stored alphabetically in special files called inverted files. 
There, searching is to locate specific index terms in an inverted file. This ensures rapid 
and straightforward access to any index terms in the Information Space, Furthermore, 
different software tools could be used to speed up this locating process. Inverted files 
are popularly used in all Boolean and extended Boolean models. Because of its 
global accessing methodology, such a data structure is called the global index in this 
dissertation. The attributes of the global index can be summarized as follows:

50
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1. The global index facilitates one-step access to any needed index items (concepts) 
without the need for traversal through many intermediate ones. In another 
words, it always ensures fast and efficient access to any specific index terms in 
an Information Space;

2. The time necessary to find a specific index item does not increase significantly 
as the size of the Document Space increases;

3. The global index adopted in the traditional IR models represents a low-level 
data structure for information organization. This is mainly because its content 
identifiers can only express simple concepts, but are inadequate for composite 
concepts, nor relationships between concepts (Section 2.2.1). As a result, it 
is only suitable for some simple, bibhographic information-seeking processes 
(Section 8.4),

Resolving power 
of words Presumed resolving power of 

significant words for global index

Nonsignificant
low-fiequency

terms

Nonsignificant
high-fiequency

terms

Words in decreasing 
frequency order

Figure 5.1: Resolving power of significant (medium-frequency) words.

Indexing for the global index is to choose a set of keywords, which are able to most 
efficiently identify different documents [134] (Figure 5.1). Meanwhile, a specific rela
tionship among documents, measured by thfe number of index terms shared among 
different documents, can be represented with such a data structure. This is called 
clustering.
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5.2 L ocal H y p er tex t S tru cture

Another data structure, based on identifiers known as anchors and links, is exclusively 
used for hypertext. Unlike the global approach, the mapping from the concept(s) 
to different documents become less important in hypertext; therefore, it is usually 
neglected. Instead, different documents (or different sections in one document) which 
share similar concepts are finked together to form an information web (Section 2.2.2). 
It can be seen that the hypertext fink structure is more document-to-document, 
or concept-to-concept based; thus, it constitutes a local approach. In hypertext, 
searching becomes a browsing process from one information component to another 
via the fink structure. Such a local data structure has the following advantages:

1. This local hypertext approach offers another data structure to organize the 
information, and represents some added knowledge to the Document Space:

• Anchors provide a richer set of expressions than the ordinary keywords 
and Boolean operators in representing the concept. They are able to cover 
both the simple concepts (keywords), and composite concepts (phrases);

• Links represent the relationships between concepts. The mere presenta
tion of a fink by itself implies the existence of more information on the 
chosen concept, or some extension of it; therefore, the fink provides an ex
tra  information in the Information Space. These extensions may include 
semantical, logical, or even conceptual expansion of the concepts.

2. The hypertext structure, emphasizing on various relationships and associations 
between concepts or documents, offers a higher-level structure which is more 
similar to that in human memory. It supports “selection by associations”;

3. The hypertext structure supports local browsing which is more suitable for 
psychological recognition processes and continuous thinking associations;

4. The hypertext structure presents a more sophisticated extension of knowledge 
of the Document Space than the traditional data structure. It is, therefore, 
suitable for more sophisticated information-seeking processes (Chapter 8).

Formulation of the hypertext data structure requires the identification of anchors for 
proper concepts, and building up finks among information components, or concepts. 
This is traditionally known as hyperization. However, until now, due to the inade
quate natural language processing technologies, the automatic identification of these
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composite concepts (anchors) and relationships between concepts (hnks) is still very 
difficult, if not totally impossible, Hyperization is, hence, still an open question.

As seen in the literature [37], automatic hyperization has only been successfully ap
plied in the following two special hypertext applicational environments:

1. Logical document structure —* hypertext: When a document is organized in 
such a way that each of its logical unit (document, chapter, section, para
graph...) is self-contained, its logical structure can be adopted straightforwardly 
as the hypertext structure. In this way, each logical unit is naturally fitted into 
a unique information component on the subject. The title, headline, or even 
the first couple of words of the component can be used as the content identifier;

2. Highly-structured text —> hypertext: Automatic hyperization of a highly- 
structured Information Space (e.g. directory, electronic yellow page, dictionary, 
encyclopedia, catalogue and manual, etc.) is usually easy and straightforward, 
because of its self-contained structure.

Besides these two exceptions, hyperization of ordinary lowly-structured documents 
is always done manually; therefore, it is always very difficult and time-consuming. 
One of the past experiences is to change 8 journal papers (C om m unications of 
th e  A ssociation  of C om p u tin g  M achinery , July 1988) into hypertext [23], The 
papers were written independently for journal publication, linearly with minimal 
cross-referencing across papers. Using Hperties, it took 12 person-weeks to complete 
this hyperization process: the eight papers were first cut into 86 Hyperties articles, 
38 figures and 120 references (low-structured text to high-structured text); then an 
overview was added to each Hyperties article to provide a set of Hnks to topics 
(provision of hypertext Hnk). As a conclusion. Brown said that “While some portions 
of the conversion could be automated, it seems Hkely that conversion of a similar 
collection of scientific papers would require a similar amount of overall effort” [23],

5.3  R ela tion  b etw een  G lobal and L ocal A pp roach es

Although the two approaches discussed in last two sections represent two different 
information organization and retrieval methodologies, and are used in different IR 
models, they are strongly related to each other. The reasons can be Hsted as follows:
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1. Both of them are data structures outside the Document Space.

2. None of these structures by themselves are of any value for the information 
user. They are only auxihary tools used to present more information outside the 
Document Space so as to make information search and retrieval more efficient;

3. Global index supports global navigation; it is in one sense a set of “pre
compiled” links [68]. The fact that two separate documents are linked together 
in hypertext by itself implies that these documents are either about the similar 
concepts, or one is on the logical development of another (Figure 3.5);

4. They provide different accesses to a shared “target” (Figure 5.2) [68].

Browsing for 

word 'Target" < r
7 steps X

3
Index for — >J Index |< IS

word 'Target' '
:

2 steps

IS- Target

Index Space Document Space

Figure 5.2: Local and global approaches.

In fact, these two approaches are often proposed as complementary in the literature 
[80] [68]. Unfortunately, although some researchers have addressed the combination 
use of these two data structures, the applications are limited to the following practices:

1. The two approaches are treated as two separate, but complementary, data struc
tures used in different IR systems, or in separate search and retrieval processes 
in one system, e.g., the global index for choosing a starting point and hypertext 
structure for local browsing;

2. These two mechanisms are only combined and used successfully in the highly- 
structured hypertext environment [67];
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3. The two mechanisms are combined and used with the support of thesauri-styled 
semantic networks, hke Bayesian network and behef network employed in some 
IR systems [139] [68].

In the next section, a conceptual index, which combines both global and local mech
anisms, is proposed. An automatic formulation mechanism for the conceptual index 
is developed in Section 5.5.

5.4 C on cep tu a l In d ex  —  G lob a l +  L ocal

Based on the discussions in last several sections, it can be seen that global and local
approaches are two different, but complementary data structures. They represent
different levels of information organization and have different emphases; they are 
suitable for different applicational environments. “The challenge is how to combine 
these two mechanisms properly inside one framework” [116].

 ► Global index (Concept —> Document)

 ► Local associations (Concept —> Concept)

Document

. O s

Concept Concept

Figure 5.3: A conceptual index — global +  local approaches.

As the first step to build up the soft-link hypertext model, a conceptual index (shown 
in Figure 5.3) is introduced in the Index Space. It combines these two approaches 
(global and local) in one IR infrastructure. The structure of the conceptual index is 
described in more detail as follows:
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1. The essence of the conceptual index is a semantic net of concepts (Figure 5.4). 
Expressed with the conceptual structure defined in Chapter 4, the vertex of 
graph represents concept and the arc conceptual relation]

Definition of 
^ Hypertext^

Application of 
riypcrtext ,

Advantages of 
_ Hypertext _

Hypennedia Hypertext

Hypertext 
ind databa^

History of 
Hypertext

Figure 5.4: A semantic net supports the local associations

2. In the conceptual index, each concept has an attribute associated with it. The 
attributes provide a hst of pointers to different documents in which the concept 
is included (Figure 5.5);

Docu 1 
Docu2

Docu n

a

Hypertext

Figure 5.5: Each concept has an attribute attached to it.

3. Such a conceptual index provides two different approaches to access the Docu
ment Space. This can be explained as follows:
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• With its attribute, each individual concept in the conceptual index can 
provide the mapping from itself to the related information components 
(Figure 5.5). Thus, the conventional global index structure is supported 
by the conceptual index. Its index term is each individual concept; it 
serves exactly the same functions as inverted files do in the traditional IR 
environment. Boolean operations can be also applicable in the procedure;

• Another approach, provided by concepts and conceptual relations, rep
resents the mapping from; concepts to concepts and then to information 
components (Figure 5.3). This concept-to-concept mechanism is very use
ful for the following reasons:

(a) It could be used to express expansions from simple concept(s) to com
plicated concept(s), or to phrases;

(b) It could be used for synonymic/ isomorphic/ semantic relationships. 
[Frisse [67], Savoy [139] and Croft & Turtle [44]’s applications of se
mantic network (belief network) in IR belong to this group] ;

(c) It could be used for more sophisticated conceptual relationships, such 
as D efinition, Applications, etc. (Figure 5.4).

4. Whereas the global index facilitates global and rapid access to any concept in 
the Index Space, the local conceptual structure facilitates local “selection by 
association” , which constitutes a higher-level structure and is suitable for more 
complicated IR tasks like hypertext (Figure 5.4);

5. Each association on the conceptual index is a potential hypertext link, a soft 
link, by invoking which an information user could be transferred from one con
cept to another, or from one information component to another (Figure 5.4);

6. With a conceptual index, both global and local structures are combined in one 
framework;

7. The formulation of such a conceptual index could be fully automatic:

• Indexing methodology for the global index bets been well studied [134];

• Automatic formulation of the required semantic net is still very difficult, 
due to the present limitation of natural language processing technologies. 
However, an attem pt is made in this research, which applies a set of non
syntactic & non-semantic formulation rules on each index term to for
mulate the concept-to-concept mapping between it and other related con
cepts. Hopefully, this mechanism is able to identify composite concepts
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and conceptual relations to be used as anchors and links in hypertext. 
Furthermore, intelligent mechanisms used in the soft-hnk hypertext model 
are apphed to improve the formulated conceptual index.

In next two sections, an automatic formulation mechanism designed to generate such 
a conceptual index structure is presented. An implementation of the mechanism, as 
well as the design of an experiment to test its feasibihty and effectiveness, is described 
briefly in Section 5.6.

5.5 F orm ulation  o f  th e  C onceptual Index

Formulation of the conceptual index structure in the soft-link hypertext model is an 
automatic process. It includes the following steps:

1. Based on the conventional full-text indexing methodology [134], all information 
components in the Document Space are analyzed, and a global index is firstly 
generated. Each of these index terms constitutes a concept;

2. The second step is to formulate a semantic net. This is to identify both the 
composite concepts and the relationships between concepts.

Whereas the global indexing is based the observation that the frequency of oc
currence of individual word types (that is, of distinct words) in natural language 
texts has something to do with the importance of these words for purposes of 
content representation [134], the formulation of the semantic net is based on 
the hypothesis that, if à  p roper stop list is used , com posite  concep ts, 
as well as th e  relationships betw een  concepts, can be fo rm u la ted  by 
finding  th e  closest (nearest) neighbour of each occurrence o f a  sim ple 
co n cep t (keyw ord);

Traditionally, about 250 high-frequency function words are usually used during 
the global indexing as stop words. They comprise 40 to 50 percent of the text 
words, serve as poor discriminators and need to be ehminated [134]. However, 
the resolved index terms from the traditional indexing mechanism are stiU too 
general and extensive for conceptual relations. Here, a second and longer hst of 
stop words is needed to hmit the set of terms for conceptual relations (Figure 
5.6).
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Figure 5.6: Resolving power of significant words for the semantic net.

Figure 5.6 shows the resolving power of significant words for conceptual relations 
needed for the formulation of the semantic net. Compared with Figure 5.1, it 
can be seen that the emphasis of the semantic net formulation is different from 
that of the global index. Therefore, they have different requirements on the 
stoplist.

3. Next, for each index term on the global index, the following set of non-syntactic 
& non-semantic formulation rules is applied to find the nearest meaningful 
neighbour for each of its occurrences . The located neighbour constitutes the 
relationship^ whilst the whole phrase represents a composite concept,

• The location of each hit of the index term in the Document Space is found;

• Its left and right immediate neighbours (words) are considered;

• If a stop word is met, the search continues on that side;

• If a punctuation (, . : ;) is met, the word is chosen from the other side;

• Of the left-side and right-side options, the closer one is chosen;

• If both the left-side and right-side options are equally acceptable, use the 
left-side one;

• English morphology is applied on the chosen word to generate its normal 
form. Several well-known algorithms exist for the removal of word endings.
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generally based on the use of a list of suffixes followed by the removal of 
the longest suffix matching any entry on the suffix fist [134].

The chosen word is the sought conceptual relation and the whole phrase con
stitutes a composite concept. For example,

“...As reviewed elsewhere, rates of solute diffusion in organic po lym er can 
vary over several orders of magnitude and will be a function of the nature 
and extent of polymer cross-linking...” {Long-term Sorption of Halogenated 
Organic Chemicals by Aquifer Material.2. Intraparticle Diffusion. E nv iro n 
m e n ta l Science and  Technology, Vol 25, No. 7, pp. 1237 -  1249)

The global index can provide a pointer, in the inverted file, from the term poly
m er to this document. During semantic net formulation process, the physical 
location of this sentence in the database is found first; then, both the left im
mediate neighbour (organic) and the right immediate neighbour (can) of the 
term p o ly m er are examined, organic is identified as a valid term for concep
tual relation, whereas can is not as it is in the stoplist. According to the above 
formulation rules, o rganic is chosen as the term to represent a conceptual re
lation and organic po lym er as a whole represents a composite concept, and 
as a proper hypertext destination anchor.

4. Repeat 3, until all index terms on the global index have been considered;

5.6 Im p lem en ta tion  & E xp erim en ts

The formulation mechanism presented in the Section 5.5 has been implemented in 
Tel & Tk on SuperBook, as a part of the new soft-link hypertext system called the 
Enhanced SuperBook. The implementation is presented in more detail in Chapter
8. As the techniques needed for real implementation are beyond the interests of this 
research, the following steps are taken to simplify such an implementation process:

1. SuperBook fonts are not considered for any concepts (index terms);

2. Capitals are accepted for concepts (index terms);

3. A small program is used to apply some simple morphology rules, so that the 
following items are treated as one word:

• Glossary word — polymer:
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(a) polymer
(b) polymer,
(c) polymers
(d) polymers:

• Glossary word — (polymer) PS-I:

(a) polymer (PS-I)
(b) polymer, PS-I
(c) polymer (PS-I, Figure 1)

4. If one of the two options is empty, use the other one instead;

5. If both of the options are empty, use the keyword itself instead;

6. All number (0-9, I, II, etc.) options are treated as stop words;

7. All options beginning with a letter, ending, or including numbers are acceptable.

8. When a search reaches the end of a Hne, it continues at the beginning of the 
next line. When a search reaches the beginning of a line, it goes backwards to 
the previous line and continues at the end of the line.

9. For an index term  which has immediate successor(s) in the semantic net, the 
attribute attached to it is deleted. The accumulated collection of attributes 
from aU of its successors constitutes the global mapping from it to the related 
information component;

10. For those index terms which have no immediate successors in the semantic net, 
their attributes remains in the global index mechanism.

An experiment has been designed to test the efficiency and effectiveness of the auto
matic index formulation mechanism. Whilst it is discussed briefly here, the detailed 
presentation of experimental procedure and the results are given in Chapter 9.

5 .6 .1  E x p e r im e n t 1 —  In d e x  F orm u lation

The purpose of the experiment is to test the effectiveness and efficiency of the au
tomatic formulation mechanism for the conceptual index in the soft-link hypertext 
model. It includes:

1. Testing and evaluating the time needed for formulating the conceptual index in 
the system.
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2. Testing and evaluating the memory space needed for storing the conceptual 
index;

3. Testing the effectiveness of the soft links formulated;

• Evaluation of the formulation process based on domain experts;

• Evaluation of the formulation process based on traditional IR criteria:

(a) Recall;
(b) Precision.

4. Analyzing the experiment results;

5. Adjusting the non-syntactic & non-semantic formulation rules based on the 
experim ent^ results.

Full presentation of the experiment, as well as its methodologies, results and the 
analysises of the results, is in Chapter 9.

5.7  S um m ary

In this chapter, a new and more sophisticated data structure has been introduced as 
an organization and presentation configuration for information retrieval. The con
ceptual index not only facilitates the features of conventional inverted files used in 
traditional IR models, but more importantly, it accommodates a conceptual structure 
which could be used for more complicated IR tasks such as hypertext. This conceptual 
structure, called soft links, presents a more formal configuration for the generation, 
management and manipulation of anchors and links in hypertext. Whereas an auto
matic conceptual index formulation mechanism used in the soft-link hypertext model 
has been described in the chapter, the resolved imperfect data structure could be 
further improved by the inteUigent mechanisms in the model. These mechanisms are 
developed in the following chapters.



Chapter 6 
Spreading Activation and Learning

This chapter introduces a connectionist network, based on which the rules 
governing all dynamic operations and applications o f the soft-link hyper
text model are defined. A review o f the connectionist network and its ap
plications in IR  are given first. A connectionist network is then defined, 
in Section 6.2, to represent the conceptual index. Whilst the network by 
itself is enough for the state-space of the soft-link hypertext model, its 
forward activation spreading and backward learning provide very powerful 
mechanisms to control the dynamic operations o f the model. Here, the 
activation spreading is interpreted as a reasoning and navigation process; 
the backward learning is used to self-adjust and improve the conceptual 
index. Activation and learning rules are also discussed in the chapter.

6.1 C on n ection ist N etw ork

Connectionist networks represent information as a network of weighted, intercon
nected nodes. They have become popular in last few decades in information process
ing, cognitive science, artificial intelligence, and information retrieval. The charac
teristics of connectionist networks can be summarized as follows:

1. The structure of connectionist networks resembles that of the human brain 
much more closely than conventional computers [89];

2. They offer a higher-level configuration in which machine intelligence can follow 
human inteUigence closely in learning, remembering and reasoning [89];

3. These networks are self-processing: once an external force is applied, they pro
cess themselves Hterally. Intelligent behaviours emerge from the local interac
tions that occur concurrently between the numerous network components [54].

6.1 .1  B a sic  P r in c ip le s

It is convenient to view any connectionist network as having three constituents: 
a network, an activation rule, and a learning rule.

63
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The network consists of a set of nodes connected together via directed Hnks. Nodes 
and Hnks represent different things depending on the motivations for constructing a 
network. Each node i in a connectionist network has a numeric activation level, a,(t), 
associated with it at time t. Numeric connection strengths, caUed weights and noted 
as Wij, are often associated with a Hnk between a pair of nodes i and j  in the network.

The activation rule is a local procedure that each node follows in updating its acti
vation level in the context of input from external sources and neighbour nodes. The 
total input activation level, zrii(t), that node i receives from its neighbours and the 
external sources is used to update its own level of activation, i.e., u*(t-i-l) =  /^(%u^(t),
а,*(t)); this activation level then communicates from node i to its neighbours. Thus, 
a massive, expHcit paralleHsm is involved as activation level spreads throughout a 
network; all information processing occurs through these local interactions between 
neighbouring nodes.

Learning in a connectionist network refers to any change that occurs in the behaviour 
of the network as a result of its experiences over time. Usually, a learning rule is used 
as a local procedure to describe how the weights on a connectionist network should 
be altered as a function of time, i.e., lüij(t-l-l) =  5'ii(ai(t), Uj(t), Wij(t)) [54].

б .1 .2  H is to r y

Work on connectionist networks goes back at least to the 1940s [54]. Early con
nectionist networks were called neural network models because they tried Hterally 
to model networks of brain ceUs (neurons). Enthusiasm for, and research activity 
on, the neural modeHng waxed during the 1950s and 1960s. However, by the late 
1960s, it was decreasing due both to methodological and hardware Hmitations and 
to excessively pessimistic attacks on the potential utiHty of these models. While im
portant work on neural modelHng continued during the 1970s, this activity involved 
a relatively small number of investigators.

Nevertheless, those early research works have laid a very good foundation for further 
theoretical studies and practices of connectionist networks. Their attempts to study 
the human brain, their understanding of human inteUigent mechanisms, as weU as 
all models built to explain human inteUigent behaviours, provide a soHd theoretical 
base which have made connectionist networks appHed popularly in other inteUigence- 
related fields.
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Another class of connectionist network models emerged in cognitive psychology dur
ing the 1960s and 1970s. These early activation spreading models had typically nodes 
that represented concepts and connections that represented semantically meaningful 
associations between these concepts. Thus, they are better characterized as asso
ciative network models than as neural models. It is not until then that practical 
apphcations of connectionist network in other scientific fields have been seen.

6 .1 .3  C o n n ec tio n is t  N etw o rk  &: In fo rm a tio n  R etr iev a l

Some research has been reported in the literature about the applications of connec
tionist network in the IR environment, mostly in information retrieval as an alterna
tive to exact-match models such as the Boolean search model (Section 2.2.1). Usually, 
a three-layer connectionist network is defined for information retrieval: the document 
layer on the output side, the query layer on the input side, and the index layer as a 
hidden layer in the middle (Figure 6.1).

Documents

Index terms

Queries

Figure 6.1: The typical three-layer connectionist network in IR.

In such a connectionist architecture, documents, index terms and queries are all rep
resented as patterns of interconnected nodes whose dynamic structure is manifested 
in weights associated with the connection hnks. The theory and practice of the 
connectionist network representation have often been compared with those of the
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conventional vector space model [137]. The research in this area can be analyzed and 
summarized as follows;

1. Applications of connectionist networks in the IR environment are generally very 
helpful for the further theoretical studies and practices of IR, because they 
extend the research of information search and retrieval to another dimension;

2. Applications of the classical three-layer network representation in IR have been 
fairly well studied. They include Mozer’s first application of a connectionist 
approach to the areas in IR [54], Cohen & Kjeldsen’s constrained spreading 
activation in their semantic network for matching research funding agencies 
and research topics [36], Lelu’s application of spreading activation in image 
databases [100] and Belew’s AIR project on spreading activation on query-intex- 
abstract network [8] [131] [132]. These practices are no doubt good experiences 
for later applications of the network in more complicated IR environments.

3. In theory, because of its inherent associative approach and higher-level struc
ture, activation spreading is closer to human intelligent behaviour and is be
lieved to have the potential to outperform exact-match techniques. Further
more, as the activation level and the weight defined in connectionist networks 
are popularly related with probability and conditional probability, the IR mod
els based on connectionist networks are generally able to deal with uncertainty 
better than the conventional ones. However, the following problems still exist:

• Experimental verification and comparative evaluation are stiU needed to 
fully justify these connectionist network model against other conventional 
IR models like the vecter space model;

• The classical three-layer connectionist network has undoubtly been, and 
is still, the most popular one used in the IR environment. Nevertheless, it 
does not necessarily represent the best one and needs to be fully justified. 
Other representation possibilities need to be explored;

• At the moment, several activation rules are applied both to control the 
spreading process and to constrain it so that the networks can eventually 
become stable. These rules need to be fully evaluated;

4. At present, the biggest problem in this research area lies on the adoption of 
learning and its applications in IR. Traditional learning rules have been applied 
to the connectionist networks used in IR; however, they do not necessarily 
represent the most suitable ones. Belew’s AIR project is, by far, the most
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thorough study on the subject. His learning is based on the traditional Hebbian 
learning, but is adapted to the IR environment; therefore, it constitutes the first 
attem pt to introduce a modified correlational learning rule. However, learning 
in AIR, as in other projects, does not provide any additional information about 
the Information Space. There, all weights are initialized at the beginning of an 
IR session and updated by x aj(t) while the session goes on [8]. In this 
way, all auxiliary information provided in the Information Space is only at the 
activation level of each node. In other words, activation and weight provide the 
same set of information; they are redundant to each other.

It is shown next that information retrieval is a special area in which new learning 
and training mechanisms are needed for effective applications of the connection
ist network. Its unique characteristics can be listed as follows;

• There exist no universal right answers in IR — what is suitable for one 
user might not be good for another; even for one user, what is suitable 
for him/her in one session might not be good for the next — IR is a fuUy 
dynamic process in which learning and training should have new meanings. 
Simple adoption of user-system interactions as training data is not enough;

• As the essence of the learning is to accumulate and inherit past information 
and experiences, the information collected on different IR sessions should 
not be ignored and neglected. Traditionally, a librarian can help the library 
readers to locate the required information more efficiently. This expertise 
is based on the librarian’s knowledge about the information organization 
in certain libraries, and about the certain reader group he/she is familiar 
with. The similar knowledge should be equally useful for an automatic 
information system. For example, statistical information like what the 
other users have done, or what most of previous users do, may be of 
value and help for the later users. This information, which could be easily 
stored on the weight of the related connection, can provide an additional 
auxihary information (apart from the activation level for each node) to an 
Information Space and provide an extra help for on-fine navigation.

5. The theoretical studies and practices of connectionist networks in IR are mostly 
confined to the following limited and small-scale IR environments:

• Bibliographical search and retrieval;

• Abstract search and retrieval.
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6. The connectionist network should be most suitable for apphcation of artificial 
inteUigence (AI) in IR. Unfortunately, not much work has been done on this 
area. The research reported in literature is Umited to the foUowing areas:

• Spreading activation on semantic networks has been applied as reasoning 
mechanisms [139] [67] [159];

• These activation spreading and learning activities are used, mostly for 
refining search formulation [8].

7. One of the strong points of the connectionist network is that it resembles the 
human brain much more closely than conventional computers, and its activation 
spreading and learning mechanism try to mimic those of human intelligence to 
provide an associative approach. The idea behind the connectionist network 
theory is very close to that of hypertext, i.e. to emphasis on associations. It 
is, in fact, an ideal model for the hypertext environment. Unfortunately, until 
now, little research has been done on this aspect, except for Frisse’s work on a 
highly-structured hypertext environment [67].

Browsing trail
■3̂  Dbcû l Docu 3

Docu 2 I
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Figure 6.2: A connectionist network defined on the Index Space
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In the next section, a connectionist network is introduced as the main structure 
for intelligent behaviours of the soft-hnk hypertext model (Figure 6.2). Whilst the 
network by itself is enough in representing the state-space of the conceptual index used 
in the model, its activation spreading and learning are adopted to control the dynamic 
operations of the model. For example, its forward activation spreading is represented 
as making predictions of the user’s information needs (user modelhng and reasoning) 
in the soft-hnk hypertext environment; its backward learning is represented as tuning 
and improving the conceptual index structure, and accumulating past experiences. 
In such a way, all events happening on the conceptual index can be weU explained, 
controlled and apphed in information retrieval.

The following presentation is in formal specification of Z notation. Based on a typed 
set theory, Z notation is a language and a style for expressing formal specifications of 
computing systems [146]. Its key feature is dependent on what is called schema, which 
consists of a cohection of named objects with a relationship specified by some axioms. 
Z provides notations for defining schemas and later combining them in various ways, 
so that large specifications can be built up in stages.

One type is defined in this dissertation: [ CONCEPT ]. CONCEPT represents all
the concepts in the universe. As shown in Section 4.2, the collection of concepts in 
any Information Space is a subset of CONCEPT, i.e.. Concept Ç CONCEPT.

For the sake of convenience, the foUowing font and notational conventions are used:

• Vx E S: P(x) means (Yx)[x G S = >  P(x)j;

• 3x G S: P(x) means (3x)[x G S A P(x)].

• Font conventions include:

Font Meaning

CONCEPT Type
ConceptualRelation Set
ActivationLevel Function

The connectionist network is defined in the next section. Its activation rules and 
learning rules are given in Sections 6.4 and 6.5. These schemas are finaUy put to
gether, in Chapter 7, to accommodate the soft-hnk hypertext model.
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6.2 T h e C on n ection ist S tructure in th e  Soft-L ink  

H y p er tex t M odel.

A connectionist network is now introduced to represent the conceptual index in the 
Index Space, as well as all events happening in the soft-link hypertext model.

1. A conceptual index, G =  ( Vc, F e ) ,  can be defined as a connectionist network. 
Hete, the nodes of the network represent the concepts Vc in the index; the 
connections represents the conceptual relations Ve;

Définition of 
Ĥypcrtext̂

Application of 
Jjlypertext '

Models of 
HypertexL

Hypermedia Hypertext

Figure 6.3: The conceptual index represented as a connectionist network.

2. An activation level, a»(t), is assigned to each concept Vci ( Fci € Vc). In Section 
6.4, such an activation level is interpreted as a probability indicator; therefore, 
at the end of each propagation phase, the activation level of a concept Vci 
represents the prediction of the probability that the concept is relevant to the 
user’s information needs;

3. The activation vector, a ( t)  =  < ao(t),ai(t), ...,an(t) >, represents the predic
tion of the probability of the user’s information needs. It reflects the degree 
that a system understands its user’s interests (user model);

4. Activation spreading in the network represents an automatic reasoning and user 
modelling procedure in the model:

• When the user expresses his/her information interests by either clicking a 
concept, or typing in some keywords, one unit of external activation level 
is interposed into the related node ( Vci G Vc) in the network;
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• This activation level spreads in the connectionist network, first to F a ’s 
immediate neighbours, and then to its neighbours’ neighbours... From the 
user’s viewpoint, this is a hypertext navigation procedure, in which the 
most suitable potential soft link should beat the others and become out
standing at the end of the spreading phase. From the system’s viewpoint, 
this is a reasoning and user modeling process, in which the system makes 
predictions about the user’s information needs and next move. Activation 
spreading process is controlled and constrained by activation rules;

5. A weight is assigned to each connection in the network. It represents the relative 
strength of the conceptual relation (soft link), compared with other competitors. 
It is shown later that the weight of a connection, Fru =  ( F a, Fcj), refers to 
the conditional probability that Fcj is relevant given the fact that F a is.

6. Unlike the activation level which is initialized at the beginning of each IR session 
and updated at the every step of the user’s information-seeking process, the 
weight does not change during one IR session. As a result, two different sets of 
information are stored and applicable in such a connectionist network:

• Activation level — information about one user during an IR session;

• Weight — statistical information about a group of users in different IR 
sessions.

7. Learning consists of changing the weights, as result of either the changes of the 
Information Space, or self-adjustment of the conceptual index. It represents 
the network’s ability to evolve by experience. Learning is controlled by learning 
rules.

Figure 6.4 shows a connectionist network, which is composed of concepts and the 
connections (conceptual relations, or soft links) between these concepts. When a 
concept (e.g. H y p e r te x t)  is chosen by a user, one unit of external activation level 
is introduced into the node (H y p e rte x t) , and therefore, into the network. The 
activation level spreads to other concepts via connections, so that those of other 
nodes are also updated. At the end of each propagation phase, the activation level of 
each concept represents the prediction of the probability that the concept is judged 
as relevant to the user’s information need. A weight is assigned to each connection, 
which represents the relative strength of the connection. Learning is a process in 
which weights of connections are adjusted according to the system’s experience.
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Hypennedia

Hypeitcxt

Figure 6.4: The connectionist network in the Index Space

More formally, the connectionist network, as well as the rules to control the activa
tion spreading and learning activities, can be presented in a series of schemas. The 
notations adopted is in Z formal specification language. The advantages of using Z 
is that it is concise and clear; the mathematical symbols used in Z are stable and 
well-understood; finally, the loose structure of software specifications can be defined 
separately as schemas and later combined together in various ways to form a sophis
ticated model.

First of all, the structure of the connectionist network is demonstrated in the following 
schema:

  IndexSpace.
Concept: F  CONCEPT
ConceptualRelation: F  (CONCEPT x CONCEPT) 
ActivationLevel: Concept — > A c  
Weight: ConceptualRelation — > Wr 
Concept Visited: Concept— > Nc
ConceptualRelation Visited: ConceptualRelation — > N r  
Ac: (0, 1)
W r : (0, 1)
Nc: F  IN 
N r : F  in

dom ActivationLevel =  dom Concept Visited =  #  Concept
dom Weight =  dom ConceptualRelation Visited =  ^  ConceptualRelation
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The schema can be explained informally as follows:

• Concept is the set of concepts included in the Information Space; it is a subset 
of all the concepts in the universe, i.e. Concept Ç CONCEPT;

• ConceptualRelation is the set of conceptual relations in the Information Space;

• Concept and ConceptualRelation together accommodate the state-space of the 
conceptual index in the soft-link hypertext model. In Chapter 4, Concept is 
noted as Vc^ and ConceptualRelation Vr in the conceptual graph G =  (Vc> ^ r )]

• Moreover, all events which happen in the Information Space can be described 
by the state-space of the network and another four one-to-one functions: 
ActivationLevel, Weight, Concept Visited and ConceptualRelationVisited;

• ActivationLevel records, in Ac, how relevant a concept (V a  G kc) is to a user’s 
information needs:

* Ac =  {a* : (0, I) I 0 <  i <  #  Concept};

* ai =  0 means that Va  is totally irrelevant to the user’s information needs;

* tti =  1 means that Va  is exactly what the user is looking for.

• Weight records, in Wr, the relative importance of a conceptual relation
(Vktj G yh) for the information user:

* Wr  = {wij : (0, 1) I 0 <  i j  < #  Concept};

* Wij =  0 means that there is no connection between Va  and Vcj;

* Wij = 1 means that VRij is the only connection between Va  and Vcj.

• Concept Visited records, in JVc, how many times a concept has been visited.

* N c  =  {ni : ni > 0 \ 0 < i < #  Concept}

• ConceptualRelationVisited records. Nr , how many times a conceptual relation 
(kflij G Vfl) has been visited.

* N r  = {uij : Tiij- >  0 \ 0 < i , j  < Concept }

• For each conceptual relation VRij =  (Vct, the relationship between Wij, Ui 
and nij can be expressed as:

* Wij =  where d j(i) is the out degree of Va  in graph G.

• The predicate part of the schema implies:

* Y^jWij =  1, where i =  1, 2, ..., # Concept.
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Before the connectionist network is further developed and applied in the soft-link 
hypertext model, it is necessary to discuss the four important variables defined in the 
network. They are the weight (tüÿ), concept Visited (n,), ConceptualRelationVisited 
{riij) and activation level (a*). Such an investigation should help to explain the 
motivation for introducing the connectionist network into the dissertation.

First of all, it is assumed that every time a user invokes the hypertext mechanism, 
one and only one of the hypertext associations (soft link) provided is to be followed.

W eight^

As suggested in Figure 6.4, every directed connection from a concept Vci to one of its 
d j(i) immediate successors represents an association, or a soft hypertext link. Every 
time a user invokes the soft-link hypertext mechanism by clicking Vct, he/she needs 
to choose one of these links to follow. Therefore, the question becomes, among these 
n soft links [n =  dj(i)], which one should be most relevant to the user’s information 
needs, or by following which link the user would most likely locate the information 
required. This is the similar issue to that of the probabilistic model (Section 2.2.1).

As in the probabilistic model [130], there exists no mechanism which tells us without 
fail which hypertext link is relevant and which is not. In a hypertext environment, 
the only way relevance can ultimately be decided is for the user to follow a hypertext 
link, retrieve the destination component and read the full text. Nevertheless, as in 
the conventional probabilistic information retrieval environment, imperfect knowledge 
can be used to guess for any given hypertext link, Vjnj, whether it is relevant or not 
for a hypertext request Vm,.. Here the weight associated with each connection in the 
network collects the statistical information; it is used to to provide sensible evidence 
to estimate, for any request VRix, the probability that it is identical to a conceptual 
connection VRij in the network:

P{VRix == VRij I VRix) (1)

Starting at any concept V a  as a hypertext source anchor, there exist n soft hypertext 
links to choose and follow: Vrji, •• l^in» where n =  d j(i). As the result of

^The discussion of probability and related notations in this section follow those in Rijsbergen’s 
book, Information Retrieval, pp. 112 -  115 [126],
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the assumption, for any soft-link request Vmx = {Va, Vcx), there are n mutually 
exclusive events.

E l = The requested Hnk V/y* is Vr u ]

E 2 =  The requested link Ymx is VRi2 ’,

En = The requested link Vrix is 

With Bayes.’ Theorem, the probability, V{VRix = =  VRij | Vrix) is calculated as:

% i w = ( 2 )
■*1 ̂ Rix)

Here, j =  1, 2, ..., n;
is the p n o r probability of the event Ej]

P(VRtæ I jBj) is proportional to what is commonly known as the likelihood oi 
an event Ej given Vrix,
P (^ t* )  is the probability of observing Vrix on a random basis given that it 
may be any of these events:

}=i

Finally, the following equation always exist:

+  P{E2\Vai,) +  ... +  P(E„\VRi,) = 1 (4)

Equation (2) shows a calculation, or estimation, of the probability that for any soft- 
link request Vrix, Vrxx is VRij. The calculation is based on Bayes’ Theorem, which 
relates the posterior probability of relevance to the prior probability of relevance 
and the likelihood of relevance after observing a random soft link request. Next, 
it is necessary to examine the weight defined in the connectionist network and find 
out what it means. For any conceptual relation VRij = (Va, Vcj), the relationship 
between its weight the times Va  has been visited as the source anchor and
the times VRij has been used {uij), has been expressed as:
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Wij =
1 -|- Tlij

d^(i)  4- Tii
1 -f- Tlij
+

=   ̂   (5)
+  riii +  7li2 +  ... +  Tlin

Comparison between Equations (2) and (5) leads immediately to the following con
clusion: Wij represents an attem pt to estimate the probability that a soft-link request 
Vfitx is VRij. This estimation is based on the statistical information about the relative 
popularity of VRij (jiij vs. n»).

1. When rii =  0, all the connections have the same probability, i.e. Wij =

2. When Ui —̂ oo, Wij should approximate P(Ej\VRix).

m and  nu

In the connectionist network, n» records how many times a concept has been visited. 
It, therefore, provides the statistical information about the total number of samples 
for the observed group of links. This information represents the probability of ob
serving any hypertext request VRî  on a random basis, given that it may be any of 
the n events ( ^ i ,  E g,..., E„), as expressed in Equation (3).

Tlij records the times a soft hypertext link, VRij, has been visited. It provides the 
statistical information that the event Ej is true amongst the total samples n».

A ctivation  Level

For each concept Va  in the network, there exists a numerical measurement, called 
the activation level (a^), attached to it. a» is used to reflect the importance of the 
concept Va  for the present user’s information needs. It is set to zero at the beginning 
of the session and updated whenever the user interacts with system. It is shown in 
Section 6.4 that, in fact, a» reflects the probability that a concept is relevant to the 
user’s information needs. The activation level is used in the soft-link hypertext model 
for on-line navigation and reasoning.
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In the next three sections, three groups of rules are developed to control the dynamic 
operations of the connectionist network. These rules are first presented in a series of 
schemas. They are appHed in Chapter 7 to facilitate intelligent mechanisms in the 
soft-link hypertext model. These three groups of rules include the following:

1. Conceptual index formulation;

This defines the rules for the formulation of the conceptual index. It includes 
the automatic generation of the global index and the auxiliary semantic net for 
the conceptual index, and updating the data structure when the Information 
Space changes. Whilst the related mechanism has been discussed in Chapter 5, 
its functions are summarized more concisely and clearly in Section 6.3.

2. Forward activation spreading;

Based on the connectionist network defined, its forward activation spreading is 
applied in the soft-link hypertext model to reason and navigate during infor
mation retrieval. Activation rules used to constrain such a spreading process 
are introduced as two schemas in Section 6.4.

3. Backward learning and self-adjustment.

The backward learning in the connectionist network is used to collect the sta
tistical information of the application of the conceptual index, so that it can be 
used to self-adjust the data structure, and provide an auxiliary information for 
the later users. The learning rules used are also represented as two schemas in 
Section 6.5.

6.3 A u to m a tic  In dex  Form ulation M ech an ism

Maintenance of the soft-link hypertext model includes formulating the conceptual 
index at initialization, and updating the data structure when the Information Space 
changes. It is facilitated by an automatic index formulation mechanism used in 
the model (Chapter 5). The related events include the following three categories of 
activities, which are presented in five schemas:

1. Index initialization (1 schema);

2. Adding concept(s) and conceptual relation(s) in the Information Space (2);

3. Deleting concept(s) and conceptual relation(s) in the Information Space (2).
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6 .3 .1  In itia liza tio n  —  B efore In d ex in g

Before the index formulation starts, the Concept in the Index Space is empty.

 InitlndexSpace.
A IndexSpace

Concept — <{>

6 .3 .2  In d ex in g  —  A d d itio n  o f  C o n cep ts  and C o n cep tu a l  

R ela tio n s

As shown in Chapter 5, formulation of the conceptual index refers to identification a 
global index structure and the related semantic net. The former facilitates the global 
indexing process (identification of mapping from keywords to documents), which has 
been well studied; the latter represents the hyperization process (identification of 
associations among concepts). In the soft-hnk hypertext model, this hyperization 
process is changed into the formulation of a special semantic net. Expressed in the 
formal specification, these two steps are represented by two schemas: AddConcept 
and AddConceptualRelation.

_ AddConcept_______________________________________________________
A IndexSpace 
VciV. CONCEPT

Vcî . ^ V c
Concept ' =  Concept (J {V^i?} 
d%(i) =  0
ActivationLevel ' = ActivationLevel (J {Veil 
Concept Visited ' =  Concept Visited (J {Vct?

- 0}
0}

Schema AddConcept defines the event that a new concept is added into the index:

• When a new concept Veil is introduced, it is included in Concept]

• Its activation level is defined as zero, i.e., ai =  0;

• Upon introduction, the time Veil has been visited is equal to zero, i.e., u* = 0 .
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AddConceptualRelation__________
A IndexSpace
Vkii?: (CONCEPT x CONCEPT)

Vci G Vc A V cj G A VRijI 0  Vr  
ConceptualRelation ' =  ConceptualRelation [j {VRij?}
ConceptualRelationVisited ' =  ConceptualRelationVisited (J {VRij? ^  0} 

1
V Wik G W r  : w'ik =  =  0, 1, dS(i) and k /  j )

Weight ' =  Weight (J {VRij? ^

Schema AddConceptualRelation defines the event that a new conceptual relation is 
introduced into the conceptual index:

• No conceptual relation can be added into the Index Space unless both concepts 
connected by the conceptual relation are in Vc. [This is not a problem for the 
soft-hnk hypertext model, as the global indexing, which facihtates the addi
tion of concept (AddConcept), always happens before the formulation of the 
semantic net (AddConceptualRelation) starts];

• When a new conceptual relation VRij? is first built up, Uij = 0.

6 .3 .3  R em o v a l —  D e le tio n  o f  C o n cep ts  and C o n cep tu a l R e 

la tio n s

As opposite to the index formulation procedure, no concepts can be removed from 
the conceptual index until all conceptual relations between it and its neighbours are 
removed first. The operations in this category include RemoveConceptualRelation 
and RemoveConcept.

_ RemoveConceptualRelation__________________________________________
A IndexSpace 
VRij?'. ConceptualRelation

ConceptualRelation' = ConceptualRelation -  {VRij?} 
ConceptualRelationVisited ' =  ConceptualRelationVisited -  {VRij? »—> nij} 
Weight ' =  Weight -  {VRij? ^  Wij} 
d^{iy = dj(i) -  1
71  ̂ — Tlj Tljj

V Wik G W r  : w'ik =  (k =  0, 1, d^{iy  and k ^  j)
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• When a conceptual relation V^jj? is removed from the Index Space, it is deleted 
from the ConceptualRelation. The related Uij and Wij are removed, and the 
related n,- is updated;

• The weights of other related connections are adjusted accordingly.

RemoveConcept_
A IndexSpace 
Veil: CONCEPT

Vci'l G Vc A yS Vcj G Vc : (^Rij G Vr V Vjiji G V r)  
Concept' =  Concept -  {Vc»?}
ActivationLevel ' =  ActivationLevel -  {Va ^  a»} 
Concept Visited ' — ConceptVisited -  {Va  »-> ni}

• For the schema RemoveConcept, the predicate part first checks if there are any 
conceptual relations ending on

• If not, the concept is removed from the Concept, so are a» and n».

6 .4  A ctiv a tio n  L evel and A ctivation  R u les.

For each concept V a  in the network, there is a numerical measurement (the activation 
level, or ai) attached to it. The application of the conceptual index in IR is represented 
by the continuous updating and spreading of the activation levels in the network.

At the beginning of an IR session, the activation level of each concept in the network 
is set to zero, i.e. V G A c  : a* =  0. Then, the session starts: Each time the 
user interacts with the system by typing in a word or clicking an anchor, one unit 
of external activation is inputed into the related concept. As a result, this external 
activation input stimulates the network; one unit of activation level spreads from the 
related concept to its immediate successors, and then to its successors’ successors... 
Thus, the activation level of all concepts in the network is updated. At the end of 
each spreading phase, an updated sequence is outputted. It offers a list of concepts in 
the decreasing order of their relevancy (a,). This process repeats till the end of the 
session.
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Activation spreading in the soft-link hypertext model is controlled by the following 
four activation rules:

1. External Activation Rule. This is to control the external stimulation process. 
For any concept Va, the external input activation level it receives is noted as 
in f( t) .

in f ( t )  = I
 ̂ 1 if the concept V a  is chosen, at time t, as an external request; 
0 otherwise

Here, the external inputs may come from the following outside stimulation 
sources:

• The Information Interests explicitly expressed;

• The keywords used in queries;

• The keywords clicked as hypertext anchors.

2. Spreading Activation Rule. A concept’s activation level, or output derived from 
it, is communicated from the concept to its successors (both conceptual and 
semantic), and to the successors’ successors... This process is called activation 
spreading. In the soft-link hypertext model, the spreading activation rule is 
what each concept follows in updating its activation level in the context of 
input from its immediate predecessor concepts, as the result of the activation 
spreading procedure. The spreading activation rule is expressed as:

in j[ t)  =  where i =  0, 1, ... n.

3. Input Activation Rule. The total input activation level for a concept Vci in
cludes the external input activation level i n f  {t) and spreading activation level 
in l{ t) ,  i.e.,

ini{t) =  inf{ t )  -f- inf{t ) ,  where i =  0, 1, ..., n.

4. O utput Activation Rule. The final activation level of a concept Va,  i.e., the 
output from it, is updated by the following rule.

ai(t) = ai{t — 1) +  irii{t), where i =  0, 1, ..., n.

The applications of the soft-hnk hypertext model in IR can be described by the 
following two schemas in Z notation:
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SessionStarts ________
A IndexSpace 
PATH‘: F  CONCEPT

V C Ac', =  0 
PATH ' = <!>

ForwardSpreading__________________________________
A IndexSpace
PutlnOrder: (Concept x decorder[Ac]) — > seq Concept 
PATH '. W CONCEPT 
Vct?: Concept 
rep!: seq Concept

Pci? 6 Vc’. ' =  a» +  1
V Pcn (Pcn € Vc A Vcn ^  P A T H ')’. On ' =  ttn +  Em ^mn X a, 
VP^Cn e  =  1

' =  PATH ' +  {Vbi?} 
rep! =  PutlnOrder (Concept x decorder[Ac])

Here, PATH ' is the collection of the user’s browsing trail, i.e. History (Chapter 4). 
The function PutlnOrder takes the set Concept and converts it into a sequence, rep!, 
rep! contains all the elements of Concept^ ordered according to the decreasing order 
of Uj. At each step during an IR session. The sequence rep! is used as the main 
interactive mechanism between the user and the soft-link hypertext system. Concept 
included in the Information Space are divided into the following two groups:

• Group 1 — \jV ci G PATH': ai = 1.
This group includes all the concepts (nodes) which have been visited by the 
user during the session; these concepts reside on the top of rep!. As a result, it 
is always easy for the user to review any of the visited concepts and go back to 
any of these concepts;

• Group 2 — V Vci (Vci G Vc A Va  0  PATH'): a{ < 1.
In rep!, concepts in Group 2 come after those in Group 1. For these concepts, 
rep! provides an ordered list according to the prediction that a concept may be 
relevant to the user’s information interests. This sequence is presented to the 
user, in order to speed up the information search process. The higher a concept
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is located on the top of the sequence, the more relevant it may be to the user’s 
information needs.

6.5 Im provin g  th e  C on cep tu a l In d ex  S tru ctu re

Learning (adaptation) refers to any change that occurs in the behaviour of the model 
as a result of its experiences over time; in the connectionist network, a set of learning 
rules is needed to control such a learning procedure [54]. In the soft-link hypertext 
model, this change of behaviour is represented by long-term memory (LTM) and 
short-term memory (STM). Whereas LTM refers to the changes that occur in the 
behaviour of the model as a result of its experiences over different IR sessions by 
different users, STM records one specific user’s information needs and browsing trail 
during one IR session. As a part of the connectionist network, the learning mechanism 
and its learning rules concerning with LTM is discussed in the section, whereas STM 
and its relation with LTM are covered in detail in Section 7.4.

Here, the backward learning in the connectionist network is used in the soft-link 
hypertext model to improve the quality of the conceptual index via statistical infor
mation. As a result, the soft-link hypertext model can self-organize its data structure, 
and evolve in such a way that the weights of these conceptual relations are slowly 
tuned to represent the general popularities of the related soft links. This procedure is 
controlled by backward learning on the connectionist network, i.e., whenever a con
cept {Vci £ V c )  and conceptual relation {VRij E Vr ) is used, n* and are updated 
so that all weights of the conceptual relations related with V a  are changed. Noted 
in Z specification, there are BackwardLeaming-1 and BackwardLeaming~2:

_ B ackwardLearning-1_________________________________________________
A IndexSpace
Vc*?: F  CONCEPT

Vbt? G Vc A =  1
A 3 VRij E Vr :

ni* = ni 1

Schema BackwardLeaming-1 defines the learning procedure after a concept is chosen 
as a hypertext source anchor. If there exists a hypertext soft link, then n,- ' =  n* -f- 1.
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B ack wardLearning- 2_ 
A IndexSpace 
Vbi?: F  CONCEPT

G A ai =  1 A aj =  1 
A 3 Viiij- G Vr:

Vtüiy € Wij ' =

Schema BackwardLeaming-2 defines the learning procedure when a concept is chosen 
as a hypertext destination anchor. Here, a soft Hnk (k^ii) has been used by the user 
so that its relative importance, compared with other related Hnks, should be updated.

6.6  F u rther D iscu ssions on th e  Learning R u le

In the soft-link hypertext model, the weight related with each soft link is constantly 
updated, according to the relative times the soft Hnk has been used:

The idea behind such a learning process is that the more frequently a soft Hnk is 
chosen by the user, the more important such an association should be for the user 
population; thus, its weight should become heavier to reflect the popularity. It is 
shown in this section that such a learning process constitutes a special group of 
competitive (Kohonen) learning. It can also be very useful in other appHcations.

6 .6 .1  K o h o n en  Layer and  C o m p etit iv e  L earning

In neural networks, learning rules belonging to the competitive learning (also called 
Kohonen learning) category all have the property that a competition process, involv
ing some or all of the processing elements of the neural network, always takes place 
before each episode of learning. The processing elements that emerge as the winners 
of the competition are then allowed to modify their weights (or modify their weights 
in a different way from those of the non-winning units).
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A Kohonen layer is shown in Figure 6.5. The basic idea of Kohonen learning is to 
have a layer of processing elements arrange their weight vector such that these weight 
vectors are distributed in R ” with a number density approximately proportional to 
the probability density function p according to which the x input vectors used to 
train the layer are selected. Therefore, it constitutes a self-organizing and training 
procedure.

Figure 6.5: A Kohonen layer.

The n Kohonen processing elements of this layer each receives n inputs zi, Z2, ..., x^. 
Each input has a weight Wij assigned to it. When each x vector is entered into the 
Kohonen layer, the processing elements compete on the basis of which of them has 
its weight vector w»- [wj =  ...,Tnm)] closest to x  (as measured by a distance
function D). The winner emits signal Zi = 1] the others emit Z{ = 0. Furthermore:

1. The training data for the Kohonen learning is assumed to consist of a sequence 
of input vectors x, drawn at random in accordance with a fixed probabihty 
density function p\

2. As each of these vectors is entered into the network, the Kohonen processing 
elements compete with one another to determine the winner on the basis of 
minimum distance:

\x — Wc\ = mm — Wi\ ( 7 )
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3. The winning Kohonen processing element then has its set to 1, and all of the 
other Kohonen unit output signals are set to 0;

4. Weight modification taJces place in accordance with the following equation, 
called the Kohonen learning law.

w

•  For the winning connection, Zc = 1. Therefore, this learning rule can be 
rewritten as:

w’̂  =  (1 -  a )w f‘‘ +  ax  (9)

• For the losing connections, Z{ =  0. Therefore, this learning law will be:

=  w f^  ( 10)

• a  is the modification rate. At the beginning of training, it is often set to 
a value of approximately 0.8. As the Wi vectors move into the area of the 
data, a  is then lowered to 0.1 or less for final equilibration [86];

5. As training progresses, the Kohonen weight vectors become densest where the 
xs are most common, and become least dense (or absent) where the x  vectors 
hardly ever (or never) appear. In this way, the Kohonen layer adapts itself to 
conform approximately to p in a volume number density sense [86];

6. Finally, Kohonen proved the following proposition [96]:

Starting with randomly chosen initial values for the W{, these numbers will grad
ually assume new values in a process specified by Equations (7) - (10), such that 
as t oo, the set of numbers (wi,W2 i ...^Wn) becomes ordered in an ascend
ing or descending sequence. Once the set is ordered, it remains so for all t. 
Moreover, the point density function of the W{ will finally approximate p(x).

6 .6 .2  T h e  L earn ing  R u le  U sed  in  th e  Soft-L ink  H y p e r te x t  

M o d el.

The learning rule used in the soft-hnk hypertext model shares a lot of similarities with 
the Kohonen learning rules, although it has its own unique characteristics. In fact, 
each group of the local associations in the semantic net constitutes a one-dimensional 
Kohonen layer. If Figure 6.3 (which is part of Figure 6.4) is reorganized, | t  can be
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represented in Figure 6.6. It can be seen that, in a conceptual index, the connections 
between each concept and its immediate successors constitute a Kohonen layer. Here, 
only one input x is put into the layer, which represents the conceptual path (a soft 
hypertext association) the user has just visited. The related conceptual connection 
becomes the winner of the competition. This can be further explained as follows:

Models of 
Hypertext

Definition of 
Hypertext

Applications] 
Hypertext j

• Hypertext I

" - r "
X

Figure 6.6: The Kohonen layer in the conceptual index.

1. For each Va  G there exists a Kohonen layer, which consists of n processing 
elements [n =  dg(%)]. Each of these elements is a conceptual connection, Vrnj, 
from Vci to and one of its immediate successors, Vcj^ Each processing element 
(conceptual connection) has a weight W{j associated with it;

2. At any moment, there is only one input x  in the layer. It represents the con
ceptual connection (soft link) being visited;

3. The training data X  for the learning process consist of a sequence of inputs 
X, each of which represents a conceptual connection (soft hypertext Hnk) being 
used. As these inputs record each individual user’s browsing in the Information 
Space, they are, in fact, random samples in natural accordance with a fixed 
probabihty density function p. This density function reflects the general pop
ularity of the related hypertext hnks for the user population. Although the 
probabihty density function p is unknown to anybody, this training procedure 
is able to self-organize the layer to represent it — tuning the weights o f concep
tual connections (soft hypertext links) so that they could eventually reflect the
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general •popularity of these related links, this is exactly the purpose of learning 
in the soft-link hypertext •model.

4. At any moment, there is one winner •Wik in the layer,

\ x - 7 V ik \  = 0 (11)

5. The winning processing element adapts its weight as the following:

l + n s r

l + (ng[‘' + l)

2 + ni<‘ 

<*c(0 +  +  1

<%(') +  n f‘‘ +  n f‘‘)(d^(i) +  n f ‘‘ +  1)

-  w'̂ '' + <^g(0+  "St'*- 1  ng )
“ “ (4(0 + "S")(4(0 + "S" + 1)  ̂^

Equation (12) is very similar to Equation (9). The only difference is that, in
stead of moving a small portion towards x  (the training data) as shown 
in Equation (9), its value is increased a small portion to enhance this winning 
position. With Equation (11), it is impossible to adjust locations of the weight 
in the vector space to approach the training data, as in the conventional Ko
honen learning. Instead, the value attached to each weight is adjusted here to 
represent this density function so as to approach the training data.

Other conceptual connections adapt their weights as the following:

«W _  1 + " “ ”
4(») + "?

old1 +  "S'
4(') + ("•*'* + 

l  +  ng'*
4(»)+"i‘‘' + i

l  +  ng** " « ‘* +  1
4(») + "i*'* (4(0 + "f'‘')(4(»)+"f'"' +1)
w.

.old 
old

" (4(0+"r“')(4(0+"f'"+i) (13)
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7. All weights in the layer are modified in such a way that the the weight of the 
winning connection increases a bit, whereas those of the losing ones decrease 
a bit. The sum of all weights in the layer stays constant (equal to 1) at any 
moment, which is in accordance with the learning rules (Section 6.2).

® (14)
3

8. The modification rate, a , decreases as the training progresses:

“ “  ( 4 (0  + nfO(iè(i) + + 1)

9. It can be seen that the learning rule used in the soft-link hypertext model is a 
standard one-dimensional Kohonen learning rule. With the proven proposition 
for the Kohonen layer, it can, therefore, be concluded that starting with the 
initial values for Wijj (which equal to at initialization), these weights wiU 
gradually assume new values in a process specified by the learning rule (Section 
6.5), such that as t —> oo, the set of numbers becomes ordered. Once the set is 
ordered, it remains so for all t. Moreover, Wij will finally approximate p(x).

6 .6 .3  T h e  U n iq u e  C h a ra c ter is tic  an d  I t s  G e n e r a liz a tio n

Although, as discussed above, learning in the soft-link hypertext model is a standard 
Kohonen self-organization process, it has its unique characteristics:

1. It is different from other reported Kohonen learning in that its training data 
are not drawn from a well-defined domain;

Traditionally, these training data are drawn at random from a known domain 
at a fixed probability density function p, and fed into the Kohonen layer to 
train the system [86]. However, in the soft-link hypertext model, although it is 
assumed that there exists a user population and exists some kind of probability 
density function p reflecting the user’s preference of these hypertext links, this p 
function is unknown. In other words, our understanding of the target domain in 
IR (the user’s preference of hypertext hnks) is not as good as in other traditional 
Kohonen learning process.
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2. Unlike the traditional Kohonen learning, samphng and training in IR is uncon
trollable;

3. Instead of self-organizing the relative position of weight vectors in the tradi
tional Kohonen layer [moving the weight vector a fraction a  of the way along 
the straight line from the old weight vector to the x  vector as shown in Equation 
(9)], the learning rule used in the soft-hnk hypertext model adjusts the value of 
weights to approach the probabihty density function p(x). Here, the training 
data xs are hypertext hnks themselves. Therefore, Equation (11) always exists. 
This characteristic enables the learning rule used in the soft-hnk hypertext 
model to be effective even in the extremely unevenly distributed probabihty 
density function situation;

4. All efforts to avoid the over-leaming (e.g., radial sprouting, noise vectors, and 
conscience of processing elements [89]) are unnecessary here.

6 .7  S u m m ary

In this chapter, a connectionist network has been introduced as a formal theoretical 
basis for presentations of intelhgent mechanisms in the soft-hnk hypertext model. 
Based on the network, it has been shown how the forward activation spreading can 
be used to make predictions of the user’s information needs in the soft-hnk hypertext 
environment. Such a predicting process is further developed, in Chapter 7, into a user 
modelhng and reasoning mechanism for the soft-hnk hypertext model. It has also 
been shown how the backward learning of the connectionist network can be apphed 
to tune and improve the conceptual index structure formulated in Chapter 5. This 
learning mechanism represents a slow training and self-adjusting procedure through 
which the weights associated with connections could eventually be tuned to reflect 
the general popularity of the related soft hnks. This could provide some valuable 
information to help the user during information search and retrieval. Furthermore, 
the learning rules adopted in the model constitute a special group of competition 
learning (Kohonen learning), which can be extended into more general apphcations. 
The connection network defined in this chapter is used, in Chapter 7, to facihtate 
intelhgent mechanisms in the soft-hnk hypertext model. This model is implemented 
and evaluated in Chapters 8 and 9.



Chapter 7 
Intelligent Mechanisms in the Soft-Link 

Hypertext Model

This chapter first presents uncertainty factors in IR. The intelligent mech
anisms used in the soft-link hypertext model are then developed. These 
mechanisms are designed to deal with uncertainty in the hypertext envi
ronment. There are four different, but interrelated mechanisms: index 
formulation (which ha^ been discussed in  Chapter 5), learning, user mod
elling and reasoning. The soft-link hypertext model supports an implicit, 
continuous and dynamic user modelling. Its learning mechanism includes 
both long-term memory (LTM) and short-term memory (STM). Finally, 
the reasoning mechanism makes prediction, based on its user model and 
its experiences (LTM  and STM), of probability that each concept is rele
vant to the user’s information needs. Whilst the theoretical basis for these 
mechanisms hcLs been developed in Chapter 6, it is applied in this chapter 
to facilitate the intelligent soft-link hypertext model.

7.1 U n certa in ty

An essential aspect of any intelligent system is the need to deal with uncertainty. Un
certainty can arise because of inherent imprecision in the rules used in those systems, 
or because of imprecision in the data fed into the systems. Inclusion of facilities for 
handling imprecise rules or data is a defining feature of intelligent systems.

Various theories have been developed in IR to accommodate uncertainty. Certainty 
factors, confidence factors, or probabiHties associated with the information compo
nents indicate the extent to which a system believes the information components are 
relevant to the information user’s needs. They are used during reasoning processes 
to express a degree of confidence in the conclusions reached [115] [20].

In this chapter, uncertainty in various information retrieval models is firstly analyzed. 
After that, four intelligent mechanisms, based on the connectionist network defined 
in the Index Space (Chapter 6), are developed. As the result, a Document Space, a 
well-structured conceptual index and four auxihary intelligent mechanisms constitute 
together th e  soft-link h y p e r te x t m odel.

91
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7.2 U n certa in ty  in IR

In IR, uncertainty exists when the SIMILAR mechanism searches for relevant docu
ments in the Document Space to meet the user’s information needs. Uncertainty is 
mainly caused for the following reasons:

1. Search formulation: imprecise input data are used to represent the information 
needs, for one or more of the following reasons:

• The information users often do not know exactly what they want;

• Though the users may know what they want, they are often not able to 
present the information needs properly;

• Though the information needs could be properly presented, they are not 
understandable (or misunderstood) by an IR system.

2. Indexing: improper identifiers are adopted to represent the Document Space;

3. Searching: unsuitable searching mechanisms are used in a system.

7.2 .1  T ra d itio n a l Search  an d  R etr iev a l

In the traditional IR  environment, uncertainty exists in all three aspects of informa
tion retrieval, including indexing, search formulation and searching. The following 
strategies are used in traditional IR systems to deal with uncertainty, to reason in 
uncertain circumstances and to improve the quality of information retrieval:

1. Usually, the prediction of probability, instead of crisp yes or no, that a doc
ument is judged as relevant to the information user’s needs is assigned and 
attached to each document retrieved [99]. This prediction (often in the form of 
weight) provides a belief indicator for the related retrieval set in the uncertain 
environment. Different weighting algorithms are applicable [134];

2. Confirmation of certainty factors can be used, as feedbacks or dynamic query 
adjustments, for search reformulation or retrieval refinements [134];

3. Various semantic networks, including the Bayesian network and belief networks 
[139] [67] [159], have been used to adjust search formulations (thesaurus) and 
to reason during searching process.
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7 .2 .2  T rad ition a l H ard-L ink H y p e r te x t

Traditional haxd-link hypertext is a special case for uncertainty. The reasons are 
listed as follows:

1. As hypertext users express their information needs by clicking hypertext source 
anchor, or choosing hypertext options, uncertainty caused by search formulation 
is effectively avoided in hypertext. In fact, utilization of the recognition, rather 
than the recall, is one of the main advantages of hypertext;

2. However, the implicit link structure Wopted in the hard-hnk hypertext model 
and the conventional manual hyperization process used to generate such a link 
structure brings uncertainty factors. The main reasons are two-fold:

• The pre-set hypertext structure usually represents only the authors’ sub
jective, personal, or even biased views in expressing the interrelationships 
among information components. It may not necessarily be the best;

• Authors’ and editors’ motivations for certain settings, as well as the Hnk 
structure itself, are usually not expHcit (Chapter 3); they may not always 
be well understood by the information user.

As the result, hypertext users quite often retrieve some information by following 
these preset Hnks, only to find that the retrieved component is not what they 
are seeking.

3. What makes it worse is that, in the traditional hard-Hnk hypertext environ
ment, the searching process becomes browsing in an Information Space, and 
the SIMILAR mechanism is totally left to the users; thus, deaHng with uncer
tainty is totally up to them. This is the main reason for the users getting lost 
in the hypertext environment. Here, the uncertainty appears as follows :

(a) The users have to find out their locations in the information web;

(b) The users have to decide by themselves which Hnks to foUow.

4. Very Httle research has been done on this area. That seen in the Hterature in
cludes Frisse’s use of Bayesian network in highly-structured hypertext [67] and 
Pausch & Detmer’s experiment of using node popularity as a hypertext brows
ing aid [121]. Whereas the former is not appHcable to the general hypertext 
environment, the latter has the danger of misleading as the logical, or seman
tic relationship behind the Hnk structure should always be the most important 
motivation for browsing.
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7.2 .3  S o ft-lin k  H y p er te x t

As the soft-link hypertext model uses a conceptual index (global -f local) structure 
in its Index Space, it has the characteristics of traditional search and retrieval and 
that of traditional hard-hnk hypertext. Uncertainty in the soft-hnk hypertext model 
appears as follows:

1. As in the traditional hypertext model, search formulation should not cause 
much uncertainty in the soft-hnk hypertext environment;

2. The automatic formulation mechanism for the conceptual index (Chapter 5) 
could minimize the uncertainty involved in the hyperization process [Section 
7.2.2] by facihtating systematically a data structure, presenting all options to 
the user, and making these hypertext options exphcit and transparent;

3. In the soft-hnk hypertext model, searching (browsing) process is the main factor 
in which uncertainty is caused. Here, uncertainty is presented as w hich soft 
link(s) th e  in fo rm atio n  user should follow in order to meet the information 
needs.

It wiU be shown next that some mechanisms are accommodated in the soft-hnk hyper
text model to offer on-hne help and guidance to the user in dealing with uncertainty 
in the soft-hnk hypertext environment. These auxihary tools are adopted to help the 
information user to deal with uncertainty during browsing in an Information Space.

1. In the soft-hnk hypertext model, the conceptual index is more exphcit and 
transparent than the hnk structure used in the traditional hard-hnk hypertext, 
the uncertain problem can be alleviated by the user understanding the data 
structure better, and playing a more active role in information searching and 
browsing. Furthermore, as the conceptual index provides both global and local 
access to any concepts and enhances the user’s mobihty in an Information 
Space, it can help the user to avoid the confusion or getting lost caused by 
mere browsing locally in the hard-hnk hypertext environment. In other words, 
even if a user loses the orientation, it should be easier for him/her to trace the 
browsing trail and get re-oriented;

2. In the soft-hnk hypertext, the searching process is more transparent, and the 
information user has more interactions with the system during the information 
searching and browsing. Uncertainty can be alleviated by the information user 
having a better understanding of, and becoming more involved in, the searching
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process. Meanwhile, the soft-hnk hypertext system provides improved facihties 
for its users via a superior user modelhng mechanism;

3, In the soft-hnk hypertext model, various sophisticated semantic networks, in
cluding thesaurus and Bayesian networks [139] [67], could be adopted easily 
in the conceptual index to provide on-hne help. Furthermore, powerful intel
hgent mechanisms are used in searching process to provide on-hne navigation 
guidance during information search and retrieval. These mechanisms constitute 
help in the foUowing three approaches:

• General information on which soft hnk(s) are more popular is provided as 
guidance for local browsing (LTM);

• Past browsing experiences (trails) are recorded and used, as recommenda
tion for later users (LTM);

• An information user’s previous browsing trail is used as basis for the rea
soning mechanism to make predictions of the user’s next move (STM). 
Thus, a short hst of soft-hnk options could be tailored for each individual 
user.

From the next section, these intelhgent mechanisms, including user modelhng, learn
ing and reasoning are discussed in detail.

7.3 U ser  M od elling  in  Soft-link  H y p er tex t

7.3 .1  U ser  M o d ellin g

User modelhng is an important feature for information systems. By building a good 
model of the user, i.e., estabhshing some picture of the information user’s background, 
domain knowledge, famiharity with the system and the search goals, an information 
system can tailor its performance for the individual user.

However, although user modelhng is very important for the success of information 
search and retrieval, reports about user modelling study are very rare in the IR 
hterature. Generally speaking, user modelhng mechanisms adopted in the present IR 
systems are very crude; they are often hmited only to basic man-machine interactions.
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1. Most existing IR systems gather user information by conducting a dialogue with 
the user through simple man-machine interactions. The advantages of such an 
approach are:

• This mechanism is well defined;

• It is easy to implement;

• Some limited changes and adjustihents to the initially established search 
goals can be made via user feedbacks.

However, such a mechanism often results in a poor-quality user model. Its main 
disadvantages include:

• The collected information may be inaccurate, which often leads to un
certainty in IR. The information user might not know the answer to the 
questions asked by the system, or find it difficult to answer. The worst 
situation is that a user might become so frustrated by the questions that 
he/she could give up before a session starts;

• A well-developed questioning process is needed in such kind of systems. 
This, nevertheless, is an upside-down procedure. In other words, devel
oping such a questioning device requires the designer to anticipate all the 
potential answers, which could be very difficult;

• The built-up user model is only a canonical, static and discontinuous 
model. Moreover, in the cases where the user has more than one inquiry, 
these multiple queries are often treated as unrelated with each other. This 
leads to the loss of associative information.

2. Hypertext should be an ideal environment for formulating a good user model 
because of its nature of supporting the recognition and browsing:

• Hypertext systems often employ a sophisticated and well designed user in
terface, and provide a pleasant environment for man-machine interaction;

• It is the defining element in hypertext to follow human associations, and to 
organize and retrieve information through these machine-supported associ
ations. Hypertext should naturally be more user-centered than traditional 
IR models;

• The information user is usually able to express the information needs bet
ter because the man-machine interaction in hypertext environment relies 
more on the recognition than the recall;
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• The information user has more interactions with the system during the 
browsing process, such as choosing hypertext anchors and hnks, searching 
forward or backward, etc.; moreover, the information-seeking is considered 
as a dynamic process;

• Generally speaking, the information-seeking process in the hypertext en
vironment is a longer and more continuous process, during which a better 
user model could be obtained.

Nevertheless, the study of user modelhng in hypertext has proven to be rare. 
Until now, Httle has been reported about this aspect of hypertext.

Ideally, a user model should be inferred from the information user’s responses to the 
system, i.e., his/her information-seeking behaviour during the information retrieval 
process. This makes more demands on inteUigence from the system, which is exactly 
what the soft-hnk hypertext model could provide in its Index Space. As one of 
the sub-hypotheses examined in this research, a better user modelhng mechanism is 
provided in the soft-hnk hypertext model. The mechanism is set out below.

7 ,3 .2  U ser  M o d e llin g  in  S o ft-lin k  H y p e r te x t

As discussed in the previous section, hypertext should be an ideal environment for 
a good user modelhng mechanism. The soft-hnk hypertext model has enhanced this 
property further, as even more man-machine interactions are involved in operating 
run-time soft hnks. In this section, a user modelhng mechanism used in the soft-hnk 
hypertext model is presented. Its main characteristics include the foUowing:

1. It supports both canonical and individual user modelhng;

One side of the user modeUing mechanism supported by long-term memory 
(LTM) assigns the users to a certain predefined subset of user groups accord
ing to its understanding of the users and provides services based on the gen
eral knowledge about the canonical groups; another side of it is supported by 
the short-term memory (STM) and records each individual user’s information- 
seeking trail so as to treat him /her as a separate individual.
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2. It supports both explicit and implicit user modelling;

The explicit model lets the information users provide their own models, while 
in the imphcit model, the user model is inferred or abstracted by the system 
on the basis of the information users’ behaviours. Considering the potential 
difficulty of implicit modelling, Daniels proposed “The best approach... is to 
allow the system to form a reasonable initial user model, perhaps based on the 
user’s answer to a few preliminary questions, or on known characteristics of the 
overall user community -  i.e. on a limited amount of whatever information is 
available to, or elicited by, the system. As a user proceeds to interact with the 
system, further information wiU become available, and the system can begin to 
update its user model, revise its hypothesis, alter default values, etc.” [48].

This procedure is exactly how the user modelling mechanism operates in the 
soft-link hypertext model. Here, explicit user modelling is supported in con
ventional man-machine interfaces (windows, menu, etc.); more iriiportantly, 
implicit user modelhng mechanism is adopted by updating activation level of 
the concept in the Information Space after each interaction during the whole 
information-seeking procedure.

3. The user modeUing is a long-term and continuous process;

In the soft-hnk hypertext model, aU queries are treated as related to each other 
so that the information-seeking process during an IR session is considered as a 
long-term and continuous process. The earher queries are coUected, as P A T H ‘ 
in STM, and are used as basis for the system to reason for later movements.

4. It supports dynamic user modeUing;

Dynamic user modeUing is supported in the soft-hnk hypertext model when 
the information user’s search goals alter during the session, either locaUy and 
globaUy. The activation spreading process can catch and reflect this change.

In the soft-hnk hypertext model, the user model is accommodated by a n-dimension 
vector. Each dimension of the vector represents an individual concept in the Infor
mation Space, and it is measured by a numerical pointer (aj) caUed activation level 
As defined in Chapter 6, for any Va E V c : 0 < a* < 1.
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Before a user starts an IR session, all elements in the vector are set to zero. Therefore, 
[0, 0, 0] represents the fact that the system’s knowledge about its user is zero.

While the session goes on, the user constantly interact with the system in his/her 
information seeking and browsing process. As a result, this vector, [^0, 0*, ...ajJ, is 
constantly updated by following the activation rules defined in Section 6.4. Such an 
activation spreading methodology is adopted by the system to update its knowledge 
about the user’s information interests. This process represents the user modelling 
procedure employed in the soft-link hypertext model.

For example, the activation vector may present the following pattern:

[1 0.2 . . .  0.8 0 . . .  0.4]

This vector represents a system’s specific user model at one given moment. Each 
number represents the probability that the related concept is relevant to the user’s 
information interests. The larger a* is, the more relevant the concept is to the 
user’s information needs.

1. For a concept the user is interested in — a* =  1;

2. For a concept the user may be interested in — 0 <  a* < 1;

3. For a concept the user is not interested in — a* = 0.

7.4 L earning in  S oft-link  H y p er tex t

Learning is a very important feature for the soft-link hypertext model. It reflects 
the evolvement and change that occur in the behaviour of the model as a result 
of experiences over time. In the soft-link hypertext model, learning represents the 
process of tuning the weights of soft links to reflect the general popularity of the 
Hnks to which they are related; it also records successful browsing trails [P A T H '). 
Learning provides the knowledge base for user modeUing and reasoning mechanisms 
in the model.

Learning in the soft-Hnk hypertext model includes long-term memory (LTM) and 
short-term memory (STM). The difference between them, defined in neural networks
[6], is that STM contains items that may be lost if one is distracted, whilst LTM 
contains items retained from some earher period and lasts much longer.
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7 .4 .1  L o n g -term  M em ory

In the soft-link hypertext model, LTM stands for the changes that occur in the 
behaviour of the model over a long time span, as a result of its experience over 
different Document Spaces and information users. In other words, LTM reflects the 
changes in two aspects: an Information Space and its apphcations. LTM records the 
following information:

1. All information components stored in the Document Space;

2. The conceptual index in the Index Space;

3. The weights associated with connections in the conceptual index;

4. Successful browsing trails by different users, {P A T H ^  | u =  0, 1, ... }.

The LTM learning mechanism, which is mainly based on the backward learning pro
cess in the connectionist network in the Index Space (discussed in Chapter 6), in
cludes:

1. Adding/deleting concept(s) in the Information Space [Section 6.3];

2. Adding/deleting connection(s) in the Information Space [Section 6.3];

3. Increasing/decreasing the weights of connections (self-adjustment) [Section 6.5];

4. Increasing/decreasing the weights of connections (because of changes of envi
ronment, e.g., the special authorized soft links etc.) [To be discussed];

5. Recording different successful information-seeking trails, PATH ^, at the end 
of each IR session (Chapters 4 & 6) [Section 7.5].

7 .4 .2  S h o r t-te rm  M em o ry

STM represents the adaptation of a system’s behaviour for a specific user during 
one IR session. Although STM is only valid for one session, it records the present 
users’ user models, follows their information-seeking trails {PATH*) and provides 
the direct information services to the users; therefore, it presents the most important 
feature of the model. STM records the following information:

1. The present user’s user model, a* =  { a j ,  a ',  ... , a ' } ;

2. The present user’s information-seeking trail, in the form of PATH*.
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The learning process for STM includes:

1. Recording the user’s information needs, which is the result of the activation 
vector, a*, at the end of each spreading phase [Section 6.4];

2. Recording the user’s information-seeking trail [History)^ in the form of P A T H ' 
[Section 6.4].

7 .4 .3  R e la t io n  b e tw e en  S T M  and  LTM

The relation between STM and LTM are:

1. STM is the system’s memory during one IR session, whereas LTM is the memory 
which should last for the whole life-span of a system;

2. STM remembers

• The present user model, a' =  {<zg, aJ, a '} ;

• The present user’s information-seeking trail (History)j in the form of 
P A T H ',

whereas LTM records:

• All documents and the conceptual index in an Information Space;

• The weights associated with those connections;

• Different users’ successful browsing trails { P A TH ^  | u =  0, 1, ... }.

3. At the end of an IR session, the browsing trail stored in STM, P A T H ', becomes 
the newest information to be stored in LTM in the form of P A T H ^, (u =  0, 1,

4. LTM might fade with time, which is represented in the model as the following:

• As the competitive learning is used for LTM (Section 6.3), a soft link 
becomes prominent by the difference between its weight and those of others 
in the same layer. If the weights of the connections in a Kohonen layer 
increase the same amount, the relative positions of these links remain the 
same. This evenly distributed increase is considered to fade away;

• Because of the limitation of machine memory, only a limited number of 
browsing trails can be recorded in LTM in a system. Consequently, when 
a new trail is recorded, an old one may be forgotten (fade away) if it has 
not been enhanced.
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7.5 R eason in g  in  Soft-L ink H y p er tex t

D efinition 7.1 Formally, a browsing trail PATH "  can be noted as a 1 x n matrix:

^  — [Po P\ pU]

where,

’* =  {
1 if the concept Va  E PATH "  
0 otherwise

Obviously, for any IR session, “a* =  1” is used as a threshold for any concept Va  
to be included in PATH ". It is, in fact, in accord with the fact that, if and only 
if a concept V a  has been successfully visited by the user, the probability that it is 
relevant to the his/her information needs is 1. Here, the system ascertains that Va  
is relevant to the user’s information interests.

D efinition 7.2 Similarity between two trails, PATH'" and P A T H '’, is defined as:

=  P “ x [ P Y  

=  [Po Pi ■■ 

= x p"
t = 0

Pnl X

PÔ
PÏ

uPnJ

( 1)

The function of the reasoning mechanism in the soft-Hnk hypertext model is to update 
the probability that a concept Vcj G  Vc is judged as relevant to the user’s information 
needs. The update occurs every time the user s interacts with the system. This 
reasoning procedure is based on the following information:

1. The user’s past browsing trail, PATH"]

2. The user’s latest interaction, Vci;

3. Finally, the model’s past experiences, stored in LTM.
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P{Vcj n  [Va U PATH^]} =  P{Vcj n  Va) +  P[Vcj H P A T H ’] 

=  P{Vcj\Va) X P{Va) 

+P[Vcj\PATH ’] X P [P A T H ’]

=  P{Vcj\Va) +  (2)

• where,

s stands for the present IR session;

Vci is the concept the user chooses as the information request;

P A T H ’ is the browsing trail the user has visited;

P {yc j n  \Ya  U P A T H ’]} is the prediction of the probability that a concept, 
Vcj E V^, is relevant to the user’s information needs. In fact, it is aj.

Therefore, from (2),

aj =  P (V c j\V a )^P [V c i\P A T H ’] (3)

1. The first part of right hand side of Equation (3), P{Vcj\Va)i means the con
ditional probability that Vcj is relevant to the user’s information needs given
that Vci is. As Vci is the concept the user cHcks, the first part represents the
result of activation spreading, which has been discussed in Chapter 6;

This is the reasoning process in which the present information query is consid
ered as the basis for the next move.

2. The second part of right hand side of Equation (3), P \V cj\P A T H ’]j stands 
for the conditional probability that Vcj is judged as relevant to the user’s in
formation needs given that the past browsing trail is P A T H ’. It is defined 
as:

P[Vci\PATH-\ =  (   ̂ if Vcj 6 P ’ (i =  0. 1, ...);
1 0 otherwise

It represents the reasoning process in which the user’s past browsing trail and 
associations are considered as the evidence for making predictions.
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The procedure is:

1. P A T H ' = P A T H ' +  {Vci} + { ^ j} ,  which is recorded in STM;

2. All browsing trails { P A TH ^  | u =  0,1, ... } in LTM are compared with P A T H ' 
so that those which are most similar to P A T H ' are chosen as references;

3. The prediction of the probability is based on those references, as well as the 
similarity between P A T H ' and them;

With (3), the soft-link hypertext model keeps on making predictions on the probabil
ity that a concept in Information Space is judged as relevant to the user’s information 
needs. The reasoning process is based on the model’s long-term memory (LTM) and 
short-term memory (STM). Two sets of auxiliary information are used:

1. Which soft link the user might use, judged on popularity of each link;

2. Which soft link the user might use, judged on basis that some previous users 
who shared the similar the information interests (browsing trails) with the user.

These predictions are used as the interacting mechanism, in the form of a short list of 
soft-link options, or charters, between the information user and the IR system in order 
to speed up the information-seeking process. Here, the schema ForwardSpreading 
(Section 6.4) should be rewritten as the following:

ForwardSpreading. 
AIndexSpace
PutlnOrder: (Concept x decorder[Ac]) — > seq Concept 
PATH": F  CONCEPT 
Vci?: CONCEPT 
rep!: seq Concept

Pc*? G Vc’. ' =  a» + 1
V Vcr. (Van G Fc A Van 0  PATH'):

“ n ' =  On +  X a „  +  A X (1 -
V Vcn € PATE': a„ ' =  1 
PATH ' ' = PATH ' + {Veil}
rep! =  PutlnOrder [Concept x decorder[Ac])
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7.6 In te lligen ce  in  th e  Soft-link  H y p ertex t M od el

The intelligent mechanisms in the Index Space, which includes automatic index for
mulation, user modelling, learning and reasoning mechanisms, provide the main in
telligence in the soft-link hypertext model. Their operations help to build up better 
communication between the information system and information user, and provide 
guidance for an efficient information retrieval in an uncertain environment.

Browsing trail
Document SpaceDocu 3

The conceptual index

The Information Space

User modelling

Learning

Reasoning

Index formulation

The User

Figure 7.1: Intelligent mechanisms in the soft-link hypertext model.

W ith these intelligent mechanisms defined, it is now possible to put all elements 
together to formulate the soft-link hypertext model. Figure 7.1 shows such a model 
in an IR environment: the user accesses an Information Space in order to obtain some 
required information; the Information Space, represented by the soft-link hypertext 
model, is designed to make this search and retrieval process efficient. It can be seen 
that the model consists of three main elements:

1. The Document Space;

2. A conceptual index;

3. Four auxiliary intelligent mechanisms.
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Whilst the useful information is in the Document Space, the conceptual index defines 
the state-space of the model, and these inteUigent mechanisms control the dynamics 
and apphcations of the model. Nine schemas are adopted for these mechanisms, 
which are summarized in Appendix A.

1 Index formulation

1. InitlndexSpace
2. AddConcept
3. RemoveConcept
4. AddConceptualRelation
5. RemoveConceptualRelation

2 User modelhng 1. SessionStaxts
2. ForwardSpreading3 Reasoning

4 Learning
1. BackwaxdLearning-1

2. BackwardLearning-2

7 .7  Sum m ary

In this chapter, we have shown how inteUigent mechanisms in the soft-Unk hypertext 
model can be developed and used to help the user retrieve information efficiently in 
an uncertain IR environment. From the system’s viewpoint, the whole procedure 
is presented as making prediction, adjusting the user model and learning, making 
prediction again, adjusting and learning again ... By making predictions based on 
LTM and STM, a short fist of anchors can be chosen from aU the soft-hnk options; 
this short list may include the user’s real information need and speed up this search 
and retrieval process. In addition, adjusting the user model continuously could help 
the system obtain a better understanding of its user’s information interests; learning 
could enable the system accumulate the knowledge about the general user groups, 
as weU as about each individual user. With these inteUigent mechanisms, different 
elements have been finally combined to facihtate the soft-hnk hypertext model. The 
model, as weU as its implementation, are assessed and evaluated fuUy in Chapter 8 
and 9.



Chapter 8 
An Intelligent Information System

The structure and different mechanisms o f the soft-link hypertext m odel 
were developed in the previous chapters; the fu ll m odel is presented and  
evaluated in this chapter. The overview of its structure, the features it  
provides and the im provem ents it  enables are dem onstrated. The chap
ter  concludes with the description of an im plem entation o f the soft-link  
hypertext m odel — the Enhanced SuperBook.

8.1 O verview  o f th e M odel

The soft-hnk hypertext model, as shown in Figure 8.1, is the main topic of this disser
tation. Its structure includes three main elements: a Document Space, a conceptual 
index and some auxihary mechanisms in its Index Space (Section 7.6).

Browsing trail The Dexter Model

Docu 3Docu 1
Docu 2

The Information Space

Within-Component Layer 
The contents and structure 

within components

Storage Layer 
A ‘database’ containing 

links & auxiliary mechanisms

Runtime Layer 
Presentation of the hypertext 

user-interaction dynamics

The User
o

Figure 8.1: The soft-hnk hypertext model vs. the Dexter model.
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It can be seen from Figure 8.1 that such a soft-hnk hypertext model constitutes a 
standard Dexter model (Section 3.4.1). The main elements of the model are summa
rized as follows:

1. The Document Space — Within-Component Layer;

The Document Space includes the whole collection of information components 
(documents) in an Information Space, which is the main source of useful infor
mation for the information user. All information components in the soft-hnk 
hypertext model are presented in their original fuU-text forms. In other words, 
the contents and structure within components (Within-Component Layer) in
herit directly from those of original documents.

2. The Index Space — Storage Layer;

The Index Space includes a conceptual index and all auxihary mechanisms to 
support the operations and apphcations of the model (Figure 8.2). Its function 
is to provide supplementary information and tools, so as to make on-hne infor
mation search and retrieval more efficient 1 The Index Space is the core of the 
soft-hnk hypertext model and the main contribution of this research.

Index Space —

Conceptual Index { Global Index 

Semantic Net

Auxihary Mechanisms -

Automatic Index Formulation

User Modelhng 

Learning Mechanism — 

Reasoning Mechanism

LTM

STM

Figure 8.2: The structure of the Index Space
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It is the Index Space that distinguishes the soft-hnk hypertext model from other 
IR models. Whilst its main structure and operations have been represented in 
detail in Chapters 5, 6 and 7, the most important characteristics of the Index 
Space can be summarized as:

• Automation;

• User centered;

• InteUigent behaviour;

• Learning and evolution.

3. Presentation of the soft-link hypertext structure — Runtime Layer.

Although it is not dehned as a part of the model, the presentation of soft hnks 
during the user-system interaction in information retrieval is very important 
for any implementation. This is discussed in more detail later in the chapter.

8.2  T h e Soft-link  H y p ertex t M o d el —  D escrip 

tion  and N o v e l A ttr ib u tes

In this section, the soft-hnk hypertext model is compared and contrasted with the 
standard Dexter hypertext reference model. The goal of this analysis is to ascertain 
the foUowing points:

1. What the soft-hnk hypertext model is;

2. The difference between the model and other hypertext models;

3. The possibihty of interchange and interoperabihty between the soft-hnk hyper
text model and others.

8 .2 .1  T h e  D e x te r  H y p e r te x t  R eferen ce  M o d e l

The Dexter model is an attem pt to capture, both formally and informally, the chzir- 
acteristics found in a wide range of existing and future hypertext systems. It provides 
a standard hypertext terminology coupled with a formal model of the important ab
stractions commonly found in a wide range of hypertext systems. Thus, the Dexter 
model serves as a standard against which to compare and contrast the characteris
tics and functionahty of various hypertext (and non-hypertext) systems. The Dexter
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model also serves as a basis on which to develop standards for interchange and inter
operability among hypertext systems [81] [82].

Run-time Layer Storage Layer

 b,
Docu 1

Docu 2

-----
Docu 3

Within-
Component

Laver

Figure 8.3: The three-layer Dexter model.

Figure 8.3 shows a depiction of the Dexter model as embedded in an actual hypertext 
system. As described in Section 3.4.1, the model divides a hypertext system into three 
layers: the R un-T im e Layer, the Storage L ayer and the W ithin-Com ponent Layer. 

The main focus of the model is on the Storage Layer, which models the basic node- 
bnk data structure that is the essence of hypertext.

The Storage Layer describes the structure of a hypertext as a set of components:

1. Atomic components: which are what is typically thought of as “nodes” in a 
hypertext system. Although the real content of information contained in the 
atomic components exist outside the Storage Layer in the Within-Component 
Layer (Figure 8.3), the atomic components constitute the primitive in the 
model;

2. Links: entities that represent relations between different components;

3. Composite components: which are constructed out of other components;

4. Anchors: mechanisms to support the span-to-span hypertext structure.

In the Dexter model, each component is assigned a global unique identifier (UID). 
An anchor has two parts: an anchor identification (id) and an anchor value, so that it
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can be uniquely identified across the whole Information Space by a component UID 
and its anchor id pair. A Hnk is a sequence of 2 or more specifiers, which identifies 
the end anchors of the link, as well as its directions.

In addition to a data model, the Storage Layer defines a small set of operations that 
can be used to access and modify a hypertext system. All of these operations are 
defined in a way that they maintain the invariants of the model. These operations 
include:

1. Adding a component (atomic, composite), or a link;

2. Deleting a component, or a link;

3. Modifying the contents of a component, an anchor, or a link;

4. Mapping from a component’s UID into the component’s itself (the accessor 
function, i.e., the traditional retrieval process);

5. Mapping from a component specification to its UID (the resolver function, i.e., 
the traditional search process).

The Dexter model provides a standard hypertext terminology coupled with a for
mal model of the important abstractions that are commonly found in the present 
hypertext systems. Therefore, by comparing the soft-link hypertext model with the 
standard Dexter model, the answers to the following questions should be found:

1. Does the soft-link hypertext model constitute a hypertext model?

2. What similarities does it share with a wide range of existing hypertext systems?

3. What differences does it facilitate?

4. How does it improve information retrieval in hypertext?

8 .2 .2  T h e  S oft-lin k  H y p e r te x t  M o d el

The analysis of the soft-link hypertext model starts with drawing a figure similar 
to Figure 8.3. Figure 8.4 illustrates the model as embedded in an actual soft-link 
hypertext system. By comparing these two figures (Figures 8.3 and 8.4), the following 
points can be concluded:
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□ O '—

Link 23

The Front End The Index Space

-----
Docu 1

Docu2

 b,
Docu 3

The
Document

Space

Figure 8.4: The soft-link hypertext model, redisplay of Figure 8.1.

1. The Document Space in the soft-hnk hypertext model is identical.to the Within- 
Component Layer in the Dexter model;

2. The state-space and the operations defined in the Index Space are very similar 
to those of the Storage Layer, with the following difference:

• The atomic component in the former is reduced into the individual concept;

• Each atomic component still has a UID associated with it, but here, the ac
cessor function is not a one-to-one function anymore. It is a onto function. 
In other words, in the soft-hnk hypertext model, the accessor function may 
map an atomic component (a concept) to more than one document;

• The composite component represents the composite concept, which is con
structed out of other components;

• As the atomic component is reduced to a concept, an anchor in the soft-hnk 
hypertext model is equal to an atomic component;

• The hnk in the soft-hnk hypertext model is still a sequence of 2 specifiers, 
which identifies two end anchors (concepts) and its direction. It connects 
two anchors (concepts) and reflects the relationships between them.

• Finally, whilst all the operations in the Dexter model are still supported in 
the soft-hnk hypertext model, some more (including learning, user mod
elhng and reasoning) are defined (Chapter 7);
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3. As in the Dexter model, the soft-hnk hypertext model does not specify the 
format for its front end.

The conclusion from the above discussion is that th e  soft-link  h y p e r te x t  m odel 
does c o n s titu te  a h y p e r te x t m odel. It is identical, in its fundamental structure, 
to most of the existing hypertext systems; it also supports the general operations of 
hypertext apphcations and properly maintains the invariants of hypertext.

The princ ipa l difference hes on the fact that, in the soft-hnk hypertext model, the 
atomic component is reduced into an individual concept. This modification would 
not affect the real content of information stored in the Document Space (Within- 
Component Layer), nor would it affect thd operations and apphcations of the model in 
the hypertext environment; nevertheless, it does result in the following improvements:

1. The effort in defining and producing the atomic component, which has been 
shown as time-consuming and costly in Chapter 3, becomes unnecessary;

2. The effort in defining and producing the anchor, which is similarly expensive 
and tedious, becomes unnecessary;

3. Identification and production of the atomic component and anchor (the concept 
in this case) become a global indexing process, in which automation has long 
been introduced;

4. Furthermore, as the hypertext link structure becomes a semantic relationship 
among different concepts, hyperization in the soft-link hypertext model becomes 
building up the related semantic relationship. The latter should be easier be
cause of the following reasons:

• Thesauri and various kinds of term-relationship collections have long been 
studied and used in libraries and publications;

• Applications of machine-supported semantic networks in information re
trieval have been investigated in some limited environments [68] [139] [44];

• An automatic formulation mechanism has been introduced in the soft-link 
hypertext model (Chapter 5) to identify and build up a special semantic 
network for hypertext.

5. Finally, control and manipulation of such a conceptual index for the soft-link 
hypertext model should be easier and more disciplined than that of the irregular 
hnk structure seen in most existing systems.
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8.3 F eatures o f  th e M odel

From above discussions, it can be seen that the soft-link hypertext model adequately 
avoids some problems existing in the present IR systems, and provides great potential 
for efficient and effective information retrieval services. Whilst some of this potential 
has been explored in Chapters 5, 6 and 7, its main features can be summarized as 
follows:

1. A User-centered System.

It is a user-centered model, because only guidance and suggestions and not 
controls are provided. All associative options are offered for the information 
user to make choices during the information-seeking process. Users may roam 
freely in the Information Space; more importantly, their thinking associations 
direct the run-time soft-linking process and control which link(s) to follow;

2. User Modelling.

In the soft-link hypertext model, each information user is treated as an individ
ual who might belong to one or more of canonical user groups. The information 
needs can either be explicitly expressed, or inferred implicitly from the user’s 
information-seeking behaviours. Furthermore, the browsing process is consid
ered as a continuous and dynamic process.

This user modelling mechanism adopted in the model is useful for building up 
a more natural and complete user model, and enhancing the understanding of 
the system about its users;

3. Search and Retrieval.

Recall and recognition are two equally important cognitive activities in human 
memory; they are needed at different phases during an information-seeking 
process. Mechanisms for facilitating both activities, i.e., the global index and 
local conceptual associations, are provided in the soft-link hypertext model. 
Here, the traditional IR and hypertext are integrated into one information 
retrieval infrastructure, which merges the benefits of both;

4. Automatic Hyperization.

One of the advantages of the conceptual index is that it could be formulated 
automatically. This avoids the tedious and costly hyperization process in the 
traditional hypertext environment. Whereas the global indexing is based on
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traditional full-text indexing techniques, local associations are formulated by 
facilitating semantic relationships between each index term  and other related 
terms. Should the natural language processing techniques be available, this 
local association formulation could have been performed better. However, at the 
moment, a set of nonsyntactic  & nan-semantic formulation rules is employed 
to generate reasonably good associations. Furthermore, a learning mechanism 
is adopted in the model to improve these associations (soft links);

5. Hypertext — Hard Links and Soft Links.

As the conceptual index provides the facility for local association, each of the 
connections is a potential hypertext Hnk by invoking which the information 
user could be transferred from one component to another, or from one concept 
to another. This local associative structure, i.e., the soft Hnks, represents the 
most important feature which distinguishes the model from the others.

Although these run-time navigation and Hnking process may increase the user’s 
overload in making choices among the potential soft Hnks, auxiHary tools are 
provided, via inteUigent mechanisms adopted in the model, to provide a short 
Hst of soft-Hnk options tailored to each individual user. This should aUeviate 
the overload problem and speed up the information-seeking process.

Meanwhile, all features of traditional hard-Hnk hypertext are stiU supported in 
the model, e.g., as speciaUy authorized connections by the authors (editors), or 
an information user’s personaHzed information.

• MauuaUy authorized hard Hnks are faciHtated by adjusting weights on 
the related Hnks once they are marked. The conceptual structure and 
the auxiHary information in the Index Space can make this process semi
automatic, and therefore, much easier;

• Personal information management faciHties, Hke footnotes, etc., are also 
supported, in form of personal soft path P A T H “ (See the next page).

The relationship between the soft and hard Hnk is that the hard Hnk is a subset 
of the soft Hnk. Its weight is usuaUy heavier than that of an ordinary soft Hnk in 
the same layer, so as to imply the emphasis. The most popular soft Hnks could 
become semi-hard Hnks, or even hard Hnks, once their weights are enhanced to 
levels with which they could permanently dominate the competition.
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6. Path — Hard Paths and Soft Paths.

The concept of path, or ordered traversal of some Hnks in a hypertext, has 
been a part of the hypertext notion from its early formation. In the soft-Unk 
hypertext model, not only are the paths set up purposely by authors or editors 
available for the information user, but also some of the previous users’ browsing 
trails are potential paths, which could be followed by later users. The former is 
called hard paths, the latter soft paths. The soft-path mechanism is supported 
by STM and LTM in the model, in the form:

( 1)

Again, hard paths are a subset of soft paths, whose relative importaüce impHes 
the emphasis. Personal information management in the soft-Unk hypertext 
model is supported by each information user’s own soft paths.

7. Trail.

At any moment during an IR session, the information user’s past browsing trail 
and all the visited concepts and Unks can be viewed, both globally and locally. 
The information is in STM: a*(t) =  {uo(t), u '(t) , ..., a*(t)} and P A T H '.

• It could be used to remind the information user of the concepts, Unks, or 
documents which have been visited;

# It faciUtates the G oback mechanism for any steps.

8. Machine InteUigence.

The model

Learning 

(LTM & STM)

User modelling 

Reasoning

Figure 8.5: The relationships between inteUigent mechanisms and the user.
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As distinct from other IR models, the soft-link hypertext model facilitates 
powerful learning and reasoning mechanisms, which follow human intelligence 
closely. The operations of these mechanisms (Figure 8.5) enable the model 
to have intelligent behaviours, accumulate the past experiences, improve its 
services, and finally, deal with information retrieval in uncertain circumstances.

8 .3 .1  S u m m a r y

In summary, mechanisms are developed in the soft-link hypertext model to generate 
and manipulate the data structure (the conceptual index), and to use it to make the 
information search and retrieval more efficient:

1. An index formulation mechanism is used to build up automatically the data 
structure. Although, presently, the quality of this formulation is affected by 
the limitation of natural language processing technologies, a reasonably good 
conceptual index can still be generated, which is further improved by self
adjustment and evolution;

2. W ith such a model, the user could benefit from the following three aspects:

• The author and the editor get effective helps in hyperization;

• The users have more options to choose in order to pursue their personal 
interests and to search and retrieve the information required. They do not 
necessarily need to follow the author’s (or editor’s) settings;

• More machine intelligence is used to provide on-line guidance, and to make 
information search and retrieval easier and faster:

A user modelling mechanism is used to infer the information user’s needs 
implicitly so that the user could rely more on the recognition;

Several methodologies are accommodated, including hard links, hard 
paths, soft paths and short lists of soft Hnks, to reduce the user’s overload, 
to speed up information-seeking process and to meet the requirements of 
different levels of information search and retrieval.

3. Finally, the model constantly adjusts and improves its behaviour via its learning 
and evolving mechanism.

In the next section, the model is evaluated in the information-seeking environment, 
whilst a version of its implementation is presented in Section 8.5.
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8.4  E valu ation  o f the M od el

The soft-link hypertext model provides an integrated infrastructure for information 
search and retrieval, which merges the positive aspects of different conventional IR 
features including the Boolean search, traditional hard-link hypertext and soft-hnk 
hypertext. The model is evaluated in this section, whereas the assessment of an 
implemented system of the model is given in Chapter 9.

8 .4 .1  G en e ra tio n  o f  D a ta  S tru ctu re

As in the conventional IR environment, the soft-hnk hypertext model provides an 
automatic index formulation mechanism which is able to generate the conceptual 
index with the miniTmim human interference. This aspect of the model is superior to 
that in the traditional hard-hnk environment, where the whole data structure rehes 
on the human hyperization process, and therefore, its apphcations are hmited.

8 .4 .2  A p p lic a tio n s  o f  th e  M o d e l in  IR

Before starting to compare and contrast the soft-hnk hypertext model with other IR 
models, the information search and retrieval task is first divided into three categories. 
The purpose is to obtain a better definition of various IR environments. Each of the 
foUowing environments specifies a special group of information needs.

1. In fo rm a tio n  In tro d u c tio n : This represents the process in which the domain 
is new and unknown to the user; he/ she searches for information as a novice 
reader. At this level, the user usuaUy rehes on the IR system to provide help 
and guidance during the information-seeking process. Here, the information 
retrieval task can be characterized as foUows:

• The user has difficulty in identifying exactly what is required;

• The user is not able to express the information needs efficiently;

• The user’s expectation of the search results is general, extensive, sketchy 
and introductory;

• The search results should be generally on bibfiographic, or document level;

• RecaU is more important than precision;

• Passive interactions are more acceptable than active ones.
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2. In fo rm a tio n  Expansion: This represents the process where the user is rea
sonably familiar with the domain and wants to expand his/her knowledge about 
some specific details in the domain. Its attributes include the following:

• The user knows exactly what is needed;

• The user might have difficulty in expressing the information needs;

• The user’s expectation of the search results is more specific;

• Search outcome should be at document, section, or even paragraph level;

• Recall and precision are equally important.

3. Inform ation Pinpointing: This represents the process in which the requested 
information is a specific term, concept, or a piece of information in the domain. 
The characteristics of this group of tasks can be expressed as follows:

• The user knows exactly what is required;

• The user’s expectation of the search results is very specific;

• Precision is more important than recall;

• Search outcomes should be at the section, paragraph, or even sentence 
level.

In the following sections, different IR models are investigated in each of these three 
environments. The comparison of the soft-hnk hypertext model with others can be 
presented more clearly in such a well-defined setting.

8 .4 .3  In fo rm a tio n  In tro d u ctio n

For this group, all sorts of menu-driven interacting IR systems (Gopher [76], World- 
Wide Web [11], etc.), guided tours (hard paths) and semantically-expandable systems 
[67] [139] [44] provide good solutions as the user rehes on recognition and the system’s 
promptness; with the conventional Boolean search, it is difficult to formulate good 
keyword(s) needed for the search and retrieval.

The user’s recognition is strongly encouraged in the soft-hnk hypertext model. Chok
ing the recognized keywords constitutes the main user-system interactive formats, for 
both hypertext browsing and global searching. Furthermore, earher users’ successful 
browsing trails are provided, as soft paths, for the later users to foUow. This mecha
nism provided in the soft-hnk hypertext model supplements the hard path in helping 
the user in Information Introduction phase.
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8 .4 .4  In fo rm a tio n  E xp an sion

The user’s main interests in Information Expansion are on expanding the information 
obtained. The information requested is reasonably weU defined, and the specification 
for the search result is usuaUy rigorous. For this group, traditional Boolean search, 
appUed in combination with multiple attributes, presents an ideal model. This is the 
mmn stream of what is usuaUy caUed information retrieval. With the help of feedback 
and probabiUty theory adopted in a lot of more recent systems, it is usuaUy very 
effective. The traditional hypertext model is inferior for this group of apphcations, 
because of its lack of global mobihty and accessibihty. If the requested information 
is, by coincidence, one of the destination anchors, then the user could retrieve it 
immediately. However, if it is not chosen as a destination anchor in some way, then, 
it is virtuaUy impossible for the user find the information by browsing.

The role of the soft-Unk hypertext model in this category of information search and 
retrieval is very similar to that of the Boolean search. Here, the mapping from each 
individual concept to the related documents provided by the conceptual index can 
play a very important role.

8 .4 .5  In fo rm a tio n  P in p o in tin g

Part of the solution for this category of information search and retrieval has been 
provided in the highly-structured hard-Unk hypertext environments hke dictionaries, 
encyclopedia and manuals; nevertheless , the main solution is stiU an open question. 
Here, the Boolean search is usuaUy not accurate enough to pinpoint the information 
the user requests. The hard-Unk hypertext could provide the accessibihty on the 
condition that a hypertext association has been hnked to the destination information 
component. This is not always guaranteed.

Therefore, it is easy to see that the soft-Unk hypertext model has its unique role here 
for Information Pinpointing. The conceptual index adopted in the model provides 
local associations from simple concepts to composite concepts; it also supports direct 
access to the destination anchor which could be much more accurate than the Boolean 
search.
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8 .4 .6  S u m m ary

The comparison of these three IR models in different level of information search and 
retrieval tasks can be summarized in Table 8.1.

Application Environment
Conventional

IR
Hard-link
Hypertext

Soft-link
Hypertext

Information Introductory %/
Information Expansion v/ V
Information Pinpointing V

Table 8.1: Evaluations of IR models

8.5 Im p lem en ta tion  o f  th e  Soft-link  H y p er tex t  

M od el

The soft-link hypertext model is implemented on SuperBook, which is a full-text 
information system. The implementation is in Tel & Tk. Tel & Tk is a simple yet 
powerful programming language for windowing applications [119]. The purpose of the 
implementation is to explore the possibility of practical application of the model, and 
have a demonstration of its features in a real IR environment. The Document Space 
used is the whole year’s collection of chemical journal. E n v iro n m en ta l Science and  
Technology (1991), from the American Chemical Society (ACS). The implemented 
new system is called th e  E nhanced  SuperB ook.

8.5 .1  S u p erB o o k

SuperBook is a full-text information retrieval system from Bellcore [56] [57]. It pro
vides an elegant full-text browser with the efficient Boolean search mechanism, as 
well as a database of electronic version of ACS journals. SuperBook consists of three 
main elements:
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1. A database, in this case, 10.2 MB  ̂ of 1991 ACS journal E nv ironm ental Sci
ence and  Technology, which is shown as ACS-DB in Figure 8.8;

2. A conventioncil full-text index (6 MB) for the Boolean search and all necessary 
tools for the browser, shown as IN -D B in Figure 8.8;

3. A powerful and user-friendly browser for information search and retrieval.
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Figure 8.6: The front page of SuperBook.

The front page of the SuperBook browser is shown in Figure 8.6. It includes:

1. Table of C onten ts. Table of Content provides the mapping from the content 
to each individual information component (document, or section);

2. Lookup. The information user’s queries are input in a Lookup window for full- 
text Boolean search (Figure 8.7). The results of the search are the following:

'̂ In this dissertation, MB means millions of bytes.
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• The number of hits is shown during the searching process;

• The number of hits in the related component is shown in Table of Content]

• All hits are highhghted on Page.

3. Page. This is the window for representing the content of information compo
nents (Figure 8.7). Besides the text, footnotes, tables and chemical formulae 
are displayed on the right side of Page. •

4. A uxiliary  B uttons. Some auxiliary buttons are used in SuperBook:

• Following Page — for reading the next page;

• Previous Page — for reading the previous page;

• Search F orw ard— for searching the next hit (Figure 8.7);

• Search Backward — for searching the previous hit;
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Figure 8.7: Searching for a word (e.g. polym er)
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The overview of functional blocks in SuperBook is shown in Figure 8.8. The names 
of specific subroutines of SuperBook are presented in brackets. It should be noted 
that, in SuperBook, the feature of hypertext is so weak that it is identical to ordinary 
Boolean search function. Two I/O  interface blocks are displayed in Figure 8.8, simply 
to specify the different processes for the same operation: when a user makes IR 
requests via Lookup^ the search  interface is used; however, if a request is made in 
Page^ the SuperBook h y p e r te x t interface is used. This weak hypertext feature of 
SuperBook is modified in the Enhanced SuperBook; when a hypertext request is 
made, it is redirected to a much more powerful soft-link hypertext browser installed. 
This is further explained in Section 8.5.2.

HypertextExit

IN-DB 
(6 MB)

Navigation SearchRetrieval

To close 
SuperBook

(exit)

To browse 
(prevPage) 
(nextPage) 

(searchFor) 
tsearchBacI

(wSearch)

To search 
words

To access 
documents

(doText)

ACS-DB 
(10.2 MB)

SuperBook 1/0 Interface

Figure 8.8: The functional overview of blocks in SuperBook.

As presented earher in the section, SuperBook includes a database of ACS journals 
(ACS-DB), a conventional full-text index (IN-DB) and a powerful browser (Figure 
8.8). It offers an ideal testbed on which the soft-Unk hypertext model could be 
implemented, demonstrated and evaluated.
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8 .5 .2  Im p lem en ta tio n  o f  th e  M o d el

Based on SuperBook, a soft-link hypertext system, called the Enhanced SuperBook, 
has been implemented.

Source code was written above the original SuperBook software. It accommodates 
a 46 KByte file, called sb .tcl, and was written in Tel &: Tk [119]. Whilst most of 
the original SuperBook subroutines remain unchanged, its hypertext interface was 
modified; all hypertext requests are redirected to a new hypertext browser installed 
in the Enhanced SuperBook. The extended functional blocks are shown in heavy- 
line boxes in Figure 8.9. They accommodate not only the original Boolean search 
function in the SuperBook, but also much powerful hard-link and soft-link features 
developed in the model (Chapters 5, 6, 7 and 8). The consequential hypertext browser 
supports various IR models in one infrastructure. The main functional blocks in 
the Enhanced SuperBook include a group of user I/O  interfaces and three main 
subroutines: m akeL ink, useLink and im pLink.

Enhanced SuperBook I/O Interface

Siq>erBook I/O Interface
I" ,< i r  ■ , I ' ,* i
I Exit l^avigatioi^! Retrieval ! Search | ! Hypertext }■

I
Hypertext Browser

Traditional Hard-link
Hypertext

Soft-link
Hypertext

(exit) j
1 (prevP) ] 
I (nextP)j I (doText) (wSearch]
; (searF) ; 
I (searB) |

ACS-DB

- J f — I .  

IN-DB

I

makeLink

Apply
links

Improve
links

useLink impLink

conceptuallN-DB

Figure 8.9: The functional overview of Enhanced SuperBook.
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Thus, the improvement made in the Enhanced SuperBook is that all hypertext re
quests are redirected via the SuperBook hypertext interface to the hypertext browser 
developed in the thesis. Here, our implementation is able to make full use of the 
SuperBook features and successful extend its hypertext functionality to faciHtate the 
soft-link hypertext model discussed in the thesis.

The SuperBook database of the ACS journals, ACS-DB, remains unchanged. Its 
fuU-text index (IN-DB) has been further extended to a conceptual index for the En
hanced SuperBook, which is stored in conceptuallN -D B . The former could well 
be removed; currently, it is retained for the ordinary Boolean search until more fea
tures of the conceptual index have been installed. At that time, , the subroutine, 
w Search , should search directly the concep tua llN -D B  in the same way as it does 
now on IN-DB.

The three subroutines newly developed are explained as follows:

1. m akeL ink  — formulation of the semantic network;

The non-syntactic & non-semantic formulation rules introduced in Chapter 5 
was fully installed in m akeL ink. Its function is to change the original Su
perBook index and extend it to the conceptual index needed in the Enhanced 
SuperBook. m akeL ink checks each index term introduced by the SuperBook 
and finds out all the meaningful neighbours of the term in the ACS database. 
These formulated soft links are stored in a file, with the related term as its file 
name;

2. useL ink — the soft-link hypertext browser;

A soft-hnk browser is installed in sb .tc l as the main extension from the Su
perBook to Enhanced SuperBook. The browser is composed of three layers 
of windows, each of which is tailored to a specific information services. More 
detailed information about the interface of the Enhanced SuperBook is given in 
Section 8.5.5. Each time a hypertext request is made, useLink spreads the acti
vation level and presents the relevant information destination in the decreasing 
order of the estimated appropriateness to the user’s information needs.

3. im pL ink  — the learning mechanism adopted in the model.

The connectionist network learning algorithm discussed in Chapters 6 and 7 
was fully implemented in sb .tcl. A weight is stored side by side with each soft 
hnk. It stands for the general popularity of the related soft hnk. The weights 
are automatically updated after each hypertext visit.
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E n h a n ced  S u p e rB o o k

As the result of the implementation, the Enhanced SuperBook has been in full op
eration. It accommodates the soft-hnk hypertext model and faciHtates an integrated 
browser. As shown in Figure 8.9, three main elements in the Enhanced SuperBook 
are:

1. A database of 1991 ACS journal, E n v iro n m en ta l Science an d  Technology, 
which includes 10.2 MB data and is inherited directly from SuperBook (ACS- 
DB);

2. A more sophisticated conceptual index (conceptuallN-DB), which was devel
oped, by applying the automatic index formulation mechanism, on the full-text 
index provided in SuperBook. This mechanism is an implementation of the 
non-syntactic & non-semantic formulation rules (Chapter 5);

3. An extra interface for the integrated information service (H y p e rte x t Browrser 
in Figure 8.9), besides the original interfaces provided in SuperBook.

8 .5 .3  D a ta b a ses

The Enhanced SuperBook includes the whole year’s collection of ACS journal, E n v i
ro n m en ta l Science and  Technology (1991), from the American Chemical Society 
(ACS). The domain is Chemistry. The whole database include:

1. Document Space, which takes 10.2 MB storage space (ACS-DB);

2. Index Space, which takes 12.3 MB storage space, including a global index, a 
semantic network and the weights related with each soft link (conceptuallN- 
DB);

3. A number of browsing trails (conceptuallN-DB).

Accepted as a global index, the full-text index provided in SuperBook (IN-DB) has 
been further extended into a conceptual index (conceptuallN-DB) by the automatic 
index formulation mechanism discussed in Chapter 5. The generated conceptual 
index becomes the main data structure for the Enhanced SuperBook. Whilst the 
original full-text global index (IN-DB) used in SuperBook could have been removed, 
it remains currently to support the ordinary Boolean search.
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8.5 .4  T h e B row ser

A browser is built up in the Enhanced SuperBook, above the facilities provided by 
SuperBook, for browsing the soft-link hypertext (global index + local association). 
Once the soft-link hypertext mechanism is invoked by chcking a hypertext source 
anchor on Page, the soft-link hypertext browser is opened (e.g., po lym er in Figure 
8.10). It supports several features, including hard links, soft links, hard paths and 
soft paths. General usage instructions are given on the front page of the browser.
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Figure 8.10: Invoking the soft-link hypertext browser.

8.5 .5  In terfaces

When the hypertext mechanism is invoked by clicking concept(s) in Page (polym er 
in Figure 8.10), the user is able to search and retrieve information via the soft- 
link hypertext browser. The interfaces for the browser is organized in a two-level 
hierarchical structure (Figure 8.11).
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Soft-Link Hypertext Browser

Question Document Menu

.....r 1 i
Trail Tailor Help

1 1
Glossary Context

Default Search Cancel

Figure 8.11: The interfaces of the soft-hnk hypertext browser.

1. Menu]

A number of features in the Enhanced SuperBook, which provides information 
services for various information-seeking models, can be chosen by choosing the 
related menu options. These options include:

• Defaults (Figure 8.12);

This allows the user to follow the hard links^ if any, which are pre-set from 
the present source anchor to another information component. These hard 
hnks can be set up by:

(a) Authors of the document(s);
(b) The user, for personal information management;
(c) Other users, if the information is accessible.

• Trails (Figure 8.13);

This allows the user to browse the Information Space via paths. The paths 
can be set up by:

(a) Authors of the document(s), as hard paths;
(b) The user, for personal information management;
(c) Other users, as soft paths.
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Figure 8,12: Default — applications of the hard Hnks.

• Search]

Combinational Boolean searches could be facihtated when this option is 
chosen. The searchable attributes include:

(a) Title;
(b) Author;
(c) Keyword;
(d) PubHsher.

• Tailor,

This is for a personally-tailored interface and information system, in which 
personal information about information background and special stopword 
requests could be inputed.
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Figure 8.13: Trails — application of soft and hard paths.

• History]

This option provides the information user the opportunities to view the 
past information-seeking tredl, i.e., the concepts, hnks, or components 
visited during the session, and backtrack any information components 
wanted.

• Help]

Help information would be organized in hypertext environment for the 
information user.

• Cancel.

Cancel is used to exit either the soft-hnk hypertext browser or the En
hanced SuperBook.
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2 . Question Docum ent (Figure 8.14);

Beside using more traditional information-seeking approaches provided as op
tions in Menu, the other main alternative is to use the soft-link hypertext 
mechanism, i.e., the global index and local browsing process, provided in the 
system. This option can be chosen by a user clicking Question D ocum ent and 
getting into the second level. Glossary and Context (Figure 8 .1 1 ).
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Figure 8.14: Invoking the soft-hnk hypertext mechanism.

• Glossary]

When the soft-hnk hypertext mechanism is chosen, all local associations 
related to the chosen concept are hsted, in the decreasing order of their 
activation levels, on a window caUed Glossary (polym er in Figure 8.14). 
Choosing any one of these associations on Glossary (e.g. P o lym er for
m ation  in Figure 8.15) transfers the user to the specified hypertext des
tination anchor in another information component (Figure 8.15).
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Figure 8.15: Use of soft links (e.g. P o lym er form ation)

Context.

If the chosen associations are included in more than one information com
ponent in the Document Space, the context of these components are dis
played in an adjoining window called Context. For example, in Figure 
8.16, after the soft-link hypertext browser is invoked by the user clicking 
po lym er in Page, po lym er diffusion is chosen next as the requested soft 
link. Here, there exist three different information components in the Doc
ument Space, which include the requested concept (polym er diffusion). 
As a result, the context of each of these three destination components is 
displayed in Context (Figure 8.16), for further choice.
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Figure 8.16: Use of Context in the browser.

8.6 C onclusion

The soft-hnk hypertext model, which has been developed in Chapter 5, 6 and 7, 
has been summarized and presented in this chapter. From its features, it can be 
seen that the model should be able to provide more versatile services to suit different 
information needs; more importantly, it should faciHtate a faster and easier IR tool for 
the information author and user. This model has been evaluated theoretically in the 
chapter, which proves the hypothesis that a more sophisticated data structure (the 
conceptual index) can provide a good basis for integrated IR services; an IR model 
based on such a data structure can improve the features of the more traditional 
models. The system implemented, the Enhanced SuperBook, is further evaluated 
in three experiments in Chapter 9. A fourth experiment was planned, but later 
abandoned, due to reasons given in that chapter.



Chapter 9 
Evaluation of the System

Evaluation o f the soft-link hypertext model and the system implemented, 
the Enhanced SuperBook, are presented in this chapter. Whilst the former 
has been discussed in Section 8 .4 , the experiments in which the Enhanced 
SuperBook is tested and assessed at the practical level are discussed in 
detail here. Four experiments have been designed, each of which tests a 
different aspect of the soft-link hypertext system. The emphasis is on the 
results of these experiments, the analysis of the results, and the evaluation 
of the system based on these experimental results, so that the hypothesis 
examined in this dissertation can be proven in the applieational informa
tion retrieval environment.

9.1 E valuation

Generally, evaluation is to assess the designs and test the systems to ensure that they 
actually behave as expected [53]. In this thesis, four experiments have been designed. 
The evaluation procedure is organized as in Figure 9.1.

Evaluation

( ' I
Evaluation of the Model Evaluation of the System
(Discussed in Section 8.4)

( ^  I
Experiment 1 2 3 4

Figure 9.1: Evaluation of the system

Here, evaluation is to assess the soft-hnk hypertext model and its implementation, 
the Enhanced SuperBook, so that the hypotheses examined in the dissertation could 
be proven at both the theoretical and practical levels.

135
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9.2  E valuation  o f  th e  M od el

The evaluation of the soft-hnk hypertext model has three main goals:

1. To assess the extent of functionaKty of the model;

2. To evaluate the features provided by the model;

3. To compare the model with other conventional IR models.

In the evaluation, the functionality of, and features provided by, the soft-hnk hyper
text model are compared and contrasted with other conventional IR models at three 
different levels of information retrieval environment; this should enable the hypothe
ses in the dissertation to be assessed at the theoretical level. The evaluation of the 
model is presented in Section 8.4. The conclusion is that, with a more sophisticated 
conceptual index, the soft-hnk hypertext model can provide an integrated IR infras
tructure, improve the features accommodated by other traditional ones and make 
information retrieval more efficient and effective.

9 .3  E valuation  o f  th e  S y stem

The evaluation of the system implemented, the Enhanced SuperBook, is estabhshed 
in a series of laboratory-based experiments, in which outcomes of the Enhanced Su
perBook (ES) in different IR settings are tested and compared with those of the 
original SuperBook (SU). Although the idea of the soft-hnk hypertext model has 
been shown theoretically in the last several chapters to be a good model for informa
tion retrieval, especially for hypertext apphcations, a further assessment of it in some 
real IR environments should be valuable. The goals of the experiments are to mea
sure the cost, effectiveness and benefits of the Enhanced SuperBook in information 
formulation, presentation, search and retrieval. This ensures the following points:

1. The strength and weakness of the model can be investigated further;

2. The hypothesis examined in this research can be proven practically;

3. Some concrete results and conclusions can be drawn from the trial and error;

4. Pointers can be provided to further developments in information retrieval.
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Information Needs

Formulation of Queries

Submission of Queries

SystemInformation

Receive Search Results

Satisfied with Results?

Retrieve Documents

Satisfied with Document^

Meet Information Needs?

More Information Needs?

Session Ends

Figure 9.2: The Flow Chart of Information Retrieval.
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9 .3 .1  T h e  V ariab les M easu red

The evaluation of an information search and retrieval system can be carried out in 
many diiferent ways, depending on the type of system considered and the viewpoint 
taken. A large number of diiferent variables may, therefore, be considered [133]. In 
this research work, the following variables are used to evaluate the system:

1. R ecall: Recall (R) is defined as follows:

^  Number o f  item s retrieved and relevant 
Total relevant in  collection

2. P recision : Precision (P) is defined as follows:

p  Number o f  item s retrieved and relevant 
Total retrieved in  collection

(Depending on meaning of relevance and collection^ recall and precision can 
stand at different levels and be measured on different viewpoints. This will be 
stated more clearly once these two variables are used in the experiments.)

3. R esp o n se  tim e: Response time (R T) is defined as the time needed for a 
user-system interaction, i.e., from the moment an IR job is submitted to the 
system, to the moment the result is presented back to the user. These jobs 
include processes from Submission of Queries to Receive Search Results, and 
from Retrieve Documents to obtain the documents (not shown) in Figure 9.2.

R T  is a measurement of a system’s promptness in responding the user’s request;

4. S earch  tim e: Search time (T) is defined as the total time the user 
needs to obtain a concrete piece of information with an IR system (hom 
Formulation of Queries to Meet Information Needs in Figure 9.2). It can be
seen that T  usually consists of three fundamental elements, or the combina
tions of them:

• Formulation of queries;

• Several presentation time T  for information search and retrieval;

• Obtaining the information, or giving up.

T  is used to measure a system’s effectiveness and efficiency in IR;

5. U ser actions: User actions (U) are defined as the number of IR jobs the user 
needs to fulfill in order to obtain a concrete piece of information.

U  is also used to measure a system’s effectiveness and efficiency in IR.
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9 .3 .2  M eth o d o lo g y

The overall methodology used in these experiments is the fundamental one popularly 
used in the scientific area [79]: every experiment includes several experimental groups, 
each of which represents a unique treatment (%.)- Random assignments (Ri) are 
allocated to each experimental group, from which a number of outcomes (0*j) are 
collected. This procedure is further explained as follows:

Experimental group 1: Ri X i  O n, O12 ...

Experimental group 2: R 2 X 2 O2 1 , O22 ...

where: R{ indicates a random assignment;
Xi  indicates a unique experimental treatment, e.g., SuperBook (SU);
Oij indicates an observation or measurement of the outcome.

1. It could be either the same assignment {Ri = Rj), or several different but 
random ones {Ri ^  Rj),  are fed into different treatment groups;

2. Each treatment represents an independent variable which is under test in the 
experiment;

3. Measurement of the outcomes (dependent variables) from the different experi
mental groups (treatments) are collected and compared to see whether different 
treatments produce different outcomes and why.

9 .3 .3  D e s ig n  o f  th e  E x p er im en ts

Four laboratory-based experiments have been designed for the assessment of the 
Enhanced SuperBook, as shown on the next page. It is well known that IR is a 
quite complicated procedure, in which many factors, hke the user’s psychological 
feeling, motivation, background and famiharity with the system (both hardware and 
software), influence the outcomes. While these factors are difficult to measure and 
control, some small-scale laboratory-based experiments are still manageable. From 
the mean values of the outcomes, it is hoped that some tangible results can be reached. 
These results should not only reveal some detailed facts about the system, but also 
present the trends and provide pointers to further research in the area.
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Indexing mechanism (SU)
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%
1. Recall
2. Precision
3. Efficiency of formulatio

=

Exp 2 Subject group 1 Browser and Interfaces (SU)

Subject group 2 Browser and Interfaces (ES)

1. Recall and precision
2. Response time
3. User actions

Exp 3 Subject group 1 SuperBook Browser

Subject group 2 ES with learnt soft Hnks

Subject group 3 ES with learning mechanism

Subject group 4 ES without learning

1. Information obtained
2. Accuracy of 

Retrieved information
4. Time/actions for Ques.
5. Time/actions for Ques.
6. Tim e/act ions for Ques.
7. Time/actions for Ques.

Exp 4 Subject group 1 Soft-hnk hypertext (ES)

Subject group 2 Hard-Hnk hypertext (ES)

Subject group 3 Traditional IR (SU)

1. Efficiency of retrieval

2. Effectiveness of retrieval

3. Psychological feehng

Experiment 1 

Experiment 2 

Experiment 3 

Experiment 4

to evaluate the automatic indexing and formulation mechanism us( 
in the soft-hnk hypertext system;

to evaluate the acceptabihty of, and the user-overload caused by, j 
the soft-hnk hypertext browser;

to compare the soft-hnk hypertext system with a Boolean search sj 
tem, and evaluate the role of inteUigent mechanisms in IR;

to evaluate different IR models in an integrated environment:
1. Their roles at different levels of information retrieval are

investigated;
2. The user modeUing mechanism in the system is evaluated;
3. The impacts of machine inteUigence on the information search

and retrieval, as weU as on the information user, during the 
different information-seeking procedure are assessed.
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Information Needs

Formulation of Queries

Submission of Queries

Exp 1Information System

Exp 2

Exp 3
Exp 4

Receive Search Results

Satisfied with Results?

Retrieve Documents

Satisfied with Document^

Meet Information Needs?

More Information Needs?

Session Ends

Figure 9.3: Design of the Experiments
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9.4  E xp erim en t 1 —  Index Form ulation

9 .4 .1  P u r p o se  and D esig n

The purpose of the experiment is to test the efficiency and effectiveness of the au
tomatic index formulation mechanism used in the Enhanced SuperBook (ES). Here, 
the comparison is with the indexing mechanism used in the SuperBook (SÜ):

1. Two different treatments (independent variables) were used in Experiment 1:

• The indexing mechanism in the SuperBook;

• The indexing mechanism in the Enhanced SuperBook.

2. The assignments, a random sample of 40 words from 1991 ACS journal E nvi
ro n m e n ta l Science an d  Technology, were used for both treatments;

3. The experiment was executed in the following way: the assignments (40 words) 
underwent both treatments, and the outcomes (dependent Variables) from both 
treatments were collected and compared. The dependent variables included:

• Recall;

• Precision.

Theoretically, the time needed for indexing, and the memory space needed for 
storage of the data structures should also be included as dependent variables to 
test the cost (efficiency) of the indexing mechanisms. However, they were not 
considered in the experiment for the following reasons:

• The cost of an IR system can be divided into two parts: the maintenance of 
the system and its apphcations. The former includes the cost of indexing 
and maintaining the index structure. Although it is of primary importance 
for operations of any IR systems, it is not the main concern of this research 
work. Here, only the latter was considered;

• The cost of indexing and maintenance is difficult to measure in an ex
perimental situation, because it is dependent on real implementation of a 
system and the hardware platform used. Obviously, implementation of a 
complete IR system is beyond the scope of this research;

• For SuperBook and the Enhanced SuperBook, both indexing and formu
lating the semantic net are executed off-hne, and therefore, they would 
not affect the on-hne search and retrieval (browsing) anyway. ,,
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The hypothesis examined in the experiment is that the tested indexing and formula
tion mechanism (mainly the non-syntactic & non-semantic formulation rules used in 
the soft-link hypertext model) can facilitate a conceptual index suitable for hypertext 
environment efficiently, and with satisfactory recall and precision rates.

9 .4 .2  E x p e r im e n ta l P ro c ess

1. 40 sample terms were chosen from the 1991 ACS journal, E n v iro n m en ta l Sci
ence and  T echnology, to test the indexing mechanisms. They were divided 
into 2 groups;

• Group 1 (20 words, shown in Table 9.1) was chosen via a participatory 
design process] about 20 chemists voluntarily noted down the first word 
coming into their minds (the words they were most interested in);

• Group 2 (20 words, in Table 9.2) was chosen via a statistical process, i.e., 
the fifth word on every sixth page in a chemistry dictionary was chosen.

2. For each of these 40 keywords, the total number of hits (case-insensitive) in
cluded in the 1991 Volume of E n v iro n m en ta l Science and  Technology was 
formulated first, by using the Unix command grep]

3. For each of these keywords, the number of hits retrievable by SuperBook was 
also collected;

4. Recall for SuperBook was calculated as

5. Precision for SuperBook is obviously 100%, as each of the retrieved information 
is the keywords itself;

6. Recall and precision for the global index of the Enhanced SuperBook is exactly 
the same as those of SuperBook (Chapter 5);

7. 2 X 2 chemists (domain experts) took part in the experiment to assess, from 
the system designer’s point of view, the recall and precision of the conceptual 
index formulated by the mechanism;

8. They went through each hit and the related sentence to check if the formulated 
phrase was relevant to the original information. Those which were not were 
noted.

9. The recall of the conceptual index structure was calculated as

10. The precision of the second-level index structure was calculated as
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9 .4 .3  E x p er im en ta l R esu lts .

1. 20 words (Group 1) were chosen via a participatory design process, in which 
about 20 chemists took part (Table 9.1);

2. 20 words (Group 2) were chosen via a statistical process (Table 9.2);

No. Keyword
SuperBook Enhanced SuperBook

Recall Precision
First-level Second-level

Recall Precision Recall Precision
1 agent 13.6 100 13.6 100 13.3 97.7
2 biology 48.9 100 48.9 100 46.7 95.5
3 bonding 72.2 100 72.2 100 61.1 97.4
4 carbon 33.8 100 33.8 100 31.9 91.8
5 chemistry 77.8 100 77.8 100 73.7 94.7
6 condensation 83.3 100 83.3 100 81.3 91.4
7 diamond 50.0 100 50.0 100 50.0 100
8 dioxide 73.9 100 73.9 100 73.9 100
9 fiber 53.8 100 53.8 100 52.4 98.7
10 film 25.5 100 25.5 100 22.5 85.7
11 gas 42.5 100 42.5 100 41.1 93.5
12 immune 100 100 100 100 100 100
13 inflammation 27.3 100 27.3 100 27.3 100
14 inhibitors 100 100 100 100 81.8 81.8
15 molecule 30.6 100 30.6 100 26.3 86.0
16 phenomenon 94.3 100 94.3 100 34.3 37.4
17 polymer 29.4 100 29.4 100 28.0 95.3
18 sensor 47.5 100 47.5 100 29.5 62.1
19 temperature 52.7 100 52.7 100 23.4 44.3
20 thermal 63.3 100 63.3 100 58.4 92.1

Table 9.1: Index terms in Group 1

3. Recall and precision used for SuperBook in Tables 9.1 and 9.2 can be explained 
as follows:

Dependent on the definition of node (i.e. the smallest unit of information in 
an IR system), the meaning of relevancy in IR can be divided into three levels:

(a) For a system whose node is the document (the highest level), recall and 
precision is the measurement of the system’s ability to spot a relevant 
document, in which the keyword(s) requested are included;

(b) For the system Hke Superbooks, (whose node is the paragraph), relevancy 
means whether the keyword(s) requested are included in a related para
graph. Obviously, meaning of relevant is more rigorous than that in (a);
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No. Keyword
SuperBook Enhanced SuperBook

Recall Precision
First-level Second-level

Recall Precision Recall Precision
1 absorption 81.1 100 81.1 100 81.1 91.8
2 amorphous 83.1 100 83.1 100 67.6 89.8
3 cohesive 100 100 100 100 100 100
4 density 70.8 100 70.8 100 62.4 88.1
5 distribution 60.6 100 60.6 100 54.5 90.8
6 elution 68.4 100 68.4 100 58.9 86.2
7 frequency 82.9 100 82.9 100 69.7 84.1
8 hydration 52.9 100 52.9 100 41.2 77.8
9 joint 88.2 100 88.2 100 88.2 100
10 methyl 8.0 100 8.0 100 7.9 98.0
11 nucléation 79.7 100 79.7 100 64.1 80.4
12 physical 75.9 100 75.9 100 64.1 83.3
13 radius 80.6 100 80.6 100 59.7 78.0
14 resin 52.7 100 52.7 100 47.3 89.7
15 rubber 44.0 100 44.0 100 42.7 97.0
16 scattering 91.7 100 91.7 100 91.7 100
17 temperature 52.7 100 52.7 100 23.4 44.3
18 tracer 53.2 100 53.2 100 47.9 92.0
19 uranium 100 100 100 100 100 70.0
20 vinyl 40.0 100 40.0 100 38.5 100

Table 9.2: Index terms in Group 2

(c) The lowest level is the sentence level. Recall and precision at this level 
represent the measurement of the system’s ability to spot the keyword(s) 
requested in the related sentences. As a result, the recall and precision 
at this level should be much lower than those of (a) and (b) for the same 
indexing methodology.

In view of of the characteristics of hypertext in this research, Level (c) is used 
here as the measurement in Tables 9.1 and 9.2. It should be noted that, if 
judged on Levels (a) or (b), the recall and precision of SuperBook should be 
both 100%.

4. Recall and precision for the Enhanced SuperBook are explained as follows:

(a) For the global index in the Enhanced SuperBook, the recall and precision 
rates are exactly the same as those in SuperBook [3(c)];

(b) For the conceptual index, recall and precision are lower than 4(a).
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9 .4 .4  A n a ly sis  o f  R esu lts

1. These two groups are randomly sampled so that they represent the general dis
tribution of the keywords in the information space. This can also be seen in 
Table 9.3.

The compared, items Group 1 Group 2
Decreasing value of recall (%) 12.8 11.9
Decreasing value of precision (%) 12.8 12.9

Table 9.3: Decreasing percentage of recall and precision

Both recall and precision rates degenerate after the non-syntactic & non- 
semantic formulation rules are applied on the global index to facilitate the 
semantic net needed in the conceptual index. Mean degeneration rates for 
both groups are shown in Table 9.3. The cross-group differences are 7% and 
and 0.7%. This shows that the random sampling of both assignment groups is 
acceptable;

2. The recall rates for SuperBook and the global index of the Enhanced SuperBook 
are very low, mainly for the following reasons:

• The level of measurement used in the experiment is the lowest (sentence 
level). The SuperBook browser is not full-text based, but paragraph-based,
i.e., any number of hits of an index term in one paragraph is only counted 
as one hit [57]. Therefore although, from the information retrieval point 
of view, the recall rate of SuperBook could be 100%, it is actually quite 
low when the sentence level measurement is adopted in the experiment;

• Furthermore, lack of natural language processing techniques hmits the 
recognition of those hits when they are expressed as pronouns;

• Synonyms, as well as isomorphic expressions like water and are 
ignored at the moment in both SuperBook and Enhanced SuperBook, 
though the research results by Savoy [139], Frisse [67], Lucarella [104] and 
Turtle & Croft [159] are ready to be adopted in both.

3. As the conceptual index formulation is dependant on the global index, the 
recall rate for the conceptual index of the Enhanced SuperBook is even lower 
than that of global index (Tables 9.1 and 9.2). It is affected not only by the 
same reasons as those listed in 2, but also by the imprecise non-syntactic & 
non-semantic formulation rules adopted in the formulation mechanism;
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4. Compared with the recall rates of SuperBook and the global index in the En
hanced SuperBook, that of the conceptual index of the Enhanced SuperBook 
degenerates on average by about 12% (Table 9.3). This means that the de
creasing value caused by the non-syntactic & non-semantic formulation rules 
is about 12%. This should be considered as acceptable. Should the recall rate 
for the global index be higher (i.e., if a genuine full-text index with about 100% 
recall rate is used as the global index), that for the second-level should be above 
88%;

5. Precision for the global index should be 100% for a full-text indexed system. 
Precision rates of the index mechanism in the SuperBook and the global index 
in the Enhanced SuperBook are both 100%.

6. As the conceptual index includes more information on each of its index terms 
(a phrase, instead of a keyword as in 5), the idea of relevance becomes more 
rigorous and accurate. Therefore, here, precision rate represents a lower level 
parameter than those in 5, and is unsurprisingly lower than 100%. The precision 
rate for the second-level index in the Enhanced SuperBook is shown on Tables
9.1 and 9.2.

7. Compared with the SuperBook, the precision rate for the second-level index in 
the Enhanced SuperBook decreases averagely by about 12% (Table 9.3).

• It can be seen that overall rate is satisfactory (>  85%);

• It is especially good on domain-specialized nouns like bond ing , con
d en sa tio n , etc, but not so good on general terms and adjectives (e.g. 
phen o m en o n , te m p e ra tu re , etc.). This is not worrying as domain- 
specialized nouns and phrases are exactly what a hypertext system is tar
geting (Figure 5.1);

• The precision rates for any items related with chemical formulae (film, 
molecule, ...) are lower. How to facilitate chemical formulae and the 
relevant expressions with non-syntactic & non-semantic formulation rules 
stiU remains a question;

• Furthermore, with the intelligent mechanisms adopted in the system 
(Chapter 8), the low precision rate for the conceptual index could be sup
plemented by self-adjustment and evolution. This is discussed further in 
Experiment 3.
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9 .4 .5  C o n c lu sio n

Experiment 1 tests the efficiency and effectiveness of the automatic index formulation 
mechanism used in the Enhanced SuperBook. It shows that the mechanism could 
formulate automatically the identifiers needed for both global index and local associ
ation (soft links) with satisfying recall and precision rates (> 85%). The degeneration 
rates for recall and precision caused by the non-syntactic & non-semantic formulation 
rules are both lower than 15%, compared with those in SuperBook. This should be 
considered as acceptable. Moreover, these parameters could be further improved by 
adopting a more thorough set of formulation rules, natural language processing tech
niques, or some domain or linguistic knowledge (in the form of semantic networks) 
in the system. Meanwhile, the intelligent mechanisms provided in the Enhanced Su
perBook could facilitate an effective supplement for the imperfect conceptual index 
structure, which is evaluateded further in Experiment 3.
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9.5 E xp erim en t 2 —  Soft-link  H y p ertex t B row ser

9.5 .1  P u r p o se  and  D esig n

This experiment is to test, from the user’s point of view, the acceptability of the 
soft-link hypertext browser implemented in the Enhanced Superbook, and more im
portantly, to evaluate the user’s cognitive overload brought by the added features in 
the system. It provides a comparison with the same features of SuperBook.

1. Two different treatments (independent variables) were used in the experiment:

• The browser used in the SuperBook;

• The browser used in the Enhanced SuperBook;

2. Four subjects (domain experts) were used as information users in the experi
ment. They were randomly divided into two groups: G roup  A and G ro u p  B. 
Each group underwent both treatments.

Treatment groups SuperBook Browser Enhanced SuperBook Browser
Subject Group A A-SU A-ES
Subject Group B B-SU B-ES

Table 9.4: Distribution of the subject in two treatments

3. Four groups of data were collected and compared (Table 9.4): the vertical 
comparison assesses the validity of the collected data, whereas the horizontal 
comparison is to assess and compare the features in the two treatments. The 
dependent variables are six criteria popularly used in IR [134]:

• Recall;

• Precision;

• Response time;

• User actions;

• Presentation;

• Collection coverage.

The hypothesis examined in the experiment is that the cognitive overload caused 
by the additional interfaces (soft-link hypertext browser) would not affect the user’s 
efficiency of information retrieval. The user should feel as at ease in such a hypertext 
environment as with the ordinary Boolean search systems.
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9 .5 .2  E x p er im en ta l P ro cess

1. 40 keywords chosen in Experiment 1 were used again in the experiment: 20 in 
Group 1 (Table 9.1) and 20 in Group 2 (Table 9.2);

2. Overload testing: this task investigates the additional overload brought by the 
additional windows adopted in the Enhanced SuperBook, in the following steps:

(a) One keyword (in the order of Group 1 first, Group 2 second) was taken 
from the list. The subject was shown the chosen keyword. The current 
page was set to the first page in which the chosen keyword appeared;

(b) The subject was then asked to look for some information related to the 
chosen keyword. The list of information requested is provided in Appendix

B;
(c) The subject used either SuperBook (the Boolean search), or the Enhanced 

SuperBook (the soft-link hypertext), to search for the information. The 
distribution of treatments and subjects is as Table 9.5;

(d) The information retrieval session ended when the subject either found 
the information requested, or was convinced that the information was not 
included in the Information Space and gave up the Session;

(e) The time spent on the session, as well as the user actions needed in com
pleting the search and retrieval, was collected;

(f) The experiment goes back to Step (a), until all 40 keywords were covered;

Subjects
Subject 1 

in Group A
Subject 2 

in Group A
Subject 1 

In Group B
Subject 2 

in Group B
Keywords 

in Group 1 
(20)

SU ES SU ES

Keywords 
in Group 2 

(20)
ES SU ES SU

Table 9.5: Distribution of treatments and subjects in Experiment 2

3. Measurement of the browser: this assesses, from the user’s point of view, the 
two browsers and compares their different features;

Each subject went through the whole list of 40 keywords. Based on the searching 
(or browsing) experiences and the retrieved information, he/she examined the 
parameters of both browsers (recall, precision, response time, and presentation).
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9 .5 .3  E x p er im en ta l R esu lts

1. The results of overload testing are listed in Tables 9.6, 9.7 9.8 and 9.9.

• Table 9.6 and 9.7 list search times spent on Group 1 and 2;

• Tg,ble 9.8 and 9.9 list the user actions needed for Group 1 and 2.

No. Keyword
No. of items by 

SuperBook
No. of items by 
E. SuperBook *

SuperBook E. SuperBook
A-SU B-SU A-ES B-ES

1 agent 43 21 0.17 0.40 0.93 0.40
2 biology 22 13 0.92 0.55 0.33 0.53
3 bonding 39 22 2.62 0.90 0.53 0.63
4 carbon 707 224 0.12 0.10 **** ****

5 chemistry 452 158 0.82 0.10 0.95 0.92
6 condensation 70 54 2.13 2.22 0.98 0.63
7 diamond 4 3 0.03 0.03 0.70 0.70
8 dioxide 153 16 0.27 0.32 0.57 0.95
9 fiber 77 21 0.03 0.07 0.72 0.25
10 film 94 52 0.87 0.73 0.35 0.30
11 gas 774 324 0.88 0.12 0.73 0.52
12 immune 2 2. 0.08 0.07 0.43 0.03
13 inflammation 3 3 0.05 0.05 0.53 0.03
14 inhibitors 11 9 0.07 0.03 0.30 0.57
15 molecule 100 63 0.53 0.03 0.78 0.03
16 phenomenon 66 56 0.05 0.07 0.50 0.83
17 polymer 64 54 0.05 0.05 0.55 0.53
18 sensor 29 25 0.32 0.78 0.47 0.42
19 temperature 634 344 0.53 0.57 0.90 0.55
20 thermal 140 89 0.52 0.32 0.53 0.47

Table 9.6: Search time (minutes) spent on each keyword (Group 1).

• Number of items by SuperBook means the total number of hits retrieved 
by SuperBook;

• Number of items by E. SuperBook means the total number retrieved by
Enhanced SuperBook, i.e., the number of soft-Hnk options.

• Because of the font problems in SuperBook, the soft-Hnk hypertext is not 
available for carbon .
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No. Keyword
No. of items by 

SuperBook
No. of items by 
E. SuperBook

SuperBook E. SuperBook
A-SU B-SU A-ES B-ES

1 absorption 159 84 0.45 0.68 0.72 0.03
2 amorphous 59 33 0.23 0.32 0.50 0.43
3 cohesive 1 1 0.28 0.43 0.20 0.28
4 density 194 95 0.22 0.60 0.68 0.72
5 distribution 573 309 0.10 0.67 0.82 0.58
6 elution 65 47 0.23 0.37 0.53 0.57
7 frequency 63 32 0.12 0.58 0.93 0.57
8 hydration 18 15 0.35 0.75 0.13 0.32
9 joint 15 10 0.17 0.55 0.60 0.35

10 methyl 94 52 0.55 0.82 0.83 0.43
11 nucléation 51 34 0.53 2.10 0.70 0.92
12 physical 180 122 0.65 0.88 0.87 0.55
13 radius 50 33 0.03 0.18 0.50 0.38
14 resin 58 26 0.77 0.42 0.60 0.35
15 rubber 33 25 1.90 1.53 0.68 0.47
16 scattering 22 12 0.27 0.55 0.70 0.43
17 temperature 634 344 0.22 0.67 0.92 0.95
18 tracer 100 71 0.08 0.70 0.32 0.32
19 uranium 6 5 0.28 0.55 0.57 0.33
20 vinyl 26 11 0.12 0.28 0.98 0.28

Table 9.7: Search time (minutes) spent on each keyword (Group 2).
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2. The Search Time;

The search time spent by each subject in the two treatment groups is listed in 
Tables 9.6 and 9.7, It can be seen that, for the IR tasks in which the exact 
keywords are available and only the location of the information is requested 
(From Submission of Queries to Retrieve Documents in Figure 9.2), the mean 
time spent by the subject using soft-link hypertext (Enhanced SuperBook) is 
about the same as that by Boolean search (SuperBook). This shows that, in 
the experimental environment, the subjects using the Enhanced SuperBook are 
not much affected by the introduction of the extra interface. They search and 
retrieve information almost as efficiently as the group using Boolean search.

Further analysis of the experimental results reveals the following facts:

• The soft-link hypertext treatment group spent roughly the same amount 
of time on each keyword. Its search time T  is not as much affected by the 
following factors as the other group:

(a) The present position of the subject in the Information Space;
(b) The number of hits included in the Information Space;
(c) The location(s) of the information requested in the Information Space.

•  The SuperBook group, on the contrary, hzis very good results if a negative, 
or only a few positive, search results are returned. In other words, the more 
hits found in Receive Search Results, the more difficult for the SuperBook 
users to spot any specific information in Retrieve Documents. This is a 
big problem for most of present large-scale information retrieval systems;

• The Boolean search is not as accurate as the soft-link hypertext in spot
ting detailed information. Sometimes, the subject in SuperBook treat
ment group finds that the Boolean search reveals positive results, but the 
information requested could not be found in the Information Space. For 
example, ru b b e r  com pounds is requested in the experiment. Five hits 
are returned as search results by the Boolean search, though, in fact, the 
phrase is not included in the Information Space (the two words appear in 
the same paragraph for these five occasions). This is a common symptom 
in information retrieval, which makes information search and retrieval dif
ficult for the user. The Enhanced SuperBook is much better on this point.
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No. Keyword
No. of items by 

SuperBook
No. of items by 
E. SuperBook

SuperBook E. SuperBook
A-SU B-SU A-ES B-ES

1 agent 43 21 2 2 2 2
2 biology 22 13 11 5 2 2
3 bonding 39 22 9 9 2 2
4 carbon 707 224 3 2 2 2
5 chemistry 452 158 8 2 2 2
6 condensation 70 54 25 20 2 2
7 diamond 4 3 1 1 2 2
8 dioxide 153 16 4 2 2 2
9 fiber 77 21 2 2 2 2
10 film 94 52 1 7 2 2
11 gas 774 324 6 2 2 2
12 immune 2 2 3 2 2 2
13 inflammation 3 3 2 2 2 2
14 inhibitors 11 9 2 2 2 2
15 molecule 100 63 2 2 2 2
16 phenomenon 66 56 2 2 2 2
17 polymer 64 54 2 2 2 2
18 sensor 29 25 2 8 2 2
19 temperature 634 344 5 5 2 2
20 thermal 140 89 5 5 2 2

Table 9.8: User actions needed for search and retrieval (Group 1)
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No. Keyword
No. of items by 

SuperBook
No. of items by 
E. SuperBook

SuperBook E. SuperBook
A-SU B-SU A-ES B-ES

1 absorption 159 84 2 2 2 2
2 amorphous 59 33 3 1 2 2
3 cohesive 1 1 1 1 2 2
4 density 194 95 2 2 2 2
5 distribution 573 309 2 2 2 2
6 elution 65 47 3 3 2 2
7 frequency 63 32 2 4 2 2
8 hydration 18 15 6 5 2 2
9 joint 15 10. 3 2 2 2
10 methyl 94 52 6 3 2 2
11 nucléation 51 34 8 8 2 2
12 physical 180 122 6 8 2 2
13 radius 50 33 2 2 2 2
14 resin 58 26 11 7 2 2
15 rubber 33 25 18 8 2 2
16 scattering 22 12 5 6 2 2
17 temperature 634 344 4 2 2 2
18 tracer 100 71 2 2 2 2
19 uranium 6 5 2 2 2 2
20 vinyl 26 11 2 2 2 2

Table 9.9: User actions needed for search and retrieval (Group 2)
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3. The User Actions;

The numbers of user actions U needed by the subject in two treatment groups 
for searching and retrieving the requested information are hsted in Tables 9.8 
and 9.9. They can be analyzed as follows:

• It can be seen from the tables that the number of user actions needed by 
the Enhanced SuperBook group is much less than that of the SuperBook;

• One conclusion is that the soft-link hypertext improves greatly the user’s 
global mobility in the Information Space. No matter where the subject’s 
present position is, nor where the destination information is located, it 
usually needs only 2 - 3  user actions for the user to traverse from the 
present information node into another. From this aspect, the soft-Hnk 
hypertext actually decreases the amount of cognitive overhead demanded 
from the user;

• The situation is very different with SuperBook:

(a) If a Boolean search request can be totally rejected by the Superbooks 
(No hits can be found in the Information Space), this is very straight
forward. Only a few user actions are needed to reach the conclusion;

(b) If some search results are returned and the subject wants to locate the 
information requested via Search Forw ard, it is easy if the Boolean 
request is exclusively included (i.e., no search noise exists). However, 
it may turn out to be difficult if the user needs to go through a long Hst 
of noisy hits (produced by Boolean O R  operator) before locating the 
actual information. This is one of the reasons why more user actions 
are needed for the SuperBook treatment group;

(c) Alternatively, the subject can use Table of C o n ten t (TOC) to locate 
the information. Here, more user actions are usually needed to review 
the TOC and retrieve the related document before the locating process 
starts. Furthermore, the number of user actions needed is dependent 
on the physical location of the information inside the document;

(d) The best way to browse by SuperBook Hes on the combinational use of 
TO C  and Search Forw ard (Always starting with T O C , and using 
Searching Forw ard once the document is retrieved). Unfortunately, 
this leads to a huge demand on the user’s cognitive overhead and skills 
in using the browser.
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4. Recall and precision;

Recall is the ratio of the relevant pieces of information retrieved by the sys
tem  to the total number of relevant pieces of information in Information Space. 
According to the four subjects’ qualitative judgements, the recall for both sys
tems is very low, i.e., a lot of information, which is considered by the subjects 
a^ relevant, and therefore, should be included in the soft-link options, is not 
retrieved by either system.

The quantitative measurement of recall for the SuperBook and Enhanced Su
perBook are listed in Tables 9.10 and 9.11. They are different from those in 
Table 9.1 as they are accessed here from the user’s viewpoint. The more detailed 
analysis of the reasons is given in the next section (Section 9.5.4).

No. Keyword
Su jerBook Enhcuiced SuperBook

No. of items Recall Precision No. of items Recall Precision
1 agent 43 13.6 100 21 13.3 85.7
2 biology 22 48.9 100 13 46.7 84.6
3 bonding 39 72.2 100 22 61.1 85.4
4 carbon 707 33.8 100 224 31.9 74.6
5 chemistry 452 77.8 100 158 73.7 68.7
6 condensation 70 83.3 100 54 81.3 92.4
7 diamond 4 50.0 100 3 50.0 66.7
8 dioxide 153 73.9 100 16 73.9 100
9 fiber 77 53.8 100 21 52.4 85.7
10 film 94 25.5 100 52 22.5 57.7
11 gas 774 42.5 100 324 41.1 73.0
12 immune 2 100 100 2 100 100
13 inflammation 3 27.3 100 3 27.3 100
14 inhibitors 11 100 100 9 81.8 81.8
15 molecule 100 30.6 100 63 26.3 84.1
16 phenomenon 66 94.3 100 56 34.3 82.1
17 polymer 64 29.4 100 54 28.0 88.9
18 sensor 29 47.5 100 25 29.5 76.0
19 temperature 634 52.7 100 344 23.4 48.3
20 thermal 140 63.3 100 89 58.4 57.3

Table 9.10; Recall & precision for Group 1.
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Precision is defined as the ratio of the relevant information retrieved by the 
system to total number retrieved. As for the Enhanced SuperBook, the retrieved 
information is in the form of soft links, its precision should be the ratio of 
retrieved relevant soft-link options to the total number of options provided. 
Obviously, precision is a different measurement from that used in Experiment 
1 (Section 9.4.2).

p  Number o f  so ft links retrieved and relevant 
Total retrieved so ft links

No. Keyword
SuperBook

No. of items Recall Precision
Enhanced SuperBook

No. of items Recall Precision
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

10 
11 
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20

absorption
amorphous

cohesive
density

distribution
elution

frequency
hydration

joint
methyl

nucléation
physical
radius
resin

rubber
scattering

temperature
tracer

uranium
vinyl

159
59
1

194
573
65
63
18
15
94
51
180
50
58
33
22

634
100

6
26

81.1
83.1 
100
70.8 
60.6 
68.4
82.9
52.9
88.2 
8.0
79.7
75.9 
80.6
52.7
44.0
91.7
52.7 
53.2 
100
40.0

100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100

84
33 
1 
95 
309 
47
32 
15 
10 
52
34 
122
33 
26 
25 
12 

344 
71 
5 
11

81.1
67.6 
100
62.4
54.5
58.9
69.7
41.2
88.2
7.9

64.1
64.1
59.7
47.3
42.7
91.7
23.4
47.9 
100
38.5

92.9 
60.0 
100
78.9
95.8
83.0
78.1 
80.0 
80.0
94.2 
82.4
32.8
36.7
69.2
84.0
83.3
48.3
81.7
80.0 
90.1

Table 9.11: Recall & precision for Group 2.
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5. Response time: Considered as a defining element for hypertext in the htera- 
ture [37], a short response time is very crucial and represents one of the most 
im portant requirements for any hypertext systems. The relative response time 
is considered here in the experiment, as the result of comparison between Su
perBook and the Enhanced SuperBook. As these two systems share the same 
Document Space, the same hardware platform (Sun SPARC station) and the 
same programming language. Such a comparison should be meaningful.

It takes about 1 - 2  seconds for the SuperBook to respond, whereas for the 
Enhanced SuperBook, the time needed from the receipt of a hypertext request 
to the representation of local associations is about 1 - 4  seconds, depending on 
how many soft link options the conceptual index provides.

6. Presentation: Presentation refers to the form of display of the search results 
which influences the user’s ability to utilize the retrieved materials.

The presentation of the Enhanced SuperBook is inferior to that of SuperBook. 
This is because an extra interface with another two levels of windows is in
troduced. Furthermore, problems Hke case-sei^sitiveness, fonts, etc. are not 
considered. It is felt that although presentation of browsers is very important 
for any commercial IR systems, it is outside the scope of the present research, 
as long as it does not affect dramatically the user’s behaviour during search and 
retrieval, nor influence substantially the outcome of the experiments.

9 .5 .4  A n a ly s is  o f  R e su lts

1. The poor recall rate of both treatment groups is mainly caused by the following 
factors:

• The Document Space used in both the SuperBook and the Enhanced Su
perBook is not exhaustive. At the moment, only one year’s collection 
(1991) of an ACS journal. E n v iro n m en ta l Science and Technology, 
is used in both systems. The direct result is that a large number of soft- 
link options, which should be in the conceptual index, are not included 
just because they are not included at all in the Information Space;

• The actual recall rates of global index used in both systems are lowerer 
than 100% (discussed in Experiment 1);
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• The formulation of the conceptual index (soft Hnks) is imprecise, based 
on a set of non-syntactic & nan-semantic formulation rules used in the 
system.

2. As it is from the user’s viewpoint, the precision for the Enhanced SuperBook 
(Tables 9.10 and 9.11) is different from that obtained in Experiment 1 (Tables
9.1 and 9.2). It provides a measurement of the proportion of soft links that is 
relevant and useful for the information user (Figures 9.4 and 9.5).

Precision (%)

100

84.1

Keyword
5 10 15 20

Figure 9.4: Precision (Group 1) of the soft-hnk hypertext browser.

3. Compared with that of the SuperBook, the response time for the soft-link hy
pertext browser should be acceptable. Usually, it takes about 1 - 4  seconds to 
respond to the information user’s hypertext requests;

4. As the search formulation is conducted automatically once the hypertext mech
anism is invoked [the user chcking word(s) in Page], the extra user effort needed 
to use soft-link hypertext is to check the conceptual index (soft Hnks) and choose 
the ones in which the user is interested. Locally, this is the additional user over
load brought about by the multiple options as the soft Hnks. Nevertheless, it 
shows in the experiment that the addition is within a bearable range. In fact, 
it is in a different, even simpler form compared to those needed in other IR 
systems. This conclusion is based on the foUowing observation:
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Precision (%)

100

81.1

Keyword
2015105

Figure 9.5: Precision (Group 2) of the soft-link hypertext browser.

• Compared to the conventional hard^hnk hypertext, this checking and 
choosing process is an additional user cognitive overload brought by mul
tiple run-time hypertext link options. However, a closer look reveals that 
this additional burden is within a reasonable range:

(a) One extreme is that there are only a few soft-link options for the 
user, i.e., the retrieved soft-link Hst contains only few soft links [e.g., 
im m une and in flam m ation  in Group 1 (Table 9.4 and 9.5)]. In 
this case, the user effort and overload for using soft-link hypertext is 
exactly the same as that for a typed hard-link hypertext system;

(b) With the increase of soft-link options, the user effort needed increases, 
as does the user overload. However, this increase is within a bear
able range as checking the soft-hnk hst is in fact a very simple and 
straightforward process. As each item in Glossary presents the syn
tax of a potential hypertext destination anchor, the choosing process 
is no more than the user’s examining a hst of hypertext destination 
anchors;

(c) With the help of learning and inteUigent mechanisms used in the soft- 
hnk hypertext model, this choosing process could be further shorten 
by the provision of short-hst of popular hnks, as weh as other user’s
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successful information trails. Further quantitative assessment of the 
inteUigent mechanisms wiU be done in Experiment 3.

• Compared with that in the conventional IR systems, the user effort re
quired here is in a different form. Taking a conventional IR system (Su
perBook) as a example. There, the user effort in locating a specific in
formation is represented by using features provided by the SuperBook 
(Search Forw ard, Searching B ackw ard, etc.). Checking the Glossary 
and choosing a destination anchor in the soft-hnk hypertext browser is 
actually a different, even simpler procedure.

5. The user has fewer navigation worries with the Enhanced SuperBook. Even if 
he/she gets lost, less user effort is needed to become reoriented. A maximum of 
2 - 3  user actions are needed to relocate a user to any terms, conceptual hnks, 
or information components, whereas reorientation in conventional IR systems 
hke SuperBook might be a longer process;

6. The improved presentation of the Enhanced SuperBook (phrases in the Glos
sary) is much better than the original glossary words.

7. Finally, the soft-hnk hypertext browser does not affect the coUection coverage 
of the information system.

9 .5 .5  C on clu sion

In the experiment, the general acceptabihty of the soft-hnk hypertext browser is 
assessed, and the additional user cognitive overload brought by the integrated infor
mation model and the soft-hnk hypertext browser is evaluated at the quahtative level. 
The experiment shows that, although an extra cognitive burden has been brought 
to the user by making decisions among the multiple run-time soft hnk options, the 
actual addition is in a bearable range. In fact, it is in a different, even simpler form 
from some tools seen in conventional IR and conventional Hypertext systems (hke 
typed hypertext, Fisheye, MAP, and Searching Forward, Searching Backward, etc.). 
Judged from the overall amount needed for locating a specific piece of information 
in the Information Space, the user effort required for the soft-hnk hypertext browser 
is actually less than those needed in other systems. The quantitative assessments 
are conducted in Experiment 3, where the amount of user effort and time needed for 
performing information-seeking tasks with both the Enhanced SuperBook and the 
SuperBook are compared.
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9.6 E xp erim en t 3 —  Inform ation  S ea rch /re t rie val 

w ith  Soft-link  H y p ertex t

9.6 .1  P u r p o se  and  D esig n

The purpose of Experiment 3 is to assess the effectiveness and efficiency of the soft- 
link hypertext system, as weU as the intelligent mechanisms [user modelling, learning 
(LTM and STM) and reasoning] used in the system, by evaluating the user effort 
and time needed for performing some information retrieval tasks with the system. Its 
objects include the following:

1. To evaluate the overall performance of Enhanced SuperBook, as well as the 
user effort and time needed for some information-retrieval tasks:

• In a free browsing environment;

• In a task-driven environment.

2. To compare the Enhanced SuperBook with SuperBook with some IR tasks;

3. To assess the effectiveness of intelligent mechanisms used in the Enhanced Su
perBook.

The hypothesis examined in the experiment is that, although an extra cognitive over
load is introduced locally hy using run-time soft-link hypertext, it could be well justified 
by the overall performance of the soft-link hypertext system, in the hypertext environ
ment, over other conventional systems in the following three aspects:

1. Less user effort is needed in locating a specific piece of information;

2. Faster Information-seeking speed is reached by the provision of soft hypertext 
links, i.e., it takes less time for the user to search and retrieve some specific 
information;

3. Psychologically, the user feels more at ease during the information-seeking pro
cedure and has fewer worries about disorientation, etc..

4 . Finally, the intelligent mechanisms used in the Enhanced SuperBook could help 
to speed up this information-seeking process.
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The design of the experiment was as follows:

1. Four treatments (independent variables) were used in the experiment:

• Treatment 1: SuperBook;

• Treatment 2: Enhanced SuperBook, with manually improved soft links;

• Treatment 3: Enhanced SuperBook, with the original conceptual index
and an implemented learning mechanism;

• Treatment 4: Enhanced SuperBook, with the original conceptual index,
but without learning mechanisms implemented.

2. 40 subjects were used in the experiment. They were assigned randomly to one 
of the treatment group, so that 4 x 10 subjects took part in the experiment;

3. Each subject was asked to look for some specific information. This included a 
free browsing task, and 4 information-retrieval and question-answering tasks. 
The instructions and questions for these tasks are hsted in Appendix C;

4. The outcomes by these 4 x 10 subjects were collected and compared across the 
groups. Four dependent variables were used in the experiment. They included:

• The time needed for completing a search and retrieval task;

• The number of user actions needed for completing an IR task;

• The accuracy rate of the information retrieved (the user’s answers);

• The user’s satisfaction with the system.

9 .6 .2  E x p er im en ta l P ro cess

1. The experiment was conducted in the following steps:

• The subject was assigned randomly to one of 4 treatment groups;

• The subject was given a brief introduction to the system to be used, in
cluding its layout, features and functions;

• The subject spent 10-minute on Task 1 (free browsing) to search, browse 
and read information according to his/her own interests and paces, with 
or without guidance;

This process investigates the outcomes in the subject’s relaxed, informal 
and self-motivated information-retrieval procedure. It also provided each 
subject with an opportunity to get famihar with the system being used;
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The number of pieces of information obtained during a 10-minute free 
browsing period, as well as the accuracy of the answers, was noted.

• The subject spent about 40 minutes on Task 2 (task-driven), to search 
and retrieve information for four different IR jobs, and answered questions 
based on the retrieved information.

This process investigates the outcomes of four treatment groups in a con
trolled information seeking environment. Foiur questions have been set in 
such a way that each of them represents a different IR task with its own 
emphasis. The user actions needed for finding the information to answer 
each question, as well as the time spent on each question, was noted.

2. O n-line logging was installed in all systems to collect data automatically;

3. T h in k  aloud was used during the experiment to record each subject’s psycho
logical response during the information-seeking process.

9 .6 .3  E x p er im en ta l R esu lts  & A n a ly sis

The results of the experiment are summarized as the followings:

1. The outcomes of Task 1 for 4 x 10 subjects are listed in Tables 9.12 and 9.13. 
10 questions are asked for Task 1, with the total score of 1. Each correct answer 
gets 0.1; wrong answers get 0; no answers are treated as wrong answers;

2. The results of Task 2 for the 4 x 10 subjects are summarized from Tables 9.14 
to 9.21. The result and analysis are presented in the sequence of search jobs.

3. It is seen from tables and figures on the following pages that the experimental 
data representing each treatment group is not smooth, and is even quite rough. 
This is because, besides the influences of independent variables, the dependent 
variables are also affected by the following four characteristics of the subject:

• Famiharity with computer hardware, especially the windows;

• Domain knowledge and choices of keywords;

• Reading speed;

• Comprehension abihty.

However, because of the random distribution of the subjects into each treatment 
group, the mean value of each group should still reflect influences by those 
independent variables exclusively.
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Experim ental R esults for Task 1 (Free Browsing)

Subjects Treatment 1 Treatment 2 Treatment 3 Treatment 4
1 3 8 2 2
2 3 5 4 3
3 2 7 3 3
4 5 8 5 3
5 3 6 7 2
6 3 8 5 5
7 5 8 6 2
8 4 8 6 2
9 2 7 7 3
10 3 7 7 3

Average 3.3 7.2 5.2 2.8

Table 9.12: The number of pieces of information obtained by the user.

Subjects Treatment 1 Treatment 2 Treatment 3 Treatment 4
1 0.3 0.6 0.2 0.2
2 0.1 0.5 0.4 0.3
3 0.2 0,6 0.3 0,3
4 0.2 0.8 0.5 0.1
5 0.3 0.6 0.6 0.1
6 0.3 0.8 0.5 0.2
7 0.4 0.7 0.6 0.2
8 0.4 0.8 0.6 0.2
9 0.2 0.7 0.7 0.2

10 0.3 0.6 0.6 0.3
Average 0.3 0.68 0.5 0.21

Table 9.13: The accuracy of answers for Task 1 (free browsing).
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4. For Task 1, the idea is that no specific tasks were set for the subject, so that 
the information could be searched and retrieved in an informal and relaxed 
environment. Nevertheless, 10 questions were provided as guidance (Appendix 
C). Without these questions, most of the subject would not know what to do. 
It has been proven by the experiment that all subjects used these questions for 
their information retrieval;

5. The 10 questions used concern information from two articles in E n v iro n m en ta l 
Science an d  Technology, 1991. The two articles were written by the same 
authors, their contents overlap though they are basically on different topics. 
The questions have been arranged in such a way that cross-hypertext-links 
are needed to read efficiently. This pro^des an ideal hypertext applicational 
environment, which can be characterized by the following factors:

• The information requested is at the sentence level;

• The information requested is distributed in the Information Space;

• The location of requested information in the database is not important;

• The movement among the information nodes (to and from) needs to be 
fast and convenient.

6. Subjects in Group 1 (SuperBook) have two approaches to obtain information:

• Look up — Table of Content (TOC) — Page — Information;

• Look up — Search Forward — Information.

Subjects in Group 2, 3 and 4 (the Enhanced SuperBook) use the soft-link 
hypertext approach for the problem, namely:

• Hypertext — Glossary (soft links) — Information.

As the Enhanced SuperBook provides a more powerful hypertext tool than 
Search Forward 'm SuperBook, the result of the experiment is expected to favour 
the former over the latter, in the hypertext applicational environment;

7. Table 9.12 shows the number of pieces of information each subject in these 
four treatment groups obtained during the 10-minute free browsing. It can be 
seen that the subject using Treatment 2 retrieved more information (average 
7.2) than the other groups. This shows that the subjects using the Enhanced 
SuperBook with the improved soft links could search arid retrieve faster (more 
efficiently) than the other treatment groups. This can also be seen from Figure 
9.6.
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Also as shown in Figure 9.6, an interesting fact about Treatment 3 is that 
it starts at about the same level as that of Treatment 4, but rises so that it 
eventually approaches that of Treatment 2. This proves the point that the 
soft-link hypertext model with a learning mechanism could improve the quahty 
of its links automatically and help in making the information retrieval more 
efficient. There exists a turning point at which the effective learning happens,
i.e., the useful soft links start becoming dominate (Subject 3 in this case). All 
subjects after the turning point behave better. This proves the proposition of 
the Kohonen learning rule, i.e. once a Kohonen layer is correctly trained, it 
remains so for all t  (Section 6.8);

R e t r i e v e d  I n f o r m a t i o n

T r e a t m e n t  4  

T r e a t m e n t  3

T r e a t m e n t  2  

T r e a t m e n t  110

8

6

4

2

S u b j e c t
3 5 7 9  1 0I

Figure 9.6: The information obtained in Task 1

Nevertheless, it can also be seen from the experimental data that the appearance 
of the turning point is somewhat arbitrary;

9. It can be seen in Tables 9.12 and 9.13 (not so obvious in Figure 9.6) that the 
outcome of Treatment 4 is not as good as that of Treatment 1. This reveals the 
fact that the soft-link hypertext system without a learning mechanism does not 
work as efficient as SuperBook. This is because the subject using Treatment 
4 needs to go through the whole soft-hnk hst every time, which only provides 
a shghtly better service than Search Forward^ but not as good as the latter 
supplemented by Table o f Content (TOC) in SuperBook;
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Figure 9.7: The accuracy rate of answers in Task 1

10. Table 9.13 and Figure 9.7 show the accuracy rates of the retrieved information 
by these four treatment groups:

• With the soft Hnks pointing the information location to the sentence level, 
it is not surprising that the accuracy rate by Treatment 2 (the Enhanced 
SuperBook with improved soft Hnks) is the highest;

• SuperBook provides location pointers at two different levels: Search For

ward  at the paragraph level, whereas Table o f Content at the document 
level. Unfortunately, Search Forward does not work very well in the present 
version of SuperBook. The subject has to depend on TOC to obtain in
formation. It, therefore, becomes a difficult and time-consuming process 
to move between the two articles via TOC. This is why the accuracy rate 
by Treatment 1 (SuperBook) is quite low;

• The accuracy rates by Treatment 4 is low, mainly because reviewing the 
whole Hst of soft Hnk options slows down the speed of information retrieval;

• Treatment 3 improves this when the system starts learning. It can be 
seen that the accuracy rates of answers increase from Subject 3 in the 
group, which confirms with that in Figure 9.6. The average accuracy rate 
of Treatment 3 is 0.5 (Table 9.13).
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E x p er im en ta l R esu lts  for Q u estion  1 (T ask  2)

Subjects Treatment 1 Treatment 2 Treatment 3 Treatment 4
1 11 4 10 9
2 6 2 8 13
3 9 3 7 26
4 5 2 7 12
5 9 2 3 11
6 14 3 2 8
7 7 2 5 12
8 7 2 5 14
9 12 2 3 7
10 10 2 2 7

Average 9 2.4 5.2 11.9

Table 9.14: Number of User actions needed for Question 1.

Subjects Treatment 1 Treatment 2 Treatment 3 Treatment 4
1 6.97 2.18 8.75 9.02
2 2.30 1.57 7.03 8.32
3 8.92 2.05 6.58 10.0
4 6.55 1.32 6.79 6.97
5 7.03 5.57 3.48 5.35
6 9.87 2.48 1.35 3.83
7 5.80 1.32 1.07 8.00
8 7.79 1.20 3.63 8.87
9 10.0 0.97 1.95 7.04
10 8.32 1.39 2.44 8.77

Average 7.35 2.00 4.31 7.62

Table 9.15: Time (minutes) spent on Question 1
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11, The answer for Question 1 is in the article “Sources of F ine O rganic 
A erosol. 1. C harbro ilers and M eat C ooking O p era tio n s”, (E nv iron
m en t Science and  Technology, pp. 1112-1125, 1991). It includes 13.5 A 4 

printed pages, or 32 screen pages on SuperBook. The location of the required 
information in SuperBook can be roughly described as the following:

Keywords Features Hits User actions / readability

(any) TOC/Next Page 1 32/diflicult
cooking Lookup/Search Forw 51 51/difficult
cooking process Lookup/  Search Forw 6 6/difiicult
hamburger Lookup/Search Forw 31 15/easy
hamburger surface Lookup/Search Forw 3 7/easy
hamburger outer surface Lookup/Search Forw 1 5/easy

As this article is the exclusive one on the topic in the whole database, it is easy 
to be identiHed with any of the keywords hinted in the question (e.g., su b 
s tan ces , o u te r  surface, h am burger, cooking process). However, finding 
the information after locating the document is quite difiicult because:

• The article is quite long (32 screens);

• The information requested is located in the later half of the article.

Using Search Forward could make the search and retrieval quite straightforward, 
especially when the Boolean search is adopted.

12. Treatment 2 presents the best result in this case, with average number of user 
actions of 2.4 (Table 9.14). It presents a quite smooth curve in Figure 9.8, 
which shows that information retrieval for the subject in this group is quite 
easy;

13. Ideally, if the Boolean search is used for Search Forward, the number of user 
actions needed by the subject using Treatment 1 for information for Question 
1 should be roughly the same as that in soft-link hypertext. However, from 
the experimental result (Table 9.14 and Figure 9.8), it can be seen that more 
actions are actually used in Treatment 1 than in Treatment 2.
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Figure 9.8: Number of User actions needed for Question 1

One reason might be that the Boolean search is still too difficult for most of 
the subjects, as reported in other IR studies. Another reason is that although 
using the Boolean search could help in locating quickly the node in which the 
information is included, it quite often results in too many highlighted terms 
(keywords) on one screen for the subject to concentrate on the reading and 
obtaining any valuable information. This leads to an increase in the total 
time needed for information retrieval. What makes it worse is that the more 
keywords a subject uses in the Boolean search, the better the search result 
should approach that of the soft-link hypertext; unfortunately, the problem 
of readability becomes more serious (Figure 9.9). Searching via the soft-link 
hypertext system does not have this problem.

14. The curve of Treatment 3 in Figure 9.8 also shows the fact that the system has 
been trained (from Subject 4 in this case). As the result, the number of user 
actions and the time needed for later subjects decrease to about the same level 
as that of Treatment 2;

15. In this case, the soft link anchor appears as the last entry on the list. This 
probably explains why it takes longer (4 subjects) for the system to be trained. 
Some of the earher subjects might have given up before they reach the proper 
soft-link option;
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Figure 9.9: Readability problem caused by the Boolean search.
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Figure 9.10; Time spent on Question 1

16. The time spent by subjects in the four treatment group (Figure 9.10) represents 
roughly the same picture, though it is more affected by other factors like the 
subjects’ reading and comprehension ability. The subjects using Treatment 2 
spent the least time in searching and retrieving information; The time spent 
by the subjects in Treatment 3 decreases from Subject 4 (the turning point). 
Whereas the subject using Treatment 4 needs more actions in obtaining the 
information than those in Treatment 1, the time spent by those two groups 
are almost the same. This is because the user generally moves faster with the 
soft-hnk hypertext system;

17. This experiment reveals a very interesting fact about the Boolean search and its 
relationship with the soft-hnk hypertext. The purpose of Boolean search and the 
soft-hnk hypertext are almost the same — to provide more information about 
the destination node. However, it seems from the result of the experiment that 
the former is stiU too difhcult for an ordinary user, and it is further hmited by its 
readabihty problems (Point 13). It is also strongly affected by the user’s abihty 
in choosing proper keywords. The last point is further shown and investigated 
in the later part of the experiment;
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E x p er im en ta l R esu lts  for Q u estio n  2 (T ask  2)

Subjects Treatment 1 Treatment 2 Treatment 3 Treatment 4
1 14 3 4 3
2 32 5 3 3
3 17 4 3 3
4 11 4 7 3
5 19 6 3 5
6 25 3 5 5
7 9 3 4 3
8 15 5 4 4
9 7 3 3 4
10 17 3 3 3

Average 16.6 3.9 3.9 3.6

Table 9.16: Number of User actions needed for Question 2.

Subjects Treatment 1 Treatment 2 Treatment 3 Treatment 4
1 8.32 0.84 1.54 1.06
2 10.0 1.21 1.09 1.28
3 8.93 1.32 0.54 0.75
4 5.45 1.08 2.92 0.91
5 9.04 1.97 0.78 1.32
6 10.0 0.95 1.12 1.17
7 5.21 1.05 1.20 1.02
8 7.88 1.41 1.37 1.14
9 4.98 1.25 1.08 1.33
10 6.73 1.16 1.15 1.85

Average 7.65 1.22 1.23 1.28

Table 9.17: Time (minutes) spent on Question 2.
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18. The answer for Question 2 is in the article “Air Pollu tion in S ou thern  Cal
ifornia M useum s: Indoor and  O u tdoor Levels of N itrogen  D ioxide...” 
(E nv ironm enta l Science and Technology, pp. 857 -  862, 1991). It includes 
6 A 4 printed pages or 15 screen pages on SuperBook.

Keywords Features Hits User actions/ readability
air pollution TOC/Next Page 135 Impossible
air pollution museums TOC/Next Page 13 15/easy
museums Lookup/Search Forw 17 ll/easy
air pollution Lookup/Search Forw 135 Impossible
air pollution museums Lookup/Search Forw 13 Impossible

19. The information is located on the third screen of the article (Introduction), 
which should be reasonably easy to identify.

User A ctions
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Figure 9.11: Number of User actions needed for Question 2

Here, the question is set in such a way that only inefficient keywords are used 
(except for m useum ), which means that some words used in the question are 
too popular to be good candidates for effective Boolean search. Proper use 
of Boolean operators on multiple keywords is even more difficult. In this case, 
many features of SuperBook must be used altogether to retrieve the information 
efficiently;
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20. The subjects in Treatment 1 need more user actions than other groups to re
trieve the information;

21, The number of user actions needed for the other three treatment groups are 
about the same, and the effect of learning is not obvious in this case. This is 
because only 15 soft-link options are related to m useum s, which takes only 
one screen. Here, learning could not dramatically decreases the number of user 
actions and the time needed for locating the appropriate information
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Figure 9.12: Time spent on Question 2

22. One important fact revealed from the experiment is that TOC in SuperBook is 
not of much help in pinpointing detailed information. Although the combined 
use of the Boolean search and TOC may speed up the locating process, it 
makes reading more difficult, unless the wanted information itself is highlighted; 
otherwise, it is very easy for the user to miss the real useful information;

23. Search Forward in SuperBook is also not good enough for pinpointing the de
tailed information. Quite often, the user needs to go through a long list of 
hits before locating any useful information. More auxiliary tools are needed to 
provide further help.
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E x p er im en ta l R e su lts  for Q u estio n  3 (T ask  2)

Subjects Treatment 1 Treatment 2 Treatment 3 Treatment 4
1 6 3 25 12
2 12 3 5 7
3 14 3 3 19
4 11 4 5 13
5 4 7 7 5
6 25 5 21 3
7 2 3 3 17
8 9 5 5 27
9 14 6 7 11
10 19 4 7 14

Average 11.6 4.3 8.8 12.8

Table 9.18: Number of User actions needed for Question 3.

Subjects Treatment 1 Treatment 2 Treatment 3 Treatment 4
1 3.04 1.27 10.0 7.04
2 6.33 2.40 3.35 3.73
3 6.01 0.93 1.41 10.0
4 5.54 1.12 1.83 7.68
5 0.62 1.83 2.63 1.21
6 10.0 1.44 9.85 0.91
7 0.84 1.87 0.96 6.54
8 3.93 2.03 1.21 10.0
9 4.45 1.53 2.32 6.80
10 8.78 0.51 1.93 8.33

Average 4.95 1.20 3.55 6.22

Table 9.19: Time (minutes) spent on Question 3.
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24. Question 3 is set on the article “M eth an e  Em issions from  Rice Fields in 
C hina”, (E nvironm ental Science and  Technology, pp. 979 -  981, 1991). 
It includes 3 A4 printed pages, or 7 screen pages on SuperBook.

Keywords Features Hits User actions/ readability
methane TOC/Next Page 107 Impossible
methane emission TOC/Next Page 6 10/easy
rice TOC/Next Page 36 10+/easy
rice fields TOC/Next Page 16 10/easy
methane Search Forw 107 Impossible
methane emission Search Forw 6 5 /  difficult
rice Search Forw 36 16/easy
rice fields Search Forw 16 4/easy

25. The answer for Question 3 is on the first screen page of the article. This means 
that, once the subject locates the article, the information requested is found. 
Meanwhile, as the number of hits for each of these keyword(s) is not very high, 
the subject using Treatment 1 is expected to behave well in this case;

U s e r  A c t i o n s
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Figure 9.13: Number of User actions needed for Question 3

26. Question 3 is asked in a longer context, so that it is more difficult for the subject 
to identify the effective keyword(s) used for information retrieval. As shown
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in Figure 9.13, the outcome from the four treatment group represent much 
rough curves. StiU, Treatment 2 represents the best picture, with the minimum 
average number of user actions for answering the question (4.3). Treatment 1 
and 4 show some irregular subjects’ behaviour during the information retrieval. 
In Treatment 3, the effect of learning is very obvious (except for Subject 6). 
Because the hst of soft Hnks is quite long in this case, the number of user actions 
and time spent pn the task could be reduced greatly once the system is trained;
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Figure 9.14: Time spent on Question 3

27. Again, in Figure 9.14, the time spent on searching and retrieving information to 
answer Question 3 by each treatment group reveals a similar picture: the subject 
in Treatment 1 could have very good results. But, it is up to each subject’s 
skills of identifying proper keywords, using the Boolean search, and choosing the 
suitable features of SuperBook, whereas that for Treatment 2 is more consistent 
and unaffected either by the location of the requested information, nor the user’s 
present position in the Information Space;

28. The average time spent by subjects in Treatment 3 is shorter (3.55 minute) than 
those in Treatments 1 and 4. This shows that with learning mechanism, the 
soft Hnks can be improved and become more helpful in information retrieval;
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E x p e r im e n ta l R e su lts  for Q u estio n  4 (T ask  2)

Subjects Treatment 1 Treatment 2 Treatment 3 Treatment 4
1 6 8 12 22
2 18 10 24 5
3 21 17 13 14
4 9 15 16 9
5 12 13 7 8
6 14 25 10 11
7 7 8 16 22
8 25 7 9 13
9 14 7 17 6
10 10 12 18 15

Average 12.6 12.2 14.2 12.5

Table 9.20: Number of User actions needed for Question 4.

Subjects Treatment 1 Treatment 2 Treatment 3 Treatment 4
1 2.60 3.43 5.44 9.57
2 6.80 4.07 10.0 1.32
3 7.03 7.20 6.00 6.37
4 1.17 5.51 5.94 2.21
5 5.00 4.04 1.59 5.83
6 5.49 10.0 2.33 3.02
7 1.25 3.93 7.16 10
8 10.0 3.43 2.51 7.49
9 5.44 3.97 5.77 2.94
10 3.71 5.31 7.03 5.48

Average 4.85 5.09 5.34 5.42

Table 9.21: Time (minutes) spent on Question 4.
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29. Question 4 is set on the article “In d o o r A ir P o llu ta n ts  from  U n v en ted  
K erosene H e a te r  E m issions in M obile H o m es:...” , (E n v iro n m e n ta l Sci
ence and  Technology, pp. 1732 -  1738, 1991). It includes 7 A 4 printed pages, 
or 21 screen pages on SuperBook;

Keywords Features Hits User actions/ readability
kerosene TOC/Next Page 35 7/easy
kerosene heaters TOC/Next Page 25 7 /  difficult
pollutants TOC/Next Page 284 Very difficult
air pollutants TOC/Next Page 112 Difficult
kerosene Search Forw 35 10/easy
kerosene heaters Search Forw 25 15/difficult
pollutants Search Forw 284 Very difficult
air pollutants Search Forw 112 Very difficult
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Figure 9.15: Number of User actions needed for Question 4

30. The information is located on the first screen page of the article. Again, once 
the subject obtains the article, the required information is located;
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31. The question is asked in a very long sentence so that choosing proper keywords 
for information retrieval is very difficult. One of the option “air p o llu tan ts” 
is misleading, though it appears in the original sentence in the article. As it 
is too popular in the Information Space (unefficient keywords), it provides no 
help in identifying the useful information. The best way for Question 4 is to 
use TOC to locate the article. Once the article is found, the information can 
be identified as it is on the first page of the article;

32. Also because of the way the question is set (no proper source anchor is hinted 
in the question), the use of soft-hnk hypertext is almost impossible in this case 
(i.e., no effective soft hypertext hnks are provided);
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Figure 9.16: Time spent on Question 4

It can be seen from Figures 9.15 and 9.16 that in this case, the four treatment 
groups have the same behaviour. The soft-hnk hypertext does not provide any 
help because of the lack of hypertext hnks, nor does the learning mechanism;

33. In this case, the number of user actions and the time needed for information 
retrieval depend totally on the subject’s choices of keywords and combined use 
of different features. It shows that when no proper soft hnks are provided. 
Treatments 2, 3 and 4 behave roughly the same as that of Treatment 1,
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9 .6 .4  C on clu sion

Experiment 3 investigates the soft-link hypertext system (the Enhanced SuperBook) 
in real IR environments, and compares its behaviour with the SuperBook. The pur
pose is to assess the system, as well as the learning mechanism used in it, in a specific 
IR environment — h y p e rtex t. In this dissertation, such an environment is charac
terized as the following:

• Search formulation is not a problem for the information user;

• The information sought (the destination anchor) is located at the sentence level;

•  The initial location (of the source anchor, or the user in the Information Space) 
would not affect the IR result and efficiency;

• The content of the destination information node is more important than other 
attributes (e.g., author names, the date of publication, etc.);

• Movement between the information nodes need to be fast and convenient.

. The following points can be concluded from the experiment:

1. Without proper soft hypertext links provided, the Enhanced SuperBook acts 
about the same as SuperBook in the environment discussed (Points 32 and 33);

2. The Enhanced SuperBook shows a great improvement over the SuperBook in 
the hypertext environment, when soft hypertext Hnks are provided. It provides 
much more consistent and effective IR services for the user (Treatment Group 
2 vs Treatment Group 1, presented in Points 7, 13, 14, 20, 21 and 27);

3. It is very important to use learning mechanisms to improve the quahty of soft 
Hnks, which could further speed up the information search and retrieval (Com
parison among Treatment Groups 2, 3 and 4, as presented in Points 8, 9, 14);

4. The more items are included in a conceptual index (soft Hnks), the more difficult 
it is to learn. However, once the system starts learning, the more improvements 
it brings to information retrieval. In other words, if only a few items are in
cluded, the effect of learning is not obvious at all (Points 14 and 15).

The conclusion of Experiment 3 is that, in the hypertext environment tested, the 
Enhanced SuperBook presents a much better IR system for information search and 
retrieval. It facihtates a big improvement in both speed and quaHty of the IR services 
it provides for the information user.
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9 .7  E xp erim en t 4 —  A n  In telligen t In form ation  

S y stem

9.7 .1  P u rp o se  and  D esig n

Experiment 4 was originally designed to assess the roles of different IR models and 
compare the soft-link hypertext browser with others in an integrated information 
retrieval environment.

As discussed in Section 8.4, each IR model and system has its own strengths and 
weaknesses. Nevertheless, the soft-link hypertext system combine different models, 
including the Boolean search, hard-link hypertext and soft-link hypertext, in one 
infrastructure; it should be able to provide an integrated information service for 
different levels of information needs.

The design of the experiment is described as follows;

1. Three treatments were to be used in the experiment: SuperBookfoi the Boolean 
search model, the Enhanced SuperBook with hard-link hypertext (Figure 8.12) for 
the conventional hypertext model and the Enhanced SuperBook with soft-link 
hypertext browser (Figure 8.14) for the soft-hnk hypertext model;

2. The subject was to be assigned to one of the three treatment groups and was to 
be asked to fulfill one of the following three categories of information retrieval 
tasks:

• In fo rm atio n  In tro d u c tio n . Each subject in this group would not be 
given any background information before the session. The subject would 
search and browse for information totally on his/her own interests and 
answer some questions at the end of the session;

• In fo rm atio n  Expansion. Each subject in this group would be given 
some background information by reading a short paragraph about the 
domain before starting search and retrieval, and would answer questions 
according to the information retrieved during the session;

• In fo rm atio n  P inpo in ting . For this group, each subject would need 
to read several paragraphs and obtain some quite detailed information 
before starting information search and retrieval, and finally would answer 
questions based on the information retrieved.
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3. The questions asked would reflect the related information needs for each of the 
three groups;

4. Eventually, the outcomes from these nine groups would be summarized in the 
format of the following table and compared across the group, before some con
clusions could be drawn.

Application Environment
Conventional

IR
Hard-link
Hypertext

Soft-link
Hypertext

Information Introductory
Information Expansion
Information Pinpointing

9 .7 .2  D ifficu ltie s  in  R u n n in g  E x p er im en t 4

It was not realized, until starting to set out the detailed steps and implementation of 
the experiment, that running Experiment 4 in a small-scale controlled environment 
was virtually impossible. As a result. Experiment 4 was stopped. The difficulties 
that forced the experiment to be cancelled were as follows:

1. Building up a hard-linked hypertext network within the Ph.D period would be 
extremely difficult. Such a task was demanding in two aspects: Firstly, I needed 
to be quite knowledgeable and very well informed about the domain (chemistry) 
before I could be able to link any information components; secondly, it would 
be very time-consuming to construct a reasonably-sized hypertext net, whilst a 
unduly small-scale net was worthless both from the experiment’s point of view, 
and for the interests of the subject;

2. It would be very difficult to measure the results of information retrieval in such 
a controlled experimental environment. For example, for the group of In fo r
m a tio n  In tro d u c tio n , it would be very difficult to choose an area, which was 
new and unknown to all the subjects. Once a subject knew something about 
the chosen topic, the outcome of such a experiment would be changed into In 
fo rm atio n  E xpansion , rather than reflecting accurately that of In fo rm atio n  
In tro d u c tio n . Other problems included how the questions should be asked to 
assess the quality of the information retrieval, whether these questions should 
be shown to the subject and when. On the one hand, revealing questions too 
early would give hints about the domain knowledge and keywords; on the other
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hand, without showing the subjects the questions before (or during) the ses
sion, what would the subject be expected to do in the controlled laboratory 
environment?

9 .7 .3  T h e  Im p a ct on  In fo rm a tio n  R etr iev a l

Although it is unfortunate that I was not able to run Experiment 4 because of the 
difficulties listed above, the idea for such an experiment is still worth pursuing. Whilst 
these difficulties provide evidence that a hypertext model like the one proposed in 
this dissertation is urgently needed in the community, running such an experiment 
could constitute further support for the model, which remains an open question 
(Section 10.3.2). Should a larger soft-link hypertext system be set up pubKcly, and 
operated continuously for a period of time (e.g., 6 - 1 2  months), a group of useful 
soft hnks could become prominent. This group could either become permanent hnks 
(hard hnks), or provide a basis from which hard hnks could be set up by domain 
experts. Then, running Experiment 4 in a natural environment, with real information 
users who access the system with real information needs, should produce some very 
interesting results for information retrieval.

9.8 C onclusion

Although the soft-hnk hypertext model has been assessed theoretically in Chapter 8, 
and its strengths shown in accommodating an integrated IR environment in which 
faster and more convenient IR services could be provided for different level of infor
mation retrieval, the model and the implemented system (the Enhanced SuperBook) 
need to be further evaluated in some practical operations. Therefore, the foUowing 
four experiments have been designed in my research to assess various parts of the 
model, to test how good they are and to find out the reasons.

1. Experiment 1 tests the automatic index formulation mechanism. It shows that a 
reasonably good conceptual index structure could be formulated automatically, 
within an acceptable cost of time and memory;

2. Experiment 2 confirms that such a data structure, as well as the soft-link hy
pertext browser, is acceptable for the user. Some cognitive overload is brought
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about by the introduction of the additional features; nevertheless, they are fully 
justified by the overall performance of the system;

3. Experiment 3 tests the overall performance of the soft-link hypertext system. 
Its results show that, with the soft-link hypertext system, the user searches 
and retrieves information faster and easier. Moreover, the learning mechanism 
could further speed up this process;

4. Finally, Experiment 4 would have tested the soft-link hypertext model in an 
integrated IR environment. It was given up because of the limitations of time 
and experimental conditions in the present research. However, it could well 
be possible for a larger trial system and could produce some very interesting 
results.



Chapter 10 
Conclusion

Chapter 10 summarizes the validity o f the original hypotheses and draws 
relevant conclusions showing how the remit of the dissertation ha^ been 
met. This evaluation is based on lessons learnt from the development of 
the soft-link hypertext model and the experimental results obtained from  
the assessment o f an intelligent hypertext system., the Enhanced Super
Book. Whilst the soft-link hypertext model constitutes the main contribu
tion o f this research, its position in the present IR community, the limi
tations of the model and its impact on future development o f information 
systems are also discussed here.

10.1 Sum m ary o f  th e  W ork

The essence of the work presented in this dissertation is to study the possibihty of 
constructing automatically a data structure which is suitable for information retrieval 
(especially hypertext), using statistical information to further improve and adjust 
such a structure, and applying it effectively in information search and retrieval. There 
are the following three different aspects of work involved here:

1. The design of such a data structure;

2. The development of a model which supports such a data structure, and more 
importantly, facilitates the mechanisms for automatic generation, improvement 
and apphcations of the structure;

3. The adoption of the model in information retrieval to improve the efficiency 
and effectiveness of the present IR systems.

As a result, th e  soft-link  h y p e r te x t m odel has been developed and implemented 
(Chapter 5, 6, 7 and 8). Relying on a more sophisticated data structure called the 
co n cep tu a l index, the model shares a lot of similarities with most of the exist
ing hypertext systems, but differs on its interpretation of hypertext elements (node, 
anchor and hnk). Therefore, the soft-hnk hypertext model is blessed uniquely with 
auto-generation, self-adjustment and versatihty; it is more suitable for large-scale, 
user-centered and intelhgent information retrieval environment.

189
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With such a model, it also becomes possible to prove the hypothesis examined in this 
dissertation. This can be shown as follows:

1. A conceptual index has been generated automatically by the conceptual index 
formulation mechanism employed in the model (Chapters 5 and 9);

2. The conceptual index facilitates both the global and local access. It helps in 
improving the effectiveness and efficiency of IR systems (Chapters 5, 8 and 9);

3. Learning via statistical information has been applied in the model to tune the 
data structure and accumulate its past experiences (Chapters 6, 7 and 9);

4. The machine intelligence has been adopted to provide a versatile, flexible and 
user-centered system (Chapters 6, 7, 8 and 9).

10.2 C ontribution  to  IR

In assessing the relevance and contribution of this work to IR, it is first necessary to 
assess where it stands in relation to the previous work. By comparing it with other 
projects, my contribution to the development of information retrieval and machine 
learning, as well as the limitation of the methodologies adopted, can be identified.

10.2 .1  T h e  P rev io u s  W ork

The most closely related work is Savoy’s Bayesian network [139], Frisse’s belief net
work [68], Turtle & Croft’s inference networks [159] and their applications in IR. 
Those approaches and the soft-hnk hypertext model all adopt the idea of probabihty 
in information retrieval and use a kind of activation spreading on the semantic net
work installed on the global index as an inferencing procedure. However, my model 
is different in the nature of the semantic network used (which is more suitable for 
hypertext), in the automatic generation of the network and in attaching a weight to 
each connections of the semantic network so that its structure could be self-adjusted 
via statistical information. In this way, not only does the hypertext structure become 
dynamic and evolvable, but more importantly, some extra auxihary information is 
available for the information user.

Other research on the apphcations of the connectionist network in IR [8] [89] are 
related to the soft-hnk hypertext model in the way that both forward activation
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spreading and backward learning are utilized during information retrieval. Whilst the 
previous work is only appHcable for bibhographical IR tasks, the soft-hnk hypertext 
model is targeting at the full-text and hypertext, which are far more complex and 
sophisticated. Furthermore, in the soft-hnk hypertext model, both LTM and STM 
are apphcable, i.e., two sets of information are available for the information user.

1 0 .2 .2  M y  C o n tr ib u tio n s

W ith the soft-hnk hypertext model, my contributions to information retrieval area 
can be hsted as follows:

1. Extending the idea and notation of hypertext. The definition of node, anchor, 
link and path are broadened and made more flexible. Some new terms, including 
hard link, soft link, hard path and soft path, are coined;

2. Introducing a new semantic net into the conventional global index and applying 
the consequential conceptual index in IR. It leads to a richer set of expressions 
to represent not only concepts, but the relationships between concepts;

3. Defining and developing an advanced IR model, called the soft-link hypertext 
model Based on the conceptual index, the model covers the Boolean search, the 
conventional hard-hnk hypertext and soft-hnk hypertext into one infrastructure, 
and therefore, presents a superior and more flexible design for IR;

4. Designing an automatic formulation mechanism in the model for the generation 
of the conceptual index;

5. Pioneering in applying statistical information to improve the dynamic hypertext 
structure. A new set of competitive learning rules is defined;

6. Adopting inference and reasoning in hypertext to aid on-hne navigation. Prob
abihty theory is used for the model to make predictions of the user’s information 
needs;

7. Implementing such a soft-hnk hypertext model and running some informa
tion retrieval experiments in small-scale controlled apphcational environments, 
which reveals some new and very interesting features about IR.

Moreover, my contribution also includes the introduction of a new set of competitive 
learning rules, which is similar to classical Kohonen learning laws. The two differ 
in that, in our system, a value attached to each weight is used to reflect the density
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function of the training data; whereas in the traditional Kohonen learning, the relative 
positions of the weights are used to reflect this density function. Although I was not 
able to follow this Hne of research as it is not the main stream of my Ph.D work, I 
believe that such learning rules constitute a very interesting research topic and should 
have wider applications.

10 .2 .3  R e la tio n s  w ith  O th er R ec en t R esearch  A c t iv it ie s

Information Retrieval is a fast changing and developing area; I have, therefore, con
stantly compared and contrasted my work with other recent research activities.

The research presented in this dissertation started with 12 months’ survey and inves
tigation in JR. During that time, I collected and read quite exhaustively the literature 
on all relevant subjects. This included some 250 papers, 200 books, 60 research notes 
and reports, dating from 1945 to more recent ones in 1990s; they covered infor
mation retrieval, database technology, artiflcial intelligence, programming languages 
and tools. This thorough reading laid a very good foundation for my research in the 
following stages.

I spent the next 18 months on the development and implementation of the soft-link 
hypertext model. The literature published during that period describes the trend and 
most recent developments in the IR community. The best examples include Frisse’s 
report on hypertext models [69], Croft’s analysis of A.I in information retrieval [45], 
Savoy’s presentation of his spreading activation in IR [139], and Murray’s paper on 
hmitation and difflculties of hypertext [116]. Whilst Tam glad to see that my research 
is addressing the issues proposed in the Hterature and is in accord with the recent 
trend of development of large-scale intelligent IR models and systems, those people’s 
work helped me in the further refinement of the soft-hnk hypertext model.

By the time I had finished the first draft of this dissertation, I read the first serious 
report of the Dexter hypertext model (C om m unications of th e  A C M , February 
1994). This led to a deeper analysis of the soft-hnk hypertext model and its rela
tionship with other hypertext systems (Section 8.2). Meanwhile, I revisited all 250 
papers again.
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Finally, during the last 36 months, I have followed very closely with the a number of 
research projects on the related fields. These projects include:

1. The PODA Project, Department of Computer Science, UCL;

2. The research activities in University of Bellcore;

3. X.500 Quipu Project, Department of Computer Science, UCL;

4. The World-Wide Web (WWW) project;

5. The Wide-Area Information System (WAIS) project.

10 .2 .4  L im ita tio n s

Inevitably, there are a number of distinct limitations to the work that is described 
here, because of the restriction of time, man-power, and research scale of Ph. D.

At the broadest level, all the discussions on the soft-link hypertext model are concen
trated on the Index Space, whilst no specifications are given to the Document Space 
and the front end (Figure 8.4). Fundamentally, a proper database model should be 
adopted for the information component in the model, and a more collaborative rela
tionships among the three layers should be investigated in order to build up an ideal 
intelligent information model. However, I did not have enough time to look into the 
details on this subject.

Self-adjustment and learning have the potential for, and should be applicable to, 
all aspects of features in the model. Nevertheless, in this dissertation, it has only 
been used in improving the conceptual index and helping the information search and 
navigation. Further possibilities are discussed in Section 10.3.1.

During the limited specific research period of my Ph. D, the main concern has been 
to construct the model, highlight its dynamic and self-adjustable features, and have a 
small-scale implementation and demonstration of the methodology so that its poten
tial can be shown. Therefore, all other work, including the a,ctual implementation of 
the Enhanced SuperBook, construction of stoplist, employment of morphology during 
conceptual indexing and formulation, etc. is reduced to the minimum. Whilst the 
positive aspect of this is that I could reach some tangible research results during the 
36 month Ph. D work, the negative side is that these questions, including the aspects 
mentioned above, remain unanswered.
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10.3 F uture W ork

10.3 .1  F urther D ev e lo p m en t o f  th e  M od el.

Although the soft-hnk hypertext model proposed in this dissertation has shown its 
potential, it can he improved further in at least the following four aspects:

1. The strength of the soft-hnk hypertext model could be further enhanced with a 
good database model adopted on its Document Space and an effective specifi
cation defined on its front end, so that the three layers could coUaborate more 
harmonically;

2. As each of the conceptual relation (e.g. m odel, defin ition , etc.) is
a concept itself, this dual role could make it possible to access a des
tination anchor (composite concept) by two approaches, e.g., defin ition  
of p o lym er could be approached via polymer —» definition of polymer, or 
definition definition of polymer. This could augment the model for both 
index formulation and navigation;

3. The learning mechanism used in the model can be apphed more extensively, in 
self-adjustment of stophst, self-adjustment of formulation rules, and automatic 
assessments of collected browsing trails;

4. The Boolean search could be apphed even more extensively in the soft-hnk 
hypertext model. For example, for a hypertext source anchor (e.g., po lym er), 
the global search would be useful in helping to search for a requested soft hnk.

10 .3 .2  L arge-sca le P r o to ty p e  and E valuation .

If a large-scale soft-hnk hypertext prototype can be set up pubhcly and operated 
continuously for a period of time (e.g., 6 - 1 2  months), a fuU range of evaluation of 
the model could be made possible. This should reveal some very interesting results. 
After some lengthy exposure to pubhc access by a large number of information users 
who approach the system in a natural environment with actual information needs, a 
group of useful soft hnks could become prominent. This group could either turn into 
permanent hnks (hard hnks), or provide a pool from which the hard hnks can be set 
up by domain experts. Then, conducting a large-scale user survey (hke Experiment 
4 proposed in this dissertation) to investigate the apphcations of different IR models
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should reveal some positive information for the soft-hnk hypertext model. Such 
kind of pilot should be really necessary and helpful for the extensive apphcation and 
commerciahzation of the model.

1 0 .3 .3  Im p ro v em en t o f  th e  E x is tin g  IR  S y ste m .

It should not be very difficult to apply the soft-hnk hypertext model to a wide range 
of existing hypertext systems. I have shown that the model by itself shares the 
fundamental structure with the standard Dexter model. This means that the soft- 
hnk hypertext model is, in fact, in accord with the present hypertext systems such as 
NoteCards, Neptune, KMS and Augment. Particularly, it addresses the same issues 
as current reconhgurable hypertext systems including Microcosm, Hyperform, and 
Intermedia. Should a semantic net be available and serve with the original global 
index structure to facihtate a conceptual index, the soft-hnk hypertext model could 
be apphed immediately to these systems, either as the mainstream, or in cooperation 
with the existing structure. Such a practice could dramatically increase the user’s 
mobihty in a large-scale and distributed Information Space, enhance the system’s 
various features and improve the IR services. The actual implementation in this 
dissertation (the Enhanced SuperBook which is built on the SuperBook) has already 
demonstrated the possibihty of such an extension, as well as the benefits thereafter. 
Moreover, the consequential system stiU constitutes an open configuration, which can 
be extended even further.

A good example could be the apphcations of the soft-hnk hypertext model on Micro
cosm, which is a hypermedia system developed in University of Southampton. Whilst 
pioneering in the exploration of open and reconfigurable hypertext. Microcosm stiU 
supports the standard Dexter hypertext model. Its exceptional features include a 
configurable Index Space (which is a database of hnks called “hnkbase” [88]), a series 
of filters for the manipulation of the Document Space and the hnkbase, and elegant 
specifications of the operations and apphcations of the filters. The essence of Mi
crocosm is to provide the system users with the abihty to tailor the functionahty 
of the system to meet their own requirements and extend further the present hy
pertext /hypermedia models and systems to extensive electronic information services. 
The soft-hnk hypertext model developed in this dissertation can be well apphed to 
Microcosm. The adoption of the conceptual index, as weU as its automation gen
eration and self-adjustable attributes, in the Index Space (hnkbase) could enhance
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further the manipulatable and reconfigurable features of Microcosm. Meanwhile, the 
splendid specifications defined between layers and the operations of filters in Mi
crocosm could complement the defective side of the soft-link hypertext model and 
constitute a good example for the further development of the model (Section 10.3.1). 
Such an extension on both models could be very useful and stimulating for the recent 
hypertext community.

10 .3 .4  Im p a c t on  F u tu re G en era tio n s o f  IR

The soft-link hypertext model, as well as the ideas behind it, should have a great 
impact on the further development of information system. With the increasing de
mand of large-scale distributed information system and decreasing cost of machine 
power (processing speed and memory), more and more applications of automatic 
mechanisms, machine intelligence, self-evolution and self-adjustment methodology in 
IR are inevitable. In this dissertation, I have demonstrated its potential and initial 
benefits via a small-scale research model and prototype, and have shown the possibil
ities of further development. It is confidently expected that such a methodology wiU 
be applied more and more extensively in the coming generations of global information 
systems.

Furthermore, although this research is text-based, its methodology, the state-space 
and operations defined in the soft-link hypertext model, the activation spreading 
and learning rules, and experiences obtained via implementing and assessing the 
intelligent systems are also applicable for hypermedia and multimedia systems.

10.4 C on clu sion

In this dissertation, a new information model, called the soft-link hypertext modelj is 
proposed and developed. The main features of the model include automatic genera
tion of information structure, self-adjustment and evolution based on the statistical 
information, applications of machine intelligence in accumulating the past experi
ences, inferring a better user model and reasoning, multiple accessments to the infor
mation stored, effective on-line navigation, and user-centered services for information 
search and retrieval.
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Still maintaining the traditional Dexter three layer model on a high level, the soft-hnk 
hypertext model extends the idea of hypertext into a new dimension and facihtates 
a much more powerful conceptual index structure. The conceptual index structure 
integrates the conventional global index with a special semantic net. As a result, 
a much richer set of concepts, as well as the relationships between concepts, can 
be represented in the data structure. Based on such a data structure, the soft-hnk 
hypertext model is able to cover several IR methodologies, including the Boolean 
search, the probabihty model, the traditional hard-link hypertext model and the 
soft-hnk hypertext, in one infrastructure.

Apphcations of the soft-hnk hypertext model in IR leads immediately to the following 
three main benefits. First of all, it becomes possible to formulate automatically the 
conceptual index structure needed for more sophisticated IR environment such as 
hypertext. Secondly, various kinds of intelhgent methodologies can be apphed in the 
data structure for self-adjustment and evolution. Finally, more auxihary information 
becomes available for assistance during information retrieval. It is obvious that the 
issues addressed by the soft-hnk hypertext model are exactly the bottlenecks for the 
present IR and represent the main elements for future generations of IR systems.

The state-space and all operations happening on the model are defined in this dis
sertation. It is implemented in a soft-hnk hypertext system and extensively assessed 
at different levels. It has been shown that such a system could increase the user’s 
mobihty in the Information Space and increase the effectiveness and efficiency of 
information retrieval.

Finally, such a soft-hnk hypertext model opens many new hnes for further develop
ments in IR. Its enormous potential should have a great impact on future generations 
of global intelhgent information systems.



Glossary

b ib l io g r a p h y

b r o w s in g

c o g n i t i v e  o v e r h e a d  

docum ent 

D ocum ent S p a ce

in d e x

in d e x in g  

in d e x  la n g u a g e

In d e x  S p a ce

bibliographies are pointers or links to documents. [127] 

the art of not knowing what you want until you find it.

[127].

the additional effort and concentration necessary to 
maintain several tasks or trails at one time.

a structured body of natural language and graphics that 
carries a cohesive message. [125]

including all information components (documents) in an 
information system. The Document Space constitutes 
the main source of useful information for the information 
user.

another representation of the Document Space [127]. It 
provides a mapping from an index term to the related 
documents where the term is included.

generation process for an index

any instrument for the organization, description, and 
retrieval of knowledge that consists of verbal or nota- 
tional expressions for concepts and their relationships 
and which displays these elements in an ordered way. 
[127]

an auxiliary structure outside the Document Space in 
an information system. It usually includes an index and 
some necessary tools needed for storing, organizing and 
accessing the information components in the system. Its 
operation is to make information search and retrieval 
more effiecient.

in fo rm ation  r e t r i e v a l  dealing with the representation, storage, organization,
and accessing of information items. [134]
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Information Space Information Space denotes the union of the Index Space 
with the Document Space. It represents the whole 
database of an information system.

i n t e l l i g e n t  IR system a computer system with inferential capabilities such that
it can use prior knowledge to establish, by plausible 
reasoning, a connection between a user’s probably ill- 
specified request and a candidate set of relevant docu
ments. [20]

m o d el

p r e c i s i o n

r e c a l l

s e a r c h in g

s e a r c h  fo r m u la t io n

s e l f - o r g a n i z i n g

s e m a n t ic  n e t

te r m

t e x t

t h e s a u r u s

a representation, usually on a smaller scale, of a device, 
system, structure, etc.

the ratio of the relevant information items retrieved by 
an information system to the total number of items re
trieved.

the ratio of relevant information items retrieved by the 
system to the total number of relevant items in an Infor
mation Space.

comparing and matching the parsed form of a query with 
those of documents. [127]

moving a query into another/ simpler representation which 
is understandable by an information system. [127]

self-organization process (or topology-preserving map
ping) is to transform a signal pattern of arbitrary di
mensionality onto a one- or two-dimensional array. [96]

the abstraction of a document as a network of concepts 
and relations is a semantic net. [127]

a word or sequence of words that refers to a concept.
[127]

any recorded body of information. [125]

a set of concepts in which each concept is represented 
with at least synonymous terms, broader concepts, nar
rower concepts, and related concepts. [127]
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Appendix A 
Summary of Schemas Used in the 

Dissertation

1. Schema IndexSpace defines the state-space of the soft-Hnk hypertext model;

_ IndexSpace_____________________________________________________
Concept: F  CONCEPT
ConceptualRelation: F  (CONCEPT x CONCEPT)
ActivationLevel: Concept — ► A c  
Weight: ConceptualRelation — > Wr 
Concept Visited: Concept — ► Nc
ConceptualRelation Visited: ConceptualRelation — > Nr 
A c: (0, 1)
W r : (0, 1)
N c :  F  IN 
N r  : F  in

dom ActivationLevel =  dom Concept Visited =  ^  Concept
dom Weight =  dom ConceptualRelationVisited =  ^  ConceptualRelation

2. Schema InitlndexSpace describes the operation before index formulation starts;

_ InitlndexSpace_____________________________________________________
A IndexSpace

Concept =  (j)
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3. Schema AddConcept describes the operation of global indexing;

A IndexSpace 
Vci?: CONCEPT

Vci? 0 Vb
Concept ' =  Concept (J {Vb-,?} 
d%{i) = 0
ActivationLevel ' =  ActivationLevel (J {Vci? 
Concept Visited ' =  Concept Visited (J {Vci?

H  0}
w  0}

4. Schema AddConceptualRelation describes the operation of hyperization;

_ AddConceptualRelation_______________________________________
A IndexSpace
Vnijl: (CONCEPT x CONCEPT)

Vci E V c A Vcj G Vc A Vjiip. ^  Vr 
ConceptualRelation ' =  ConceptualRelation (J {% j?}  
ConceptualRelationVisited ‘ =  ConceptualRelationVisited (J {Vhÿ? 0}
d%{iy =  d%{i) +  1
^Wik G W r  ; > (k =  0, 1, - ,  d%{i) and k ^  j)

Weight ' =  Weight U {Vkij?

5. Schema RemoveConceptualRelation describes the operation of deleting soft 
links ;

  RemoveConceptualRelation__________________________________________
A IndexSpace 
VRij?: ConceptualRelation

ConceptualRelation* =  ConceptualRelation -
ConceptualRelationVisited ' =  ConceptualRelationVisited -  n*;}
Weight ' =  Weight -  {V^jj? Wij) 
d^{iy  -  d%[i) -  1

V Wik G Wfl : (k =  0, 1, and k ^  j)
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6. Schema RemoveConcept describes the operation of deleting index terms;

_ RemoveConcept______________________________________________
A IndexSpace 
Veil: CONCEPT

Veil E Vc A jB Vcj G Vc : (Vhij ^ V r V VRji G Vr) 
Concept ' =  Concept -  { V a l}
ActivationLevel ' =  ActivationLevel -  {V a  
Concept Visited ' =  Concept Visited -  {V a  *—*■ ni}

7. Schema SessionStarts describes the operation that the model is ready for ap
plication;

SessionStarts ___________ _________________________________________
A IndexSpace 
PATH': F  CONCEPT

V G Ac: a» =  0 
PATH ' = ÿ

8. Schema ForwardSpreading describes the applications of the soft-Hnk hypertext 
model in information retrieval;

_ ForwardSpreading__________________________________________________
A IndexSpace
PutlnOrder: (Concept x decorder[Ac]) — > seq Concept 
PATH': F  CONCEPT 
V al:  CONCEPT 
rep!: seq Concept

Veil G Ve: a»  ̂ =  a*- -|- 1
V Vcn (Vcn  G V e  A Vcn  ̂PATH')'. On' = On Yitn ^mn  X Oj
\jVcn  G PATH': a„  ̂ =  1
PATH ' • =  PATH ' -f { V a l}
rep! =  PutlnOrder (Concept x decorder[Ac])
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9. Schema BackwardLeaming-1 describes the learning process when a concept is 
visited by the user;

BackwardLeaxning-1_ 
A IndexSpace 
V al:  F  CONCEPT

Veil G kc A a* =  1
A 3 VRij G Vr :

7li ' =  7li 1

10. Schema BackwardLeaming-2 describes the learning process when a conceptual 
relation (soft link) is visited by the user.

_ BackwardLearning-2 ■    ;_________
A IndexSpace 
Vcjl: F  CONCEPT :

V cjl G V(7 A a,- =  1 A =  1 
A 3 VRij G Vr :

n i j  ' =  Uij  +  1 .

6 ^



Appendix B 
The List of Information to Be Retrieved 

in Experiment 2

1. cleaning agent

2. department of biology

3. metal bonding

4. carbon dioxide

5. physical chemistry

6. water condensation

7. diamond cutting (x)

8. chlorine dioxide

9. fiber-optic materials

10. 1.8mm film

11. collision gas

12. immune suppression

13. chronic inflammation

14. metabolic inhibitors

15. water molecule

16. aging phenomenon

17. synthetic polymer

18. temperature sensor

19. excessive temperature

20. thermal conversion
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21. atomic absorption

22. amorphous phase

23. cohesive strength (x)

24. density fluctuation (x)

25. boltzman distribution

26. cartridge elusion

27. frequency domain

28. silicate hydration

29. joint variability

30. methyl nitrite

31. nucléation rate (x)

32. physical chemistry

33. radius of gyration (x)

34. aromatic resin

35. rubber compound (x)

36. scattering cell (x)

37. temperature gradients

38. tracer solutions

39. recovery of uranium

40. vinyl bromide

(x) means the information is not included in the Information Space.



Appendix C 
Questions for Experiment 3

Air pollution damage to museum collections has emerged as a major issue in art 
conservation. Outdoor air pollution, and more specifically, the widespread damage 
caused by acid deposition on stone, has been recognized as a threat to cultural prop
erty for a number of years. Furthermore, damage to works of art due to exposure to 
indoor air pollutants has also received increasing attentions recently.

Accordingly, researchers have undertaken a series of surveys to investigate the selected 
air pollutants in several museums in the United States. Some of the research results 
are published in the journal. E nv ironm en ta l Science and  Technology. They 
reveal some interesting facts about the indoor/ outdoor air pollution and damages to 
museum collections...

Do read on to find more information about the surveys!
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• Where are the surveys conducted?

• How many museums have been investigated?

• What is HVAC?

• Which criteria are used for the selection of museums?

• Which model of electron capture detector is mentioned?

• Which air pollutants are investigated in these surveys?

• Following the introduction of air pollution controls in the 1960s, Did the level 
of sulfur dioxide dropp? To how much?

• In the United States alone, how many pounds of toxic chemicals were discharged 
into the air in 1987, according to the report?

• Where is the chlorinated hydrocarbons from?

• W hat do you know about the retention time?
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1. W hich substance(s) are there on the outer surface of the ham burger, 
which would be vaporized during its cooking process?

(a) Fine organic carbon particles;

(b) Fatty acids;

(c) The normal alkanes with carbon C2 1]

(d) I do not know.

2. In H isham ’s survey about the air pollution in southern California 
m useum s, which of following organization(s) have been investigated?

(a) An Archeological museum;

(b) An ethnology museum;

(c) A natural history museum;

(d) Several major art museums with many types of collections;

(e) One of the largest Hbraries in the United States;

(f) Several historical buildings;

(g) AU of the above;

(h) I do not know.
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3. For m ore th a n  25 years it has been  recognized th a t  rice fields are 
a large source of a tm ospheric  m ethane . C om pared  w ith  th o se  in 
C hina, how are  th e  m e th an e  em ission ra te s  from  rice fields in  th e  
U n ited  S ta tes  and  E urope?

(a) About the same level;

(b) 23 times higher;

(c) 4 - 1 0  times lower;

(d) I do not know.

4. P o rtab le  kerosene h ea te rs  are  often  used as space h ea te rs  in hom es to  
reduce  energy  costs in th e  U n ited  S ta tes . H ow ever, w hen u n v en ted  
kerosene h ea te rs  are  used in hom es w ith  sm all a ir volum es an d  low 
a ir exchange ra te s , such as m obile hom es, high co n cen tra tio n s  of 
a ir  p o llu tan ts  can resu lt. R esearches have been  conducted  to  assess 
h u m an  exposu re  to  a ir p o llu tan ts  from  unv en ted  kerosene h ea te rs  
in  m obile hom es. W hich  p o llu tan ts  have been  identified  in th o se  
ex p erim en ts?

(a) Presence of unburned kerosene fuel;

(b) Increase of CO and organic levels;

(c) Airborne particles of < 10 um in diameter;

(d) I do not know


